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Single Selling Agency Adopted by Board
Canada-U.S. Trade
Treaty Likely to be
RACIAL CLASH 
REPORT WITHOUT
Hitler at Nuremberg
Ready in October No Man Died as Result of Fight Between Vernon Ball Players and German Youths
A  rumour to tho effect that a deatli 
occurred as a result of a clash between
B.C Tree Fruits Ltd. 
To Receive all Orders
For Sale of 1938 Crop
N o  Indication Reached Here Yet as to Possible Date ^
Treaty will be Made Effective or W hat Downward members of the vemon bail club and 
Revisions will be Included— Urge Anglo-American truck load of German sympathizers 
Treaty not be Put into Effect Until March 1 has, as far as The Courier has been 
able to ascertain, no foundation in 
fact.
Tho rumor which has gained consid-
___________________________ erablo prominence throughout the
, KL'Iowna district had it that a car con- 
H E R E  is every indication from eastern reports that the revised taining Vernon ball players was fore- 
trade treaty between Canada and the United State's may be cd off the road bv a truck
Tariff Committee of B.C.F.G.A. Active
G a a n u tr y  containing 
completed before the end of October, but no word has leaked west a number of young men of German 
as to the possible date that the treaty wifi be put into effect or what descent. When the ball players re- 
the treaty will contain.
Ihe tariff committee of the B.C.Jb.G.A., under the chairmanship the truck stated that the ball players 
of Fred Lewis of Vernon, has been in touch with Ottawa by wire would be taking orders from them 
and letter, urging that every effort be used to retain the maximum ^dhin two weeks. Then the fight 
protection possible for the fruit growers of Canada, so that the 1938 
crop marketing problem will not be further involved.
Urges Protection ------------------------------ -----.---- ----------
" -
Provincial Marketing Board Grants Fruit Board Power 
to Designate Sale Agency with Shippers as Sub- 
Agents— Grower Company will Prorate Orders as 
Handed in by Shippers
Plan Believed to Eliminate Price Chiselling
•« < WIT H  the consent of the provincial marketing board and the min ister of agriculture, and arising directly out of the result of
: i i i i
For some months now the delegates 
from Canada and Great Britain have 
been conferring with United States re­
presentatives in Washington. It was 
first thought the treaty would be an­
nounced in August, then in September,
ARRANGE TO SHIP 
BODIES TO CHINA
Three representatives of the Chin-
started and, it is said, baseball bats 
were used freely with the result that 
there were several broken heads and 
one of the truck occupants died in the 
Vernon hospital later.
The Courier has been unable to find 
the slightest foundation for the story. 
The story had not been heard in Ver­
non on Monday and a check of the 
hospital in that city revealed ih.at 
there had been no death that could in 
any way be traced to such a cause as 
the rumor stated. The story obviously
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the Ritchie case before the Court of Appeal, the grower-owned com­
pany, B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., will be designated by the B.C. Fruit 
Board as the sole agency through which tree fruits produced in the 
area under the jurisdiction of the board may be marketed.
This sudden departure from the ordinary regulations of the 
board was announced to a shippers’ committee in Kelowna on Fri­
day, September 23, and was discussed at length by the board and 
the shippers that day and also all day Monday, September 26, In all 
likelihood the regulations dealing with this agency set-up will be 
issued within the next two days and may be in effect by the end of 
the week.
Adolf Hitler, leader of seventy-five million Germans, is pictured 
atop a high platform as he appeared during his momentous Nuremberg 
speech in which he sealed the fate of Czechoslovakia.
Handled in Kelowna
but now there is more definite possibil­
ity  that within the next two or three Benevolent association with head- 
weeks the details w ill be known. quarters in Vancouver, have been in
Opinion is divided as to the possible this week arranging for tho was the figment of somebody’s iinag-
lowering of the tariff walls into Canada shipping of remains of Chinese buried ination as have been the other bits 
on apples and other fruits. Many per- the Kelowna district cemeteries, of gossip which have floated around 
sons, however, believe that apples w ill Those Chinese bodies ^hich have been the city during the past two weeks, 
not be as materially affected as some huried for seven years or more are Gossip cannot be controlled but 
soft fruits. I f  any small drop in pro- shipped back to the home of their Courier readers may rest assured
tection occ liv. now it w ill not be felt hirth. This work is undertaken every that if  such incidents should occur,
at once, but next April and May, when seyen years by the Chinese Benevol- this paper’s columns will carry as ebr-
the Okanagan is endeavoring to clean association, and these represent- rect and unbiased a report as it is ai
up the last of its yield the surplus from stives are on the last lap of their possible to procure. For the correct Alderman Sutherland Wants to capacity,
•the United States w ill probably be journey which has taken them clear version of local happenings read Tlie
dumped across the line. across Canada. Courier and forget the gossip.
INFORMATION 
SEARCH PROVES 
COUNCIL HIGHLIGHT
rrru ^  -n u + j  ii. u oxpectcd by board members that this
The agency w ill be operated through scheme will have the effect of prevent- 
the office of the fruit board in Kelowna jng chiselling and .secret rebates, con- 
and the mam business of receiving and sidered the curse of the fruit industry 
pro-rating orders will be done through today. It will not be central selling
As to the Anglo-American treaty, 
there is strong possibility that it w ill 
be announced and made effective short­
ly  after the turn of the New Year. In 
this respect, as well, the tariff com­
mittee has been making strong recom­
mendations as to delay in putting the 
revised agreement into effect until such 
time as the United Kingdom buyers, 
who have already purchased apples for 
delivery in January and February have 
a chance to clear their stocks at ex­
isting pijices.
Not T ill March 1
The tariff committee recommenda­
tion, it is understood, is that the Unit­
ed Kingdom-United States treaty be 
not made effective until March 1. I f  
this plan is followed then 
marketing problems will be 
somewhat.
Li. F. Burrows, Canadian Horticul 
tural council secretary, has been par
Know W hy and Wherefore of 
Council Details
VERNON CANNERY SWITCHES ____......................
After little more than a month’s run the Kelowna office, it is expected, al- but a central” contror^of'^Vellir^^^
on canning tomatoes, Bulman’s Ltd., .though representatives may be placed “a h  shippers will be allowed to carry
the large Vernon cannery and dehy- at Vernon and Creston to expedite the on their operations and no one will be
drator, switched operations on Wed- shipping business and eliminate any put out of business or have his busi-
nesday of last week to dehydrating possible delays. ness interfered with, except with re­
apples. On Monday of this week the Briefly, the new set-up w ill mean gpect to those matters which are the
plant started canning apples for ex- that B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. w ill be the growers’ business and not the shippers’
port and at the present time both the sole agency through which the 1938 business,” Mr. Haskins explains
driers and cannery are working at apple crop may be marketed and ex- “The price to be asked for the fruit
isting shippers w ill be sub-agents. It is allowances and rebates to be made
with respect to it; are, all growers’ busi-
Younger M en Lead Enthusiastic 
Conservative Convention Hopeful 
of Party Return in Three Years
E X C H A N G E  A N D  P O L L  T A X
Exchange Payment Poor Busi­
ness Practice, Alderman States
“Seeking information only,” Aider- 
man George . Sutherland dragged a 
couple of points out of the routine 
council matters and gave the only
Schoolboy Traffic Patrol W ill 
Start Operation'on October 18 
.W ith Thirty Members Enrolled
ness and not that of the shippers, and 
no shipper has any right to complain 
that the grower has elected a repre­
sentative to do this for him.”
Similar to One-Desk
Although the regulations concerning 
the single agency are hot issued as yet, 
it is believed that the set-up will be 
similar to that proposed as a one-desk 
deal under a voluntary agreement and
Old-line Party Politicips Crowded into Background as S / Z u 'e S  ‘’Sonday
N ew  Ideas Formulated— R. L. Maitland Selected as night. Despite the alderman’s request 
N e w  Leader Amidst Scenes of Widest Enthusiasm
■---------------------- ----—---- ten o’clock. Educational licences, ex-
Tj • • 1 T-> o .  • r-ti r rs r . . i r which had to be discarded because ofFrmcipal Roy Stibbs is in Charge of Safety Patrol for opposition from major shipping inter- 
School Zones— Traffic Committee of Junior Board ^ - . u ^  u h^  a.- • o. . • .rs • 1 - -r . It IS understood that feeling betweenCo-operating m Starting Campaign— Police Issuing some members of the shippers’ com-
Instructions and Traininsr Bovs mittee and the fruit board members
® ran high on Monday when the two
bodies met in Kelowna to discuss the
the 1938 lyfOT only was the Conservative convention three times as enthus- change on American cheques and the ttT E LO W N A ’S schoolboy traffic patrol will be in readiness by plan.
lightened P| as the last session which elected the late Dr, Frank Pat- SutUZ;dZsrareh*'lo?'^n7™^ ^  R °y  Stibbs, principal of the junior high school and the „ *n some’^ S r o t T ‘i;Zgh''rcen?r\1
terson as leader, but one of the highlights was the intense interest The alderman thought it unfair that charge of the p«itrol, has announced this week. By that time sefling deal if the shippers all agreed,
and importance of the younger men of the party who commanded ^ trade licence should be levied on the patrol members, of whom there are thirty, will be trained and as such a scheme would virtually put
ticularly active in endeavoring to pro- the convention proceedings, state delegates from Kelowna who re- person or firm engaged in educa- in readiness to assume full responsibility. shippers out of business. It was
4.—4. 4.1------- j ----- 4,------------ -------- 4T 4.u_ & tionalwork such as teaching another •'
£wis ‘u^ned trom the two-day sessions in Kamloops Friday and Saturday.
in Vemon informed at all times’ of any Younger Men to Fore
moves which have been indicated. Throughout the two-day affair all
It appears almost certain that the delegates tackled the problems con- 
fruit growers of the Okanagan are to fronting them with intense serious- 
lose part of their protection, despite ness and the sessions lasted from early 
the combined protests which have been morning Until midnight both days, 
forwarded' to the Canadian govern- Younger men were given a hearing by 
ment, stressing the vital necessity to a the older heads of the party and there 
valuable Canadian industry of protec- was an appreciable absence of control 
tion. Turn to Page 6, Story 2
or business courses. In re- Co-operates With Stibbs
Stibbs, in co-operation
New  Leader
ply the mayor pointed out that all Mr.  with
firms and individuals engaged in teach- Bert McKim, chairman of the traffic ’week in police court with being in main 
ing for remuneration were obliged to committee of the Kelowna junior possession of stolen goods belonging to would not agree co central selling and
suggested that if the board was going 
1 part way, then it might just as well go 
William Stanley Holt is charged this the extra step. But on Monday two
shippers definitely said they
1
■
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Hitler Created Sudeten Question 
To Provide Next Step in Policy 
O f Domination of W orld
*
I l l
* *
take out a licence and this vvas pro- board of trade, which organization is 
vided for under the provincial regu- sponsoring the safety niovement, has 
lations. He pointed out that a firm been working steadily since school re­
teaching a business course is doing it opened early this month to whip the 
to make money and should require a patrol into shape.
licence equally as rriuch as a furniture Although there are thirty members 
store or a garage. of the patrol only ten will be on duty
The matter of $3.76 added to the in any one period. To become a mem- 
purchase price on goods costing about ber of the patrql has been looked upon 
$237.00 in the United States also came by the young lads as a signal honor 
in for some scutiny by Alderman and the thirty boys have been care- 
Sutherland. He definitely objected to fully picked for their general alLround 
its payment and wanted to know who ability. H any member drops behind 
authorized it. When it was pointed in his studies, he w ill be automatically
Joseph Marty and under $25 in value, thus the plan of calling all shippers 
He is being defended by E. C. Wed- together and eiideavouring to obtain 
dell. The case is remanded until this an agreement on central selling was 
morning, Thursday, September 29. Turn to Page 6 Story 5
Fruit Board to Expend $6^000 
In Advertising B.C. Apples
O n Markets of Great Britain
■
J. Garland, Former M.P., Tells Rotary Club Hitler’s 
Promises are not Worth Considering— W orld Enemy 
Number One— Present Situation Only Small Part of 
Plan to Control W orld
out that it had been the habit for 
many years to pay exchange on these 
goods, Alderman Sutherland stated 
that he objected to the custom as it 
was not good business practice unless 
the exchange \yas called for in the ori­
ginal agreement.
cut off from patrol duty until such 
time as his work shows improvement.
whyTaffi?pSoMrcSid?cti^| a ' S - T i c - u p  with Canadian Campaign Which will Expend
ies of talks to patrol members this 
week. From October 3 to 14, he will
instruct and train the lads in their
R. L. MAITLAND, K.C., M.L.A.
Th a t  the Sudeten minority question -was not a real issue at all 
but had been created by Hitler solely as a method by which he 
could continue the fulfillment of his Pan-Germanic plan to dominate chosen leader of the British
the world, was the charge made by E. J. Garland, former M.P. and Columbia Conservative party at the 
now national organizer of the G.C.F. in a stirring address before the 
Rotary club on Tuesday.
There was some doubt as to whether new duties. On October 17, Sergt. A. 
the purchase Order stipulated Cana- Macdonald in charge of the local pro- 
dian or American funds and this was vincial police detachment, will talk to 
ordered to be looked into. Other a general session of the schools, just 
members of the council felt the pay- prior to the opening of the patrol 
ment of exchange ’vyas logical ‘ and work. His talk , w ill be on general 
po; ited out that it worked both ways safety campaign lines, 
anci that the practice had been one
$40,000 this W inter in Old Country— W ill also Con­
duct Canadian Campaign— Dean Shaw Announces 
Newspaper Advertising Plans
Turn to Page 12, Story 6
A T IE -U P  arranged by the B.C. Fruit Board in order to take ad­
vantage of the $40,000 which the Dominion department of trade 
and commerce plans to spend in the Old Country advertising Can- 
The junior board of trade has pur- adian fruit this fall, will mean an outlay of not more than $6,000, 
chased ten Sam Brown belts for the W . E. Haskins, B.C. Fruit Board chairman, has announced this week.
convention held in Kamloops on Sat­
urday.
Mr. Garland held that Hitler’s pro- , ,
mise made on Monday that the Sud- speaker asked. Did you hear of it 
eten would be the last , territory he before Easter? Did you ever hear of 
would seek to annex in Europe, was before the German occupation of 
not worthy of entertainment in the Austria? No,' because there was no 
light of past history. problem. It was created by Hitlbr
Czehoslovakia, an island in the cen- ^ facilitate his
tre of Europe, was created by the ^tep m the German pohey of
Treaty of Versailles and was the cul- domination. The Sudeten mountains 
mination of the struggles of the Czech f/® on|y barrier to lus road to
people of many generations in a search V'® must become German be-
for freedom. In the constitution of /^^e he can continue his policy of
German domination of the world.
RELEASE TW O MORE 
APPLE CARTELS
MEDICAL MEN TO 
COME TO KELOW NA
th f SuiMTO If T '* ' advertising program of both the Dominion department and the
Jonathans and Early Sundries 
May Now be Sold Says Board
which the boys will carry. board is to be commenced at the first of October.
The general idea.of the patrol is to Dominion Campaign' --------------— ——---------------------------------
assemble groups of students who wish Some time ago the fruit board was for dollar wih the fruit board towards 
to cross the street, and when traffic is informed that the Canadian govern- the tie-in of B.C. fruit,
at a minimum flag their stop signs , for ment, through the department of trade “A t that time Dr. MacDonald was
a nf V i r  approaching vehicles and allow and commerce was arranging to spend not familiar with the matter and stat-
District 4 ot £$. U. /Association ^he children to cross'>in a body. I f  any $40,000 advertising Canadian fruit in ed that he would not like the board or
Gathers Here on Monday motorists are exceeding the speed Great Britain, principally at Liverpool the government to do anything which
limit or fail to observe the signals of and Glasgow, Mr. Haskins states. The would appear as though British Col-
About forty members of the medical schoolboy patrol, the number of Maclaren advertising agency has been umbia was trying to steal the show.
Releases of Jonathans and early
the new nation it was nrovided that Licriiiaa uumiiiHLiun ui m  uoa, sundry varieties in cartels two and
the extreme principles of democracy Gerinany’s supreme doctrine, three have now been authorized by
would be observed for every group . We hear o f German minorities being the B.C. Fruit Board. Ten per cent
representing two and a half per cent oppressed but do not forget the fact release of Jonathans is allowed, along
o f the population of the state was Dot one ^  these areas is wholly ^vith a 20 per cent release on early
given a representation in the parlia- populated by German-speaking people, sundries^
' Every district has a large minority of ___ ___ 4. ,,
""The mounlainous Sudeten district Czechs. No part ot this Sudeten area
is the supreme defense barrier of not Germany but j s ^ow, fancy, $1.05; cec, 90c;
only Czechoslovakia but all south before the war it was part of Austria. ^
association of B.C., from district No. 4, 
which includes territory north to Re- 
velstoke, Kamloops and Bralorne and 
south through the Valley to Osoyoos, 
will convene in Kelowna on Monday, 
October 3, for the annual meeting ot 
the district.
Dr. J. Si Henderson, Kelown’S, as 
president of the association, will offic-
the offending machine is to be noted 
and turned oyer to the principal in 
charge of the patrol, Mr. Stibbs. 
Recommend Signs
Recommendations have been for-
selected to carry out this contract. it  appeared that neither Nova Scotia
“It  appeared the viiish of the Dorn- or Ontario intended to avaiU them- 
inion government that either the selves of the advantage, 
growers or provincial governments, or “The board then took the matter up 
both, would join in the campaign to with Ottawa and received the assur-
warded the' city council by the junior look after their own interests. 'When ance of the department of trade and
board of trade traffic committee re­
garding painting of school zone signs 
and warnings on the roadway on
iate at the gatherings, while Dr. Reba Richter street, warning motorists of 
Willits, also of Kelowna, is the secre- the fact that it is a school zone and 
tary. every precaution must be taken to
On Monday afternoon, the gathering avoid accidents, 
w ill be at the Royal Anne Hotel for Ten passes have been promised pat- 
the annual meeting and to hear two rol members each week by the Em-
eastern Europe as well. I f that dis- It is utterly impossible to separate Grimes, cee, f  and j, 70c; Jonathan, principal speakers. Dr. Murray Baird press Theatre, while the basketball
the board first learned of this shortly industry that there would be no ob- 
before the provincial Liberal conven- jection of B.G- tiieing in with the 
tion in Kelowna, it was decided to dis- Canadian scheme of advertising, 
cuss the matter with Hon. K. C. Mac- j * »/-i
Donald provincial minister of agricul- Funds From B.C.
ture. “When we were satisfied that there
“It had already been learned that was no objection from the Dominion, 
the Maclaren agency would undertake I  discussed the matter with Hon. W. 
a campaign to tie-in with the Domin- J. Asselstine and Dr. MacDonald while 
ion campaign so as to give B.C. the in Victoria. Mr. Asselstine replied that
trict is sacrificed the country is as the peoples of this district or the en- fancy, f  and f, 85c; cee, f  and j*! 75c: and 'dtT  Roy Huggard, of° Vancouver, club is being approached to allow pat- benefit for the B.C. fruit, for a sum while he realized the splendid opport- 
npen to the invader as Britain without tire state of Czechoslovakia according clairgeau, Bose, Howell arid Comiefe In the evening a banquet w ill be rol members into games this winter not to exceed $6,000. unity being offered to further the in-
a navy. The country could not sur- to race strain. These people have pears, fancy, $1.25; cee, $110; cee f  held at the Royal Anne Hotel. Dr. free of charge. Other perquisites for “We asked Dr. MacDonald to consij- terests of the growers, the appropna-
vive. lived together for hundreds of years and j, $1. Flemish pears, fancy, $l.io- Willits w ill be hostess to the gathering patrol members, in order to keep them er the question of the provincial gov- tion for his department did not permit
Did you ever hear of the Sudeten nnd there has been much intermarT cee, $1; cee, f  and j, 85c. Sundry pears’ at a cocktail party prior to the b.'3n- interested in their work, are being ar- ernment, through the department of rendering this ^jiistance ^ nd he knew
-----  ' * ■ "  ■' Turn to Page 6, Story 3 cee, f  and j, 85 cents. ’ quet. ranged. trade and industry, putting up dollar Turn to Page 12,.Story 4German problem before this year, the
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(I. C. Ho.sc, J’rusidont 
K. A. Kijiscr, Sccretiiry
R. P. MacLcan, Editor and Manager
1 Ilf Kclmviiii Coiiiiri lint. If/ fill the itrentcHt ciiciihitioii of 
any Mowi p.ipcr i lii iihilini; in llu' Ccninil Oli.inat:an Valley.
iiiiiy bt- a w a i t '  o f Iho v iow ;;."
Ill other word:;, tlirtnij’.li tlie voire of IVIr.'TMliotl, 
Mr, KinK'h Doiniiiioii jiovernnienl in I!I2(1 hiid down 
tile iH'inriple lliiit any i'ea:.onable evidence pointniK 
to the existence of a jobber-lirolter combine, w.is snf- 
llcient warrant to instiliile a fidl intpiiry. The l.';aac:i 
cliar/;e;; lairiiorteti to ;;how tin:; very tliini; ;mti a,s ypt 
Uiere )ias been nolhin).' to ;;tiow tlmt the Isttacs char- 
lie;; are not liased on fact. Wliy then i:; Mr. Hojier;; 
i/lnorin/i tlie policy of lii:t r.overnnient by refusini; to 
.start ;in intpiiryV tie ha.s the evidence which his 
r.ovi.rnnient in l!)2(i .saiii would bt: .siifllclent. Wily 
then the delay?
HRRYTOPICS J U N IO RD O  A R P
Tlimt.SDAY, SI':i>’J’l';,MnKlt 2!)th, l!):i!l. Cfiamberlain’s Speech
Ignoring Government Policy
Om: ((ueslion at the (ire.si.'iit time i.s foremo.st in 
thd minds of the Oktmaitan /'rower;;. Why has no 
investigation been started into the fruit combine char- 
;'esV Six weeks have now drifted by and no action 
has been taken by either the jirovincial or the federal 
/'overnmenl. 3'his dcsjiite repeated rejiresentations 
from the grower bodies in this Valley.
'J’wo courses are open. The province mip'ht start 
an investigation under the Sales on Consi/'nment Act 
but this necc.ssarily would be limited in scope. For 
this reason all jiartics are unanimous in uKrccing that 
an invcsti«ation covering the wider Held provided by 
the combines act is more desirable. The latter must 
be instituted by the Dominion government but the 
Dominion government has, to date, steadily refrained 
from any action.
A ll advices from Ottawa indicate that Hon. Nor­
man Rogers, minister of labor, has taken the stand 
that as yet he has not received sufficient evidence to 
warrant the institution of an investigation. Mr. Rogers 
seems to be laboring under a misapprehension as he 
apparently thinks that it is a trial the growers here 
seek when actually that is far from the case. The 
growers want an investigation to ascertain whether 
or not there is any foundation to the charges made 
by Godfrey Isaacs at Vernon over six weeks ago. The 
growers are not alone in this anxiety for an inves­
tigation as the entire life of the valley depends upon 
the fruit business and the cloud of uncertainty as to 
conditions in the business reflects directly or indir­
ectly upon every resident of the valley. Charges of 
the character made by Mr. Isaacs are so serious that 
they must be either proved or disproved. Sales Ser­
vice Limited against which the charges were directly 
made, has indicated that an investigation would be
In his radio broadcast Tuc.sday Prime Minister 
Chambcrl.ain m.adc it very plain that while he was 
a j)cacc loving man, if he were convinced that any 
nation was determined to control the world by the 
threat of its armed forces, then he would do every­
thing in his ijower to sto]) that nation. He .said fur­
ther that he felt that bcfoi'e the British Einjiire should 
become embroiled in a major war, there should be 
greater i.ssucs at stake than the Sudeten area.
Mr. Chamberlain left no doubt in the minds of 
his hearers that he had scant hope that war could 
be averted. He jdeaded for a calm attitude during the 
remaining fateful days of this week but at the same 
time he urged that every person report to the district 
ofllcea to be assigned to their posts. He pointed out 
that the measures being taken were only precautions 
but nevertheless were, in view of the gravity of the 
situation, extremely necessary.
Speaking in a quiet, dignified manner but in a 
voice which showed many traces of emotion, Mr. 
Chamberlain made it plain to the British people that 
it was very probable that before the new month 
dawns the world may bo again in the midst of war. 
The only hope for peace were contained in the words 
“Until war has actually begun, there is always hope 
of peace.”
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Kelowna In Bygone Days
I WAS ONE OF THE millions who with bated 
breath listened to Chamberlain on Tuesday. From the 
groups gathering around every available radio in the 
business section of the city shortly before eleven, it 
was evident that work and business stopped for the 
duration of the speech. More than a tiozen gathered 
around a radio i'i a local liardware store; men re­
presenting all walks of life. While Chamberlain was 
spciiking they, stood quietly, listening to the words. 
When the words ceased the ;»roup stood absolutely 
motionless for nearly a minute and then, without n 
word, broke up. Tlie listeners were so impressed 
with the iiortent of the message that they had no 
desire to talk . . .  . Chamberlain siioke of fateful 
things but it would be difficult to imagine two speech­
es more directly opposite than his and that of Hitler 
on Monday. Hitler . . . .* sound and fury . . . .  ego­
tistical . . . .  appealing to mob jisychology . . . .  blus­
tering frenzy . . . .  might is right . . . .  .school-boy 
calling names . . . .  hysterical screams . . . .  a trace of 
insanity . . . .  Chamberlain . . . .  calm and dignified 
. . . .  a brief pointed statement . . . .  no attempt to 
influence by rhetoric . . . .  sorrow, not sarcasm . , . . 
regret, not threats . . . .  a have-lried-everything-for- 
thc-sake of peace attitude . . . .  the determination of 
a man at bay . . . .  force cannot rule the world . . . .
r p m
(From the flies of the Kelowna Courier)
TH IRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, September 24, 1908
At a well attended meeting of some fifty persons, 
the Kelowna Literary Institute came into being to 
organize a reading room for Kelowna. Officers are 
J. B .Knowles, honorary president; Mr. Carscallen, 
vice-president; N. D. McTavish, treasurer.
Beken Elliott of Biddenden, Kent, England and Thom­
as Maclennan Anderson, of Berwick-on-Tweed, Scot­
land; Vern. Archdeacon Greene officiating.
The setting of poles which are to carry the high 
tension line of the West Kootenay Power .& Light Co. 
from Greenwood to Princeton will begin this month.
Convention Result
Kelowna and Vernon played to a three-all draw 
m a football match on September 23.
The provincial tax sale will be held on October 
24 this year, John Hart, minister of finance announced 
today.
When delegates to a convention are so impressed 
with the convention city that {hey return to their 
homes and spend their good money in urging their 
fellow citizens to purchase the products of the con­
vention city—th^t surely is something. And yet that 
is just what has occurred. In the September 16th 
issue of the Burnaby Advertiser there appeared an
The fall fair, which ‘ was held on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, September 15 and 16 was not favored b y  
propitious weather. No rain fell but a chilly north 
wind blew persistently. This had an evident effect
the horse racing. One report 
read: “The fine lot of peaches grown round Kelowna 
was a surprise to many who think the peach belt ends 
at Peachland.”
Pheasant season shooting has been shortened to 
three days this year, from October 26 to 28.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, September 27, 1928
advertisement, using a six inch space, stating “Buy 
welcomed and Sales Service should be given the op- Okanagan products in preference to imported U. S. 
portunity of clearing itself if there are no foundations fruits and create purchasing power for Vancouver 
to the charges. On the other hand, if there are foun- products. In appreciation, Mary White, Wm. E. Grieve,
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, September 26, 1918
The tomato canning industry still continues at 
rapid speed, but is expected to come to a halt the end 
of next week. Plums and pumpkins will be canned 
after the tomatoes are concluded.
* . 4> «
Lieutenant-Governor R. Randolph Bruce opened 
the thirty-second annual fall fair in Kelowna yester-
LAST FRIDAY I TRIED Appeal bread . . . .  As 
announced in last week’s is.sue of The Courier this 
high apple content bread will be on sale here shortly 
and the loaf I ha|J was from the experimental batch. 
Frankly I am not a bread enthusiast. I am not one 
of those who can enjoy a thick slice of bi'ead and 
butter. To make it right for me there must be a trim­
ming of some sort to add a little flavor. While on 
this subject of bread 1 might make a testimonial to 
the fact that I find the bread here much more palat­
able than any I have ever eaten. That is a real com­
pliment to the Kelowna bakers and I suppose now I  
can expect a substantial retainer for allowing my op­
inion to be expressed in a testimonial advertisement 
. . . .  But all joking aside, the bread here, in my 
humble estimation, is far superior to that baked in the 
east. Do not ask me why . . . .  all I know is that 
it is easier to take and I am eating more bread now 
than at any other period of my life . . . .  But to get 
back to appeal . . . .  In the first place I do not like 
that namie. It sounds too much like some mother ap­
pealing to her youngster to eat it all up before he 
can have his dessert. I wonder why they did not 
call it plain apple bread and be done with it? Apple 
bread means something but as far as I can see there 
might just as well be carbolic acid in appeal bread 
as apples, if  one is to judge by the name. “Appeal”  
builds up my sales resistance at once. There are too 
many appeals now. One is asked. continually to help 
this or that and it seems to me to be an erroneous
Mayor Gale of Vancouver and Mr. Ireland, secre-
. ------------------  - . .  , „ ------ , ......— _______ , B.C. Committee of food conservation ad- . . . - . i t  ■ ------- ----
dations, an investigation is necessary to ascertain the Patrick J. O’Donohue, North Burnaby delegates to u r^essed a well attended meeting in the old Methodist The/ delightful Indian summer weather* which ® policy to^  appeal to one to eat this bread. Cer-
correct racts Of the case. Provincial Liberal Convention a. Kelowna, 1938."
Mr. Rogers in pressing for more evidence would These people apparently enjoyed their stay in
appear to be taking the stand that the charges must Kelowna and, more important, while here they ob-
be proved before an investigation is started. I f  the 
charges are proved, then surely it is a trial that is 
needed not an investigation. As we understand it, 
an investigation is for the sole purpOse Of uncovering 
evidence, inquiring into charges that have been made 
to ascertain whether or not there are conditions suf­
ficiently illegal to warrant charges being laid in court. 
In asking for further evidence Mr. Rogers is asking 
that the charges be proven before he takes any action. 
He surely cannot expect Mr. Isaacs, who made the 
charges, to reveal his whole hand before the first 
trick has been played.
In a telegram to the B.G.F.G.A., recently, as quoted 
in*the last week’s issue of The Courier, Mr. Rogers
said,” . . . . Representations received from British 
Columbia government or from fruit growers relate to 
control of certain shipping agencies by jobbing cor­
poration, as described fully in Godfrey Isaacs’ state­
ment .. . .” This Mr. Rogers states and yet he feels 
that this is insufficient evidence o^ warrant an in­
vestigation under the combines act.
In taking this stand Mr. Rogers is assuming a 
position directly. opposed to the policy laid down by 
the Dominion Government in 1926. In 1926 Hon. W. 
L. Mackenzie King was, Prime Minister and Hon. J. 
C. Elliott, K.C., now postmaster-general, was minister
tained a realization of the truth of the argument that 
a great deal of the prosperity of the coast districts 
depends upon the prosperity of the Interior.
We, living in the Okanagan, know that each year 
we pay a tremendous tribute to Vancouver and other 
coast cities. Practically everything that is sold here 
leaves sornie tribute in some coastal cash register and 
on occasion we have felt that there is little apprecia­
tion on the coast of the large sums which the Oka­
nagan business means to coastal firms.
When some doubter asks of what value conven­
tions are to Kelowna, it can how be pointed, out that 
the Liberal convention, if  it meant nothing else, did 
mean that at least three delegates obtained a new 
realization , of the business relationship between the 
Okanagan and the coast cities. These three delegates 
were so impressed that they returned to their homes 
and as soon as Okanagan Macs appeared in the stores 
they exhorted their fellows, at some expense to their 
personal pocketbooks, to buy Okanagan products that 
the Okanagan residents might be able to continue to 
purchase coast goods.
I f  these three were impressed 7to this extent, is 
it not natural to assume that many more of the thous­
and visitors returned determined to purchase Okana­
gan products and to urge thesir friends to do likewise?
Mayor Gale’s visit was to endeavor to obtain ship 
ments of fruit directly from the grower to the Van­
couver city market.
♦ * • .
One of the chief topics at the board of trade’s first 
session for the fall season was the booklet which the 
board has been getting out for the past eighteen 
months or so. George McKenzie started the ball roll- 
ing by opposing the publicity committee’s plan of
November 5 to 10 has been selected by the retail 
merchants bureau as Kelowna Merchants Week, in­
stead of the usual Dollar Day.
Kelowna board of trade was successful in negotia­
tions with the Canadian Pacific to have the passenger 
train times left as they are. It was planned to have
But then,_all this is, I  suppose, beside the 
point. The people who invented the bread must have 
thought there was something in the name . . . .  but 
why they ever think appeal conveys the idea of ap­
ples, I  do not know . . . .  still they say a rose by any 
other name would still give as fragrant a perfume . . .
r p m
BUT NAME OR NO name, I  am afraid that I  am
soliciting advertising for the booklet contrary to the C.P.R. train leave Vernon at 3.30 p.m. instead of going to have to eat appeal bread when it is on the
expressed ideas of the board. It was stated the 1918 
council had given permission.
4.13 p.m.
 ^ A  .quiet wedding took place on Wednesday when 
jVErs. Lillian A, Scharf was united to Jolin A. Bigger,
The wedding was solemnized at St. Michael and 
A ll Angels’ church on Thursday afternoon of Alice
The eleventh annual convention of the B.C. and 
Yukon press association was held at Kamloops last 
Friday and Saturday.
* ♦ * ■
On September 17, 330 cars of McIntosh and other 
fruit left the Okanagan on the initial release of Mc­
Intosh.
the W omei
(
It is fair to say that women never look less at­
tractive than when they are trying to become so. 
That is part of the beauty parlor code, the theory
. , . . . .  , ------ being that the flatter you look while there, the fluffier
or ,labor. The Duncan investigation and the Nash the products display prepared by the junior you w ill be by and by.
trial were already history and on June 7th, 1926, Hon. board of trade surprised many delegates and this ad- “Beauty Parlor” is not exactly descriptive of these
J. C. Elliott, in reply to a question by Hon. Grote ver.tisement in the Burnaby Advertiser is but one operations. But,' after all, there is little choice be- 
^tirling, member for Yale, made a statement of gov- piece of tangible evidence that it was worthwhile.
ernment policy regarding combines. Mr. Elliott is 
reported by Hansard as saying, in part:
“The matter is of considerable public import­
ance, and in view of the fruit season having com­
menced before the appeals were disposed of, and 
of the desire of all parties for an expression of 
the attitude of the government on this question, 
this statement is made.
“ It is not the duty of the government to ad­
vise corporations, as to how they should conduct 
their business, nor is it the intention of the gov­
ernment to do so. But the government has found 
that the question of the jobber-shipper combine 
method of doing business, is of such public import­
ance that all parties concerned are entitled to 
know the government’s attitude towards its. con­
tinuance.
“The jobber-shipper combine is. an attempt 
to join in the one organization and under the same 
control, the broker, whose interests should be 
solely that of the grower, and the jobber, whose 
interest^ is opposed to that of the grower. This 
puts the bi oker in a position in which his interests 
conflict with his duty. Where there is such a 
conflict of interest and duty it is impossible to 
guarantee by an external supervision that the 
thousands of annual shipments of the growers 
will be handled honestly, ^uch a relationship is 
against the established principles of our law, and 
it is difficult to see how the growers could hope 
to obtain proper return for, his goods under such 
a system.
“The government has taken steps to ascertain 
the opinion of those who have a practical know- ■ 
led^e of the operations of the jobber-broker com­
bine. While some growers defend them they have
found pretty general condemnation. Responsible 
officials in government employ condemn it; grow­
ers’ organizations controlling the vast majority 
o f the crop of British Columbia condemn it; and 
there is testimony from Canadian jobbers to the 
same effect.
“In view of all these considerations, the gov­
ernment has decided it must treat the jobber- 
broker connection as against public policy; and 
this announcement is made so that all parties
Face and Fill
tween “Hairdressing,” “Cosmetician’s,” and “Beauty 
Shoppe” or “Parlor.” By whatever name, these in­
stitutions are of sociological importance in the western 
world. Their influence on current manners and opin­
ions is not to be overlooked.
market. You see, I  liked it. I  arri no baker so I  could 
not attempt to analyse it but I  do know I liked its 
flavor . . . .  or do I  mean flavor? It certainly does 
not taste appley and the better part of my household 
says that there is no taste to indicate it is different 
from other bread.; But we do'agree that the bread is 
a trifle more moist, that it stays fresh longer and 
it is not soggy, doughy or off-color. It is fine grained 
and light and fluffy. Best of all it makes fine toast. 
It may have been that the electric power had a re­
lapse and flowed smoothly while the toast was being 
made, but on .the other hand perhaps that is too much 
to even suspect and the credit for the golden brown, 
just-right toast was due to the bread and not the 
power. Appeal bread sold itself to me. When the 
loaf was given me it was suggested that criticism 
should not be too harsh as it was the first experi­
mental batch. As far as I  am concerned it does not 
need to be any better. I  liked it as it was . . . .  'The 
fact that the contents are supposed to be twenty per 
cent Kelowna apples is also a factor. I  eat appeal 
-■ ■ . ' bread and reduce the apple carry-over. Statistics in
the States are said to show that if  one oer cent 
to beauty parlors, but a thoughtful perusal of the pf the bread riiade in that country was to be apneal 
following paragraphs may help to disabuse them bread it would take more than the entire apple crop 
of that notion. "The bill of fare includes many a la of the States to make it. And it takes more flour a1g« 
carte itenis—manicure, massage, mud pack, permanent so that should encourage the wheat growers also 
wave, and all the rest. But the commonest table ' • • *
d’hote order is shampoo and “set.” One is led to a r p m
booth like a lamb to the slaughter, hidden behind a THERE HAS NOT BEEN much to laugh about in 
linen curtain and swathed m an enormous rubber the news of late but last week Mussolini did provide 
sheet_ and many towels. A  strong-armed young wo- the only joke of the week. "When H Duce starts suf-
meek, and fering in public for the woes of Germanic people held 
lays the head to rest upon a metal drain. in alien thrall; it is time to laugh. When the dictator
School children are to be strictly warned that all 
directional signs within the city, are to be left alone 
or prosecutions may result. School principals are to 
be requested tO so advise the students. Such is the
Anyone who has seen pictures of peasant women a nation pieced "together about seventy years ago
“Bon jour,” says the marvelously coifed hostess at washing clothes beside a stream, beating each gar- / the remnants of half, a dozen races and pieces of
the desk, with a degree of cordiality varying accord- against a rock to get it clean, will understand a dozen principalities, undertakes to declare that a
ing to your particular penchant for cancellations, or process by which hair is washed in the beauty “Czechoslovakia nation does not exist,” he will have
choosiness in the ma^er of waves. But these slight Partors. Except for one thing. The peasant women excuse a smile . . . .  or not, as he pleases . . . . but 
words set the shop apart. They mean, really, that it J^ ^^ ver inquire unctuously whether the clothes are per- the smile remains. Italy was sewed together and fell
dfcicinn i i, • i. soupcon of chic, that petite morceau of elan, f^ctly comfortable. ' The beauty parlor operator does. /^Part, of its own weakness, not once, but half a dozen
oecision of the city council which became a trifle that je ne sais quoi which assures you everything ' ‘ "  .........
put out when it was reported that one youngster on w ill be epatant! This, at least, is the effect it is. sup- 
his way to church on Sunday paused long enough to P^^^d to produce. •
perch himself upon the top of one of the city’s new 
street signs and sit there reflecting possibly upon his 
misdemeanors. Youngsters have a definite yearning 
to maltreat any and all signs. It may be youthful 
exuberance against authority but be that as it may, 
youngsters in Kelowna had better decide to treat the 
street signs and other directional signs lightly or they 
may find themselves answering a few pointed ques­
tions in police court.
Quite often, a shop comes honestly by its French 
greetings, for French hairdressers populate the civil­
ized world. Most will agree that the Paris hairdresser, 
whether in Paris, France, or Paris, 111., knows what 
to do about hair. He doesn’t know the meaning of 
a good shampoo, but he does have a way that gives 
new morale to hair.
Are you quite comfy now?” she inquires, tilting before Garibaldi made a job of it with the help
the more or less attached head back on to the drain France, Prussia, English money and a lot of dip-
^  lomatic monkey work. Napoleon tried it but the
Cisalpine republic collapsed and the peninsula revert­
ed to its former state of a cross-hatch of frontiers a 
rness of petty kingdoms and dukedoms, a hodge-podge
in such a way as to stretch the esophagus
“Oh, yes,” you reply, “entirely.” It is the code
Let wars go on abroad . . . in one shop there is 
a Nick from Italy (via Cairo), a Jean from France, 
and an Albert from Germany—all excellent hair sty-
to speak thus, quickly and smilingly, after the manner 
of the Spartan boy. The operator scrubs. The harder 
she bumps the cleaner you’ll be. The one variation 
involved is that-whereas in the United States, the 
head is tiilted back, in England and France the victim 
is draped forward over the basin with nothing , be­
tween brow and cold enamel but a little towel, which 
serves both to keep the soap out of the eyes and to 
deaden the sound of the bumping. In either case.
of pees and tongues united only in the unity of suf­
fering under a succession of foreign oppressors. The 
histop books tell it all . . , . and it is now the head 
of this country which dismisses Czechoslovakia as “a 
nation which does not exist.” But then it is nice that 
Signor Mussolini remembers enough of his country’s 
past to have a soft spot in his heart for minorities
best of one emerges with some- plebiscites are the ideal rnethod°of^mlng^t^he*^m^
terms. They are cheerful evidence that the melting wh^t the chastened look of a child after its bath^ ity troubles. That must have been“ good T e w s  “ for 
pot sometimes really dissolves. and so glad it is over that one. looks happier than the th?ee hundred thousand or so Raliali cItiLTs JhJ
The United States in 1933 had 42,073 beauty par- live in that part of the country which prior to 1918
lors, owned by 45,807 persons, giving employment to After the wet tangle is straightened out, ounces was the Austrian Tyrol. I  suppose they can expect
42,733, full time, and to another 8,955, part time. The of cold glue (the waving lotion) are trickled on. With  ^ plebiscite any day now to determine whether or 
total operating expenditures of these shops was more well smeped about, the operator presents himself they w ill remain Italian citizens or secede . . . and
than $83,500,000 a year, about half of which was pay herself with a solicitous expression. take the Brenner Pass with them. A fter all what does
roll. Their total receipts exceeded $116,500,000. “How vvill you have it today?” she wants to know. ”  -
But,' setting aside the economic importance of She means how do you want it waved. You are going 
beauty shops, they are likewise a cultural force in what she gives you anyway, but it is all part
, each corhmunity. Husbands whq have wondered game to ask. Perhaps you say you would like
stop streets are intersected by cross streets. The one where in the world their wives picked up so much  ^ kittle change—the first wave here, the second there 
is perhaps the natural result of the other as probably information upon so many subjects need wonder no 'with the idea that perhaps that will hide those high
the householder living on a busy street sCeks some i°nger. We now reveal, exclusively, that the source cheek bones, or reduce the apparent width of brow.
g on a Dusy stieei seeks some ^f 76.4 per cent of wifely wisdom is the beauty par- Once or twice in 2ff years, you may find someone w ^
lor. Observant husbands w ill have noticed that the knows exactly how you ought to wear it, says so, does 
vital^^information of the week, as divulged by wives, it that way, and you like it. But usually the operator
It has been brought to the notice of the city coun­
cil that Kelowna has a great number of corners with 
poor visibility, made so by allowing large hedges to 
grow to such a height and width that they obstruct 
the motorist’s view. Kelowna has probably more 
blind corners of this nature than any other city , of 
a comparable' size in Canada. It is noted also that 
the largest hedges are frequently on corners where
privacy and turns, to the large hedge as a means to 
that end. On the other hand it might be argued that 
because the car approaching the through street must 
stop in any case, it matters little what the size of the 
hedge is. In rebuttal o f that argument the car driver 
points out that in many casesthese hedges are so 
large and placed in such a manner that he must put 
his car far beyond the stop sign in order to obtain 
a clear view of the thrdbgh street. A  casual tour 
of the town will reveal many such instances. In any 
event the city council is taking steps to provide auth­
ority for controlling the size of hedges in such cases 
and it is probable that in the near future several 
householders will be requested to take some action 
about their hedge as a safety measure for motorists.
II Duce care about the Brenner Pass, if it will make 
a minority happy to let it go? . . .  . Then there are 
the Ethiopians. II Duce is so keen about self-deter­
mination that doubtless he will let them decide how 
they wish to be governed and by whom . . . . or won’t 
he? You are right first guess, he won’t . , . . Yes we 
can thank II Duce for the only laugh of a gloomy 
week. But it was a good hearty laugh . . . .
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usually appears in the conversation on that day when 
wives have been getting their hair done, or as soon 
thereafter as they remember to speak of it.
It would be false to assume that beauty parlors 
are merely places of gossip as suggested in Clare 
Boothe’s successful play, “The Women.” Far beyond 
that, there is the wisdom brought from far places by 
the Nicks and Alberts. There is the information pick­
ed up from con'versations in adjoining compartments. 
There are the willing and the unwilling meetings be­
neath the, dryers. Most important of all, there are
agrees with whatever you say.
“Very sensible,” she w ill say, “madame has a good 
head; it should be allowed to show.”
A ll politesse, really. Because both of you know 
that your head is bumpy and'too wide in places to 
meet the exacting standards of beauty. You know 
also that she will do your hair just exactly as she 
has done it , for months or years past, and that you 
will come out looking just the same, with only slight 
variations for better or worse.
Few hairdressers know “line” as well as hair.
the hours of quiet when women catch up on their Many know how to turn and twist it to make reason- 
current reading of magazines. In fact, what the coffee- ably good effects in the hair itself, but few actually 
houses were to the society of the seventeenth' cen- understand the relation of hair to the contours of 
beauty parlor has become today—in woman’s the face. I suppose Hollywood has made us more 
• , , hair-conscious as the advertising jargon puts it Hollv-
Men commonly suppose that women like to go Turn to Page 3, Story 1
THE KELOW NA CONSERVATIVES apparently 
started something when they welcomed the Liberals 
to Kelowna through the medium of an advertisement 
in The Courier. That ad received so much favorable 
publicity throughout the province that the Liberals of 
Katnloops were not to be outdone and inserted an 
ad in the paper of that city welcoming their Con­
servative brethern. Imitation is the sincerest sort 
of flattery they say and the present indications are 
that the vogue started here will spread to other cities 
where conventions are held. Just another case of 
Kelowna showing the way . . . .
A  sucker is a person who makes money in some 
business he knows and spends it trying to get rich 
in some business he doesn’t know.'
 ^ I ' 4/
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WAVES AND  
THE WOMEN
C leans Dirty Hands
From Pnf'c 2, Column .'1 
wood tirli.'iU'S ill horliciiKiiriii;; hair
Start The Day lUf'lit WUli
"  HYMN TIME”
fca tu rin ;; StriiUu’ Ed IVIcCoiuieH
C K O V  —  K E L O W N A
MON., WED., Fill. — «.S0 a.in.
Robin Hood
F LO U R
know (,’MOU('h to i)ut till' Unit wave 
hij;h if tlu; pcrKoii needs the I'll'eet of 
more heiitht in the fai;e; low for the 
aijpeurance of serenity; a wave here 
for smartness; another there! for a look 
of youth. In Ilollywootl, hair franie.s 
th(‘ face, which was, of (•nurse, why it 
was put there. It can nev(!r reason­
ably be considered as a thin;; in itself. 
Separate it from its duty, and it is 
done for—and the face it beloip's to as 
well.
.Step three is the dryin;' process. A  
;;reat silver dome (chromium actually) 
is pushed down over the head around 
the ears to bombard the wet waves
w
iiil;;ht covet, or wi;;e commentaries on 
human nature, the hours of .‘Uttini; will 
.•;till pass pleasantly enou;;h. lie  can 
ever comment on the economic events 
of the time, and says the wealthy pay 
tiurir bills l(‘ss willin;;ly than those of 
moderate or lcs:;er incoiiKS 'I'liat wa.s 
why he sold out a shop of his own in 
New York.
"They never had any money with 
them, and had (•verytliin;; eharped," 
he said. “And if you jnit up si;;ns iiay- 
i’l/;. ‘.No credit." then they would /;o 
around the corner and eh.’ir;;e it some­
where else. Even if they don’t like 
the hair work quite so well anyway, 
they ;,;o. And I cannot collect . . . thiiy 
just don’t pay. . . .’I’he wealthy are so 
because they don’t pay,’’ he added ser­
iously. “ I am no Communist, but it is 
true, he who has little iiays all. He 
who has much iniys little.”
Not knowin;' (|uite the ri;;ht an­
swers, I shruj’ ;;ed my shoulders ;;ently. 
and oil cascaded the nest of hairpins 
cuddled in a towel. Nicolo i;;norcd
his
C A N A D A ’S F IG H T IN G  FO R C ES G E T  SO M E  
M O D E R N  W E A P O N S
ith heat. But it is while tliis bakin;; them, tied (in the viel, ■examim.'d 
ocess ;;oes on that rnucli reading can wave critically, brou;;ht me /s
ma;;azines, pushed the dryer carefully
B E  S U R E . . .
s a y  " W h i t e  H o r s e
pr
be done.
’There is no shadow of doubt that 
husbands, brothers, fathers and fian­
ces—and just friends—are lar;^ely re­
sponsible for the Hair and the Women 
movement. It is not feminine vanity 
tliat populates the beauty parlors, but 
the fact that gentlemen oftenest jirefer 
curls. I
Beauty parlor operators strive to 
please. They .speak when spoken to, 
lotting Madame lead the way in con­
versation. But if you do not talk, they 
are apt to think you are not having a 
very good time, and will make gentle 
attempts to amuse you.
some
down over my ears, smiled at me in 
the mirror encouragin;'ly, and strode 
olT to his next customer for curls.
Ill another shop, there was. Joseiih 
who knew all about fl.shing and wood 
lore; and how to run furnaces econom­
ically. In another, there was Gert­
rude, who knew more about human 
nature than most sociologists.
Women, like the operators, fall into 
certain beauty parlor classifications. 
’There is. for instance, the strong, sil­
ent woman. She wears her hair shing- 
glcd and .swept back from a cla.ssic 
brow. No curls, but waves that un-
• AT- 1 dulate across the back at wide, even 
Take, for instance. Monsieur Nicolo, jr,tpj.vals
TT. “Very nice,” she will invariably say
when turned out. and, gathering up 
hat and purse, strides out. looking ex­
actly as she did when she came in. 
her thoughts already occupied with
B a k e  Be"lter Bread in 
HALFH^ e t i m e , w i t h  
^ £ M i97/ i7the work the 
Easii Q u a k e r Wai| with
QUAKER FLOUR
<25.00 In  P riz e s  E very  W e e k
$5.00 will be awarded to the 
live best entries describinK 
in 25 words or less, "Why I 
like Quaker Hour and The
Quaker Method o f Easy 
llread Baking”.
In to r Now—and Every Wook I
Like thousands of women, give your­
self new leisure and at the same time, 
most delicious, wliolcsomc bread and 
rolls. Follow 'I'he Quaker Method of 
Easy Bread Baking with Quaker Hour. 
TTic Quaker Easy Way does away witli 
tiresome kneauing, eliminates set­
ting. And remember, Quaker Hour i» 
specially milled from (most Canadian 
wheat* to give you the best all-pur­
pose Hour money can buy. Learn The 
Quaker Method of Easy Bread Baking 
NOW I Send for EREE Booklet.
FREE! to help you win — a
r;
cony of the vnlu- 
iihio booklet 
"The Quaker 
Method of Kasy 
Dread DakiiiK’’. 
Just tear out 
and mail cou­
pon below.
•f»i case you do uot know it—Every grain of 
wiseatis tiuishcii and REWASIIUD in fresh, 
pure water from our own Artesian wells. 
Uny Quaker Viour today.
Q u a i i e r  F l o u r
Alwnvs the Same Always the Best
.-A---------
who is half Italian and half French 
Sometimes he gives me a French les­
son while he works. Sometimes I 
learn a few sing-song words in Italian. 
One day, after a bit of prodding—for
Men from various units of Canada’s lighting forces, who recently trained 
for manoeuvres at Camp Borden, Ont., arc shown being instructed by officers 
in the use of the modern Bren machine gun, now used by Britain’s armies. 
It can be used in infantry machine gun work and also mounted to serve as an 
anti-aircraft gun.
TEAR OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON NOW 1
j  Tlio Quaker Oats Company, 
: Dept, p-oj Saskatoon, Sask. ^ ly f AM M A. u H 17 17
Name...
I Please send me my 1-RPB copy 
I of the booklet, "The Quaker ^ e 1% V7 *« H m» —. m . I 2
Street-...........................................................  |
Method of'Easy Bread BakinK’’. Ci^................................... Prov...................  •
«  «
often are business beyond the doors.
he told me the story of his own life, 
a romance which long since belonged 
a book. A  young singer at the La
LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR
ELECTION DAY IS 
THURSDAY, DEC. 15
in
WHITE HORSE
SCOTCH WHISKY
265^-oz., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
Distilled and Bottled in Scotiand
Scala in Milan, whose voice goes back 
on him, is the first chapter. Chapter 
two is a street singer in Egypt. In  ^
chapter three, he has begun curling 
wigs for a travelling opera company 
in Cairo, and finally ends by curling 
the nondetachable type of wigs in 
Egypt, Rome, Paris, London, New 
York, Boston.
Nicolo has ridden camels and watch­
ed the moon rise over the Nile. He
Civic Elections to be Held Month 
Earlier Than Usual This Year
H. C. S. COLLETT EXPLAINS
tells me how to make a delectable 
This advertisement is not pub- French salad, how to use Parmesan on 
lished or displayed by the Liquor asparagus, or he describes some rare _____ _ ___ __, ,
Control Board or bv the Govern- ^eyptian dish, i f  you are going to^get mirror hopefully for ury for no better reason than I did.
.uuaiu ui uy Liic o u vc iu  next installment on an adventure , x.n x-i- ------VTnwrf^ xrf^ r i-n fn iv/Tr Wai'n,
ment of British Columbia. tale, advice in cooking that a chef
C E R T IG R A D E  
C E D A R
S H IN G L E S IT’S 
SIMPSON’S 
FOR THE BIGGEST
Then there is the political wave. At 
election time, this woman does not 
hesitate to proselyte for votes in her 
hair salon. You hoar her shouting 
above the dryer to the friend who sits
on the hard, straight chair, waiting for ^ . .,o moo
Kelowna, B.C., Sept. 23rd, 1938.
“My dear, the women of America The Editor, 
have work to do . . . while the rest The Kelowna Courier, 
of us, silent in our perfervid hoods, if Dear Sir:
we heard her, wondered at her vigor In the last issue of your paper there 
in such a place and under these cir- appears a short article headed “H. C. 
cumstances. Collett not popular at Sultan,”
One sucli stopped at my booth on which may be true but I consider it
last election day. rather unfair as 1 think any person
“My dear, I can see you are an in- ought to be most popular in that town final date for registering on the civic
telligent wcDmaii,” she began, while I who subscribes $2.00 to the City 'Treas- voters’ list. Householders and licence-
■ "  " •’  f      I i . holders, which category includes those
However, in reply to Mr. arner who pay poll tax, must register at the 
of that noble town I quite fail to see city office, before City Clerk Dunn, by 
why there should be any stop sign in Friday, September 30, if they are to be 
the road as there did not appear to allowed to exercise their franchise on 
be any intersection nor any traffic December 15.
other than passing through on t h e -----------------------------
highway. Furthermore, if there was 
an overhead sign it was obscured by
Monday, December 12, is nomina­
tion day lor the civic elections in Kel­
owna this year, the nomination and 
election day having been changed by 
order of the provincial legislature at 
its last session from January to Dec­
ember. Election day will be on 
Thursday, December 15.
With this change it has been neces­
sary, as well, to shove forward the
n m M u aU I i
Re •'Roof Rargaitis
such tell-tale signs, but saw only rriy 
beet-red countenance, composed in
..... ■ ' ' —  resignation, staring hopefully back at
me. “A ll intelligent women must be
ivr A M U T T  T 17 ihe polls today,” she shouted above 
J UJrllM b-lVlAJM  V i l^ L i l l .  that was battling with
A i_ .i. 1 iTiy ears. I  shook my head and made
r\.SD6StpS o r l l l lg lC S  signs with my lips, as one has learned
that what sounds like a whisper while the strings of flags strung across the 
and Roofing under the dryer, is a stentorian shout street to mark the glorious Fourth of 
°  outside. She entered the booth and July celebration which was due to 
sat down to harangue me. Some of it take place the next day.
I heard. Most of it I did not. Just Having committed the offence of 
then the girl came by to lift off my failure to observe the stops I was pro­
sun hat and loosen th e. hair to test it ceeding innocently on my journey 
for possible drynessJ Seizing the mo- when a car tore past me and stopped 
ment’s lull, the woman inquired sweet- ahead and out sprang a young man 
ly, “And now, knowing all this, I ’m who stopped me and then proceeded 
sure-you w ill change your vote.” to abuse me in a most ungentlemanly
CITY PURCHASES 
ADDRESSING 
MACHINE
Alderman Sutherland Wants City 
to Purchase More Equipment
The purchase of an addressing rua- 
The desert wind was again parching manner and wound up by informing chine was approved by the city coun-
" G -3 ” ALL-WEATHER TIRES 
AT THE SAME PRICE AS 
STANDARD TIRES
&
R E-ROOF before the wet weather sets in.
a little oasis behind my left ear, but 
I shouted hastily—“That- was what I 
was trying to tell you. *I can’t vote 
. ; . haven’t lived here long enough. .” 
In the moments before the dryer
me that I could either return with him 
to meet the. sheriff or purchase from 
him two tickets for a dance to be held 
the following night.
A t this I was extrernely annoyed
Whether your particular job requires 
cedar, asphalt or asbestos shingles, or a pre­
pared roofing, we have it in stock . . . .  and 
remember the quality cannot be beaten at 
right prices.
comes down like Nemesis, scraps of and feel sure that even Mr. Warner 
conversation float aver the partition— will admit it savored strongly of ex- 
sometimes conversation of an almost tortion. As I refused to purchase the
cil on Monday. T h e  machine, costing 
$240.00, w ill it iis expected, reduce the 
Hme necessary to get out the city ac­
counts from one week to one day and 
a half. The entire council supported 
the resolution excepting Alderman 
Sutherland.
Alderman Sutherland stated that he
unbelievable 'intimacy, when you con- dance tickets I was compellM to re- could not support the resolution as in
9  Trying to get the last few miles out of 
smooth, worn tires is poor economy 
when safe, new,Goodyears cost no more 
than standard tires. Only in Goodyears 
do you get the extra safety and protection 
of road-holding centre-traction... quick­
stopping, skid-resisting. All-Weather 
tread . . .  and patented Siipertwist cord 
blowout protection in every ply.
Play safe! Replace your worn tires 
now! We have your size ready for you!
Let us show you LifeGuards for your 
car; they are Goodyear’s latest contribu­
tion to motoring safety. LifeGuards make 
any tire completely safe . . .  protect you 
and your car against blowout danger.
Look for this sign • • • it tell^ you where 
to buy the world’s most popular tires!
When buying a new car, get off to a good 
starte Insist on Goodyears —  it Cfwti; uot ouc 
penny more to/latjc the best.
his opinion the purchase was “onlysider that the tops of the booths are turn and was taken into a dirty gar-
open and that all and sundry are free age and forced to hand over $2.00 to sending a boy on a man’s errand.” He
to hear whether they want to or no. a dirty looking man who could barely expressed the opinion that the city
Usually, however, it is just vaguely write his own' name on the receipt should go much further in the pur-,
informative on the lay of the land in which I demanded and still have in chase of mechanical equipment for the
city office. “However, it is a step in 
the right direction,” he said.
Do not hesitate to consult us— our friendly 
advice is yours for the askingl
FROM TRUCK DRIVER TO AIR­
WAYS ENGINEER IN TWO YEARS
S. M. Simpson, Ltd.
QUALITY LUMBER AND BUILDERS SUPPLIES
Phones: Gen. Office, 312 - Mill Office, 313.
the social world beyond the doors. my possession as evidence of my first 
Some autocrat of the luncheon table offence against traffic regulations in
shouts out: “I ’m giving nothing but thirty years driving in spite of Mr.
buffet lunches this year. I say . . . let Warner’s statement that I am not an
your guests do some of the work . . .” observant driver.
Or a leader in the nainsook brigade: In conclusion I suggest, Mr. Editor, ------- , '
“ I always wash the . baby’s clothes that you forward a copy of'this letter Don Munro, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. 
myself. Never trust them to. a maid to Mr. Warner with my compliments, Munro, of Summerland has progressed
. . . they don’t get all the soap out. . .” and thanking you for your valuable in two years from being a Summer-
Comments by the direct decorators space. , land truck driver to the position of
Anderson’s Tire Shop
Pendozi St. Phone 287 Kelowna
are shrewd: “ . . . don’t be usual. I say 
. . . get a combination that smites the 
eye . . . won’t forget . . . wants to 
come again. . . . ”
And the officers of the matrimonial 
bureau: “ I ’ve told her not to keep him 
waiting when he calls for her . . . 
aren’t so many inen who want to 
marry . . . ouch, you’re pulling . . . 
can’t afford . . . might as well 
Johnny on the spot.” ^
Nicola says, “It is not. easy to please 
a woman . . . but nearly always be-
Yours truly,
H. C. S. COLLETT.
TEST FOR PUMPING
aeronautical engineer in charge of the 
Imperial Airways “Mercury’s” A fr i­
can operations. He was sent to Foy- 
nes, Ireland, to submit the big Mer­
cury ship to its final inspection prior 
to its history making flight across the 
Penticton council will start work Atlantic. This was the first pick-a- 
immediately on sinking a test well at back plane to cross the ocean. His 
the McIntyre basin in-an attempt to letter, carried by the Mercury,
POSSIBILITIES
BEERYOU
GAN BUY
reach-
I*e obtain a less expensive solution to the mother in Summerland three
local domestic water problem. The days after leaving Ireland’s shore.
test well, which can be sunk for ap- — ^ ^ — —---------—^ '
proximately $350, will be used to as- plans. It is estirnated that approxim- 
certain quantity and quality of the ately 1,900 feet of pipeline would be
^  '
hind her, there is another whom she
wish to please . .. . therefore, I have water. A  small pumping system would necessary to connect up the well to 
patience. I try to do for her what be installed if the water suply is found the present service reservoir into 
she needs . . . but I do not . get thanks satisfactory, according to present which the water would be pumped, 
very often . . . they do not want to
look, naturelle as they should—they .. •.—  ^ - --------=
want to be someone else they are not. 
There I cannot help them . . . then I 
get no thanks . . . but Nicolo knows 
hair . . . Cairo to U.S.A. . . I have put 
as many kinks in hair as there are 
waves in the sea.”—Christian Science 
Monitor.
SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK'
Thanksgiving! 
LOW'SJFARES
good going
FRIDAY OCTOBER 7
until 2.00 p.m. OCT. 10th
Travellers must commence return 
journey before midnight Oct, 11th
FARE AND
(FOR ROUND TRIP) 
For all classes of travel
R.J. SCOTT
O m Accoim-f'
oP
UNIVERSAL -ftePf 
INCUlNAc 
I I '  IS
NECESSARY
^R.OWlNC< 
C RO PS
COPYRICMT.
K|Np/AAniflC SmiJICATt
EXPORT
Where no train service on Friday, 
tickets will be sold Thursday, Oct. 6. 
Accommodation in coaches, parlor 
and sleeping cars on additional pay­
ment for space occupied.
(MINIMUM FARE 25c)
■UP 7-29
A. PAPtlAM DANDY MUS< ilAVE. HiS 
No s e  s f l c i c  m  p l a c e  a n d  m s  He a d  sH E LL -ltesE '!
MEN PAlN-r-tHEIR p a c e s  Y/MH A  KIND 0T= 
miBBER-r&EE. vlUICE; WHicH COKl'CACt'S 'ifis iR - 
WkCES ItMb WRINKLES^WHEN r f  DRIES 
i/ex/<ft//PfeA
See
(This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
Agent
V-65-38
A l l  CATERPILLARS E A T  
F 4 A M f$ ,£ u roN L Y  A  
PEW  PLANT'S E A T  
(CA-f&R1ILUAB$-, 
^OHR«P-r{to$E» . ,
E P I «
O A
A N N O U N C I N G
N E W  L O W
PRICES
Now you can buy Edison Mazda Lamps 
at the lowest prices in history. G et a 
supply today of these lamps that stay 
brighter longer.
25. 40, 60 watts
-dl|l{ CANADlAN-i:wo-». 
-CEN’T' PosY ^ E  oP
■1098 14 considered  
ONE oP -TtlE BEST DESIGNED 
Apri£$iYE$ IN <T)Ul World
100 watts
150 watts
200 watts
Now 20c  
Now 25c  
Now 30c  
Now 42c
F OR  B E T T E R  L I G H T  — B E T T E R ^  1 G H T ~  O S E
E D I S O N . M A Z D A
I d
MADE IN CANADA
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ItHY DOES ANYBODY 
)RROW FROM A BANK?
W H Y  does anybody borrow money?
Here is the answer: Usually to make a profit or to 
nse the money for his advantage.
Be the borrower a farmer, marketing organization, 
lumberman, miner, fisherman, rancher, manufacturer
-none ever borrows from a hank and pays interest 
except to gain a benefit outweighing the interest 
charges.
Every Canadian dollar represents tangible wealth 
already produced, or wages paid for services rendered.
Every Canadian dollar issued can be described 
accurately as to purpose, as a wealth-producing, 
wage-paying, profit-seeking dollar.
Occ^ionally some harrowed dollars become temporarily
deadweight debt—perhaps you suffer a loss for a season
^rough drought or other natural calamity. But with a
better season, better prices and brighter .fiusiness, theloser has a chance to, recover his losses.
”I borrow $1,000 from the 
bank, paying interest because 
the bank is rendering me a ser­
vice,” one man instances. He 
goes on thus:
”Why do I borrow the $1,000 ? 
"To use in a business deal and 
make a profit.
'^My deal concluded success­
fully, I rejpay the bank and have 
a profit o I say $100, which I put 
to my credit in the bank.
"The bank has back its $1,000 
and interest, and I have $100 I 
didn’t have before.
"Multiply that borrowing of 
mine, my use of the money, my 
repayment and my profit, by 
many borrowers, day after day, 
and you see what is happening 
as a continuous revolving pro­
cess throughout the year in the 
business world.”
A  farmer borroivs for seed, 
cultivation or harvesting; a 
fisherman borrows .or bait, boat 
or wages; a manufacturer bor­
rows against raw materials be- 
ing fabricated, to pay wages to 
finish and market his goods—  
but none of these borrows ex­
cept in the hope of profit to 
himself, in supplying the needs 
of others.
Banking is not mysterious.
A farmer’s co-operative mar­
keting organization uses bank 
credit so that the farmer may 
get cash for his crop at the 
elevator Nvithout waiting for it 
to reach Liverpool,
A  merchant borrows from the 
bank and is enabled to pay his > 
bills early, take advantage of 
discounts, and pass part of his 
saving on to his customers.
A  small farmer with 20 hogs 
borrowed .$50 for feed, paid 
$1.75 interest and was enabled 
to sell his ho"s for $100 more 
than he would have got on an 
■earlier market. His net profit 
was $48.75. That is an authentic 
case. Here is another:
A hog-raiser on a large scale 
paid $100 interest on a loan for 
feed. He writes us that he made 
a net profit of nearly $2,000.
These arc instances of the 
kind of services bank credit, ex­
changed for individual credit.
performs as an everyday routine, 
in Canada. Any community can 
supply scores of similar ex­
amples.
What is money ?
Coinage, Bank of Canada 
notes, bank notes, deposits.
Chartered banks now issue 
their notes up to a legal limit of 
85 per cent of their paid-up 
capital. Yearly this is being re­
duced and the right of note- 
issue as steadily vested in the 
Bank of Canada. '
.A chartered bank’s notes are 
the first charge on its assets. In 
case of trouble they must be 
paid off before, a single cent can 
be paid on deposits or on any 
other debts owed by the bank. 
To make doubly sure that notes 
>vill be redeemed, each bank 
pays into a fund held by the 
Minister of Finance, an.amoimt 
of cash equal to five per cent, of 
the average of its bank notes 
outstanding. This is called the 
"Bank Circulation Redemption 
Fund.’' The total of this fund is 
available for the purpose of re­
deeming the outstanding notes 
of any bank.
Notes of the Bank of Canada 
are money—legal tender— cash
that Bank’s notes and de­
posits are backed (July 30, 
1938) by 56.26 per cent, of gold 
and silver bullion and foreign 
exchange.
Notes of the chartered banks, 
too, are money— their promises 
to pay; every dollar backed by 
more than twenty dollars of 
assets. They are redeemable, on 
demand, in cash.
Yoiu* deposit in a chartered 
bank also is money— you can 
buy things with it. It arose from 
your labour, production and 
thrift. It is redeemable iii cash.
It is a measure of your real 
wealth. You may make pay­
ments by cheque upon it. When 
your cheque goes through the 
Clearing House system, it must 
be met by the bank on which it 
is dra>vn. Any balances as be­
tween banks have to be settled 
in cash daily.
Your Canadian dollars are 
useful factors in a system that 
produces wealth for all ofCanada.
W. B. GORNALL HOPEFUL THAT 
OLD COUNTRY MARKET WILL BE 
FAVORABLE TO CANADIAN APPLES
Severe Spring Frosts Played Havoc W ith English Fruits 
So Trade Watched Hopefully for First Arrivals from 
Canada— Prices Excellent on Opening
TENNIS UNDER DIFFICULTIES PLAN FOR RALLY 
AT PENTICTON
TlIUaSDAY. SEPTEMUKU 2D, 1D38
Mil
i
CO N F IR M A T IO N  of reports received here that the Old Country 
market should be a good one for sale of Canadian apples this 
season is made in the first of the W . B. Gornall statements issued 
from his office in London, Eng. Mr. Gornall is Canadian fruit trade 
commissioner to Great Britain. With a short crop of fruit in Eng­
land, he expects a ready sale of imported apples. Following is his 
bulletin, as re-issued by the B.C. Fruit Board:
Av;
'1,7'' ' , I V
,1, I iiv'n, 1 1
SEARCHING FOR KEY
THE CHARTERED BANINS 
OF CANADA
Your local branch hank manager will be glad to talk bank- 
ing with you. lie will be glad to answer your questions 
from the standpoint of his own experience. The next article 
in- this series tvill appear in this newspaper. Watch for it.
BUR
Thp export .season 1938-:tJ) is openinfj 
under .conditions tliat appear to be 
quite favorable to tlie suu.'essful mar­
keting of Canada’s export fruit crop.
The failure of tlie crop in the United 
Kingdom has kei)t the markets dur­
ing the past few weeks very much on 
the short side, and no over-abundance 
of plums or early apples have been 
present to create marketing problems, 
with the result that the trade is eag­
erly looking for imported .supplies.
It would be well, perhaps, to keep 
in mind that the United Kingdom ex­
perienced a very early spring, and 
that the trees came through the win­
ter in excellent condition, following a 
year of light yield, and produced a 
= wealth of blossom seldom witnessed in 
this country, promising a record yield.
Weather conditions, however, inter­
fered, and a succession of severe 
frosts, below freezing temperatures 
being recorded on seventeen nights in 
April and two nights in May, took a 
tremendous toll, of all fruits. These 
were the conditions that preceded the 
present situation, and if natural ev­
ents had not intervened, the prospects, 
most likely, would have been far less 
favorable.
The season proper opens next week, 
ending September 13th, with a ship­
ment of 30,000 packages from Nova 
Scotia, including 24,250 barrels of ap­
ples: also a few thousand packages 
from British Columbia and Ontario.
During the past two weeks there have 
been small shipments to London, L iv ­
erpool and Glasgow, and these, find­
ing a very bare market, sold at rather 
high prices which, under more normal 
conditions, cannot be expected to be There’s something symbolic about 
maintained. this photo, showing Viscount Halifax,
During the New Zealand-Austral- British foreign minister, searching for 
ian season, the market for fresh ap- the right key to the door of the for- 
ples was extremely good, with aver- eign office when he arrived for a dis­
age prices, including all varieties and cussion on the German-Czech situa- 
grades, closely approximating 10/- per tion. The viscount, as well as other 
box, a result due in part to the failure masterminds of British diplomacy,
'v<»' f'.'-l-
m
To lu ll) make a .success of the Young 
I ’eople’s .socielie.s’ rally of the South 
Ok.-macun at IVuticton on October 10, 
the Kelowjja Y.P.S. of the United 
Chui'ch drafted plans Sunday evening. 
.September 2.5 from which will be se­
lected the most apj)ropriate suggea- 
tion.s.
Many i>r<)jects were brought forth 
when the gatliering was divided ipto 
four groups and the members outlined 
feasible programs which the rally of- 
lli'ials will consider.
Miss Pauline Engel’s noniination by 
the local society’s executive a.s re­
presentative or councillor on th© 
South Okanagan Y.P.S, union execu­
tive was endor.sed by the group Sun­
day which is one of fourteen forming 
the union.
A pleasant social jicriod with rc- 
fre.shments concluded the meeting.
WINHELD
’I'lie Women’.s Institute held u very 
.succe.s.sful dance in the Community
Hall on Friday evening last. There 
* * *
was u large attendance. The Ladies’ 
Aid held its last meeting at the home 
of Mrs. Cluridge on Thursday evening 
last. Final arrangements were made 
for the supper to be held in the com-
nA-irrc: 1 1 ■ u w .  , . munity hall ,the evening of Oct. 7th.
BETTE DAVIS—looking as fresh as a lettuce leaf in her brief, pleated * •
pique dress and short-sleeved Cardigan sweater, engagingly embroidered with Mrs. Harold Butterworth, of
me Signs of the Zodiac—watches the game while keeping a grip on her black with Ross McDonagh were
Scottie and white Sealyham—who would much rather be off in quest of u week-end visitors at Winfield and 
rubber shoe to chew or a bone to gnaw! Bette’s next starring vehicle is War- Oyama. 
ners’ “The Sisters.”   ^ ,
Mr. Alex McDonagh who is working 
at Keremeos spent Sunday at Winfield.8/- per half-bushel hamper. Grand 
Duke and Arch Duke plums now on 
the Liverpool market are finding a 
somewhat slow sale at 7/- to 7/6 per 
half bushel. The fruit is hard and on 
the green side, also to prevent the 
development of brown rot, the plums
unattractive appearance to the fruit.
The weekly arrivals of fruit from 
Canada and the United States during 
the three week period ending Sep­
tember 13th, compared with the sim­
ilar periods of last season.
Canadian shipments
Mr. Robert Laing, who has been a 
patient in the Kelowna General Hos­
pital'for the past two weeks, is greatly 
improved in health.
McIntosh picking in this district isuiu u rot, me i s  are slightlv — h*^ *-***6 
appeared t^ o have been heavily sul- heavier than last year, but fronf the finished,
phured, which, together with the in- United States the movement in boxes
evitable condensation of moisture and barrels is appreciably lighter
after removal from the cold chamber while the hamner nark iqof the steamer resnltpH in o yofUnt. -.+ i^ , “ umper pacK is approxim- mjuut 0 1,000,000 persons ir me steamer, resulted m a rather ately at the same leYel as a year ago. ted States attend religious
Churchgoers in U.S.
Abo 3 n the Uni­
services
have been seeking the magic key to 
unlock the door of lasting peace in 
Europe. But so far without success.
of the English fruit crop, but un­
doubtedly due also to the control of 
shipments from these Dominions,
which did not permit the market to ■ ' _______________ __________ _
be overloaded at any time. On the
other hand, the market for oranges moderate. Supplies are plentiful with' 
during this period has been extremely average arrival of about 65,000 boxes
unsatisfactory. Arrivals of this pro­
duct were exceptionally heavy and
of Californian Beurre Hardy and Bart­
lett weekly. The condition of the ear-
with 'no attempt to regulate supplies lier shipments of American Bartletts 
in accordance with the market’s abil- was disappointing^ and unsatisfactory 
ity to absorb at values yielding the 
producer a reasonable return, prices 
consequently sank to very low levels, 
with no improvement until the peak 
of the movement had passed and sup­
plies were considerably reduced.
The very satisfactory situation that 
has prevailed in the apple market
prices resulted. Later arrivals were 
much 'improved but losses on f.o.b. 
purchases are said to be extensive, 
and while Beurre, Hardy is arriving 
in good; shape, a narrow margin of 
profit is being shown over landed cost.
Flemish Beauty from British Colum­
bia are arriving on a somewhat dull
during the summer months, has the market, but . being in excellent condi-
appearance of being extended through 
the coming autumn and winter period, 
and, provided the fruit is delivered m 
good and attractive condition, a satis­
factory level of prices should be main­
tained.
The week ending August 31st w it­
nessed the opening sale of Canadian
tion and bright in appearance, a very 
fair impression has been made and 
prices have ranged between 9/6 and 
11/- per box, according to grade and 
size. Bartletts realized from 10/6 to 
11/6.
Ontario Bartletts found a very fair 
appreciation on the Liverpool market
apples, the first shipment reaching the and reached , a somewhat higher level
market one week later than last year. 
Duchess, Melba, and Joyce from Gn­
at 11/3 to 12/- per bushel hamper. 
Californian Hardy topped the market
tario and Duchess from Nova Scotia this week at 11/6 to 13/9, with Bart-
. were In very limited quantities and 
high prices were received. The first 
shipment of pears, “Flemish Beauty” 
. from British Columbia, was also on 
the market and the fruit was in ex- 
celleht, condition and of good attract­
ive appearance.
Apples from British Columbia made 
their first appearance during the fo l­
lowing week ending September 6th, 
and finding an almost bare, market, 
the.demand for the very limited sup 
plies available resulted in an excellent 
. and spirited demand. Ruling prices 
were as follows:
Nova Scotia: Duchess, 23/- to 25/- 
pef barrel.
Ontario: per barrel. Duchess, 27/- to 
28/-: Melba, 31/-; Joyce, 28/6.
British Columbia: per box. Wealthy, 
11/6 to 15/6; Gravenstein, 11/6, to 
14/3; Grimes Golden 11/- to 12/9.
The market has responded very 
readily to American apples and some 
excellent prices have been realized. 
Certain Gravenstein packs fi'om Cal­
ifornia have been very disappointing, 
and shipment via Atlantic ports in or­
dinary stowage showed considerable 
waste, and a spread of from four shil­
lings per box of the same grade and 
size indicates the variation in condi­
tion. Prices for Virginian barrels dur­
ing the present week have ruled from 
33/- to 43/,. Jonathan taking the pre­
mier place, and McIntosh in crates re­
alised from 13/- to 15/6.
The light supplies of English apples 
are finding a very' fair demand but 
..values are consicierably lower than 
for imported packs, except perhaps 
for a fe w ' brands of selected fruits. 
The best Worcesters arc selling at 
frorn 5/- to 6/6 per half box. but the 
general run of graded fruit is realiz­
ing from 8/- to 9/- per bushel. Bram- 
ley Seedling, Lord Derby, and Lane’s 
Prince Albert, are selling from 6/- to 
11/- for the standard box, with the 
ordinary sieve pack at lower levels.
English plums, as expected have 
been in light volume throughout the 
season, which will end in about twp 
week’s time. Supplies from the Un­
ited States have dominated the mar­
ket, and some small shipments from 
Canada have already appeared.
Pears have struck a more subdued 
note, nothing of a spectacular nature 
has developed and demand is rather
letts about 1/- or less lower.
Shiro plums in London, while meet­
ing with a slow sale at first, developed 
a spirited demand and. were quickly 
cleared at prices ranging from 6/6 to
reserving umei )
K®*p sUi'i'iiig,” said Mrs. Picobac, bu^ peeling 
peaches. "That’s my new kettle and I  don’t want 
it burned.”
"Would there be any objection,” enquired Mr. 
Picobac politely, "if a man on a responsible job 
like this took time out to fill his pipe? It would 
help him concentrate.”
"Must be wonderful—rthat tobacco,” assented die 
good lady, taking over the big wooden spoon.
"What— Picobac? I should say it is wonderful,” 
retorted her lord and master. "Picobac is the pick 
of Canada’s Burley Crop. It’s a mild . . . cool 
. . . swe^ smoke—that’s what it is.”
HANDV SEAL-TIGHT POUCH - I5e 
V4-LB. ••LOK-TOP" TIN - 60c 
also packed in Pocket Tins
"It DOES terste qood in o pipe!*
6  R D W N I N  S U N N  Y ,  S O U T H E R N  O N T A R I O
y o u  t r i e d  P i c o p q e  S l i c e d  P l u g  -  v e s t  p o c k e t  t i n  1 5 c
h ekT s
WHEEE
on our fsig
8 th  A n n iv e r s a r y  S a le  
HERE ARE A FEW OUTSTANDING PRICES! 
Gal F j j j s T  quality
CONTINUES
FLOOR ENAMEL
$1.98Regular $2.75.S A L E  PRICE  
Maroon, Bright Yellow, Lea­
ther Brown, Dark Oak
REDUCED PRICES ON PYREX WARE
CASSEROLES, BAKERS, F R Y  PANS , CO FFEE  
M AK ER S —  All reduced in price.
GLASS SALT
PEPPER SH AK ER S
19cPERPA IR
1-PLY PREPARED 
ROOFING
108 square feet— complete with 
necessaiy nails and cement. 
Per roll. ( p Q  CTQ
S A LE  PR ICE  ....
2-PLY PREPARED 
ROOFING
108 square.feet— complete with 
necessary nails and cement.
Per roll. "I CT
S A LE  PR IC E  ......
Special Prices on all ALUMilNUM! and ENAIVIELW ARE. Sale Price, per roll
3-PLY PREPARED 
ROOFING
Complete with necessary nails
and cement; per
roll. SA LE  P R I C E ^ O . O O
T A R P A P E R
400 sq. feet per roll (CP "I 
SA LE  PR ICE  .....
PLAIN BUILDING 
PAPER
400 .sq. ft. per roll, ^  0 3
"She B E N N E T T  H A R D W A R E
Q U A L IT Y  and S E R V IC E P H O N E  No. 1
;y;,
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By J. R. A.
Accuracy Personified
La.st wc'ok, ('ll Wednesday tlie 21si, 
duck hurilinj' opened and therein lies 
a trut'ie little story . . .  so traKie tliat 
your Gossiper, witii his perverse sense 
of humor lias been chucklirif' all week.
Now there were four trusty hunters 
from Kelowna whom I shall dub 
George, Charlie, Maurice and Stub.
Not content witli Kettin;' up an hour 
before daylight for the shoot, they 
went to Glenmore sIoukIik Oie eveninj; 
before, hardly slept a wink for pitched 
battles, and were up awaitirift the 
quackers some time before sun up.
Charlie and Stub were at one end of 
the lake and George and Maurice, 
minus a boat or dog, were .some dis­
tance away. Maurice claims he down­
ed eight of the big birds, but seven 
o f them fell in the slough and lie 
could not retrieve them then. Maur­
ice and George had to return home in 
time for work but Charlie and Stub, as 
they never work anyway, stayed on 
the scene and were instructed to ga­
ther up the ducks on the lake . . . .  
there were about eleven dead birds 
floating there . . . .  and bring them in 
to town. Charlie went visiting and 
left instructions with Stub to keep an 
eye on the ducks in the slough, but 
Stub went sound . to sleep. In tlie 
meantime, some other hunters came 
by, sent' in their dogs and retrieved 
all the floating ducks. When Charlie ' 
returned and woke Stub, there wasn’t 
a bird in sight. The four Musketeers 
say they know the thieves and just 
wait until they catch up with them 
. . . .  just wait . . . .
♦ • • They don’t come with a keener eye
And here is another duck story, on.the basketball floor than that pos- 
Stan Burtch potted a fine large quack- sessed by Noel MacDonald, captain of
EXPECT LARGE PENTICTON IN 
NUMBER FOR 5-0 VICTORY 
FISH DERBY OVER KAMLOOPS
Rugby Star Killed
Kelowna Junior Board of Trade McGahan Blanks Northerns and
Sponsoring Lake Stunt Which 
May be Annual AlTair
Leads W ay to Interior Title for 
Southern Nine
Plans are now ready for 
annual Okan;u?an lake
the llrst Penticton's senior baseball ninejour-
ag  fisli derby neyed to Kam|oops on Sunday, met the 
which is being sponsored by the junior northern nine, and won the Okanagan 
board of trade this Sunday, October 2, championship in a whitewash contest 
on the waters of tlie fameci Okanagan 5-0.
lake. Just to get in a little practice, McGahan’s pitching, combined with 
.lim Silcox bettered his previous mark fiinart team play and good hitting, gave 
by a whole pound la.st Sunday, when the locals the victory, although Kam- 
he hauled in a llftcen-pound beauty loops threatened on many occasions to 
and established a mark which partic- make the contest much clo.ser. 
ipants in the fish derby this Sunday order to reach the final round of
will have a tough job to defeat. the Interior championship, Penticton
A ll boats which can. possibly be ob- conquered Kelowna, South Okanagan 
laincd are being recruited for the day. loague winners, in a best of three series 
as it is anticipated that a large num- which went the entire route before the 
ber of persons will enter and help to southerners won out. Last year Pen- 
publicize the advantages of sport fish- ticton played Kamloops for the Interior
JIM BURT AGAIN 
HEADS GAGERS 
IN PENTICTON
Well-Known Athletic Fan Comes 
Back to Active Part in Basket­
ball Circles
James Burl, dominant figure in In­
terior hoojj circles for many years, 
was unanimously named as ihe 1!)3('- 
39 president of tlie Penticton Basket­
ball Club at annual meeting held in 
the Council Chamber, Thursday night. 
Mr. Burt succeeds R. J. McDoiigal!. 
who was named as first honorary jn'e- 
sident of the organization.
At an enthusiastic meeting, well 'il- 
lended by both players and officials, 
together with a strong representation 
of the Actimist Club, prcliminar.y 
plans for the forthcoming season were 
made. Tliese included suggestions for 
additional practices, as well as for
One of the greatest players in Cana- mrans of regaining full local support, 
ing in Okanagan'7ak(^"E championship and received a white- dian rugby, Ormond Beach, ABO'VE, Forecast for the season shows that
are obtainable at hardware stores washing, 
where fishing tackle is sold. These 
cards contain the rules as, published 
in last week’s issue of The Courier.
One special prize is .being donated 
by J. B. Spurrier, it is understood, 
while the annual Gibb’s prize for the 
largest fish caught in Okanagan lake
JUNIOR CRICKETERS 
BOW TO PENTICTON
on Gibb’s tackle may fall to some Two Innings Not Enough to year’s old
star halfback with Sarnia Imperials in F<^ *'>ticton has in prospect a strong sen- 
the Ontario Rugby Football Union, lor team and a strong intermediate 
was killed when an oil tank on which *'epi’osentative squads in
he was working exploded. Weighing other divisions. The advisability of 
over 250 pounds, Beaeh had no equal  ^ t teams through to the
as a defensive back and was a threat U.C. titular series was discussed at 
every time he took the ball for a length, it being agreecl that the
plunge or forward pass. He was 27 olub, in its present financial status,
could not do this.
lucky angler this coming Sunday, 
Then, of course, there are the bronze, 
silver and gold medals which the O.K. 
Big Fish club is so ready to hand over 
for fish 10, 12 and 15 pounds or over.
The junior board is itself putting up 
a number, of prizes for the men and 
women catching the heaviest, the most
Catch up to Penticton’s Total
On Sunday, September 25, Penticton 
junior cricketers beat Kelowna juniors 
by an innings and 24 runs at the Pen­
ticton field. Kelowna batted first and
NEW MEMBERS FOR 
LOCAL ELKS’ LODGE
were all out for the small score of 28,
fish, and other prizes for consolation
The officers elected included: Hon­
orary presidents, R. J. McDougall, W. 
R. Cranna, W. J. Allerton, A. F. Gum­
ming, Reeve W. G. Wilkins; presid­
ent, J. Burt; first vice-presi<ient. Dr. 
Bill White; second vice-president, 
Harry Barnard; secretary-treasurc^r, 
Mrs. Elsie Mattock; assistant. Miss H.
M ill Creek 
Frontage
. C P
Several eiuiuiries have been 
received regarding the projierty 
of Mr. G. C. Rose, at tlie soutli 
end of Ellis Street. Tlie Mill 
Creek fionta/'e of this tract has 
been rc'served from sale hereto­
fore owing to the intention of the 
owner to build a residence upon 
it, but, due to his brealtdown in 
health, this puriioso has been 
abandoned and the pro])erty is 
now open to sale.
The tract jireviously reserved 
measures 529 j^ feet east and west 
b.v 120 feet north and south, and 
contains approximately one and 
one-half acres, equal to about 
10j<; city lots. The bulk of it is 
lightly timbered, with about fifty 
feet frontage on Mill Creek, but 
lliere is an excellent clear build­
ing and garden site, with rich 
soil free of alkali, which formerly 
produced a heavy crop of tobacco.
Plan may be seen and tenders 
will bo received at the offices of 
the undersigned agents for the 
property. The highest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted.
E. M. Carrutlicrs & Son, Ltd., 
McTavish & Wliillis, Ltd., 
Okanagan Investments Co., Ltd.
awards.
A ll boats are expected to check in
wickets each, with Ian McKay taking 
the last wicket with his first ball of
okVednes*da7morn^^^^^^^ Edmonton Grads,'” world’r  “pe^enniri the Aqu^ TTpec^^acular S lt '^ in  -------  >
ne hurtling down to land with a champions. In a recent game against P ^  +1 ”  o clock Sunday niorn- slips. The K. of C. hall was taxed to capa-
terrific thud. Stan ran over, grabbed the Canton Engravers, who were chal- to ^ take pS^^aT^foSr°o’Sock PenRcton lost four wickets before city on Monday evening last at a spe-
the duck by the head and whirled two enging for the Underwoodunternation- afternoon with Felix Sutton he passing the'Kelowna total and event- cial meeting held by Kelowna Lodgeor three times around as he had often al trophy, she scored field goals on tnat aiternoon, with J^ehx Sutton be- passing xne ixeiowna loxai, ana evenx ^  ^ ^  ^
P. A. Miquelon Enrols Large Prentiss; executive. Dr. H. McGregor,
Class at Special Meeting in Graham Kincaid, Horace Reeves, J. L.
■ Hooper, with two members of the Act-
Kelowna imist Club, to be named later.
er
done to kill a chicken. Just then more nine successive shots at the basket! official weigher. ually finished the innings with the re- No. 52 of B. P. O. Elks and at which
ducks could be heard and he hastily Her feat is believed to be a record for 
dropped the bird in hand and crouch- the women’s cage game.
ed in waiting. Like a shot, the sup- ' ■ ■_____ ^
posedly dead duck made a beeline for
Scout Commissioner's 
Corner
the slough and sailed away out into I f  A IVIUI? / ^ A I7 I7 1 7 D C  
the centre. Evidently the shot had I j A T  f  J U iiJ
only grazed the duck and the fall had 
stunned it for a moment. But Stan’s 
neck-wringing process did not ipake 
any impression and the duck sailed
A  number of enthusiastic nimrods spectable total of 118 for 8 wickets, there were initiated a large class of
at Okanagan Mission have signified Brock played a steady inning for 49, applicants for membership enrolled by
theiT S t f o n  5  X t i S  with McKay, Glass and Yolltnd also P- A. Miquelon, Dominion grand or-
derby so Bill Ashberv L s  ifeen de- making double figures. ganizer of the order, who has been m Moving events of such tremendous
dared official starter at the Mission. Kelowna-First Innings ^^e city during the past two weeks si^ificance for the of the world
However fhev will reunrt at the A.. i, n . engaged m a selective membership and all its people now here, and those
’ ^ P Deans, b B ^ck  .....^ ...^ .^ .„^ .^ .™........  0 campaign in the interest of the local to come, are so quickly succeeding
n v m ir rk  Aquatic club for the weighing in by Gervers, c Brock, b Cornock    2
rllMtjil IW CUUKl  ^ entrants, stiell, b Cornock  ......  .... ........ 3 ® ' each other almost from hour to hour.
This fish derby is being patterned Appleton, b Brock ... 4
New members were officially wel- that any words one might write or
corned to the ranks of the order by speak seem quite inadequate to the
clean away. Game "Warden Maxson Twelve Prosecutions Follow the
reports that that is not unusual about 
a duck. One has to dislocate the ne<:k 
before killing a duck, the bird is so 
tough.
after similar affairs at coast points, Atkinson, c Mdlkinson, b Cornock.... 2 ^has. E. Friend, District Deputy Grand occasion. We are not a military , or 
where the idea attracted hundreds of Locke, c Cornock, b Brock ............ 1 Exalted Ruler for the Okanagan Val- ganization as such, but our boys are
Game Warden’s Activity on 
Mission Creek
sportsmen anxious to try their skill Whillis, c Penrose, b Cornock ...  ...  4 ley lodges. Mr. Friend expressed his ready to do their “bit.” Many, many
in luring the finny specimens out of Hammond, b_ Brock ......;...—.............  4 j^ggn pleasure at the success of the thousands of our older brothers did so
the murky depths. Chas. Friend, Ryan, b McKay .... ................. . 1 campaign and at t
I  told that story to Dave Chapman, Kokanee are now running in Mis- plan, and Nestor Izowsky and his jiin- 
and he. immediately came back with sion creek, but the strong arm of the ior board sports committee have been
t o W ia r  s S p p U X ‘ "derd';°lo‘ ’r“  ta d v e  Orth and grasping responsibla for arrangements.
hours, suddenly came to life and hop- young and old who are defying regul- m-wwTf\ T*I?ATATTC
ped around the yard with his almost ations and endeavouring to gaff or net | W w  l l t lU lx l l i  I  t i l N lN l v  
severed head dragging behind . . . .  these red fish, 
and crowing. When Dave told that rpr,_„
one, I gave up. What is the use, any- . juvcinxcc
way, when a man has to top one of hailed into court last Monday
yours with such a monstrosity. morning by Game Warden Maxson
, . , ca paign and at the fine type of can- before and their successors of today
chairman of the i^w  projects comrnit- H^l, not out ............... .... ........ ......  5 dilates brought in. w ill do so again, so let us never fail
tee of the jumor board, originated the Extras ... ............ i.......... ........... ..... 2 in a stirring and inspiring address to be ready “when need arises, for
* • “  Mr. Miquelon outlined the aims, ideals any public service that a boy can ren-
................. ........ .......... . and objects of the order of Elks. It der.”
Kelowna— Second Innings has a wonderful record of achieve- Spouts and Cubs of Kamlonns
Deans, b Yolland .......... ........... :.... 0 ment in the field of “service” and ^ad an “Apple Day” at Kam lo^s on
Gervers, b Penrose ...............  ...  4 stood out pre-eminently as a commun- Saturday last, and as the City was full
Ryan, st Bruce, b Yolland ..........:.. 0 ity order of good fellowship. He urged qj gQ many visitors for the Conserva-
Steill, c Malkinson, b Penrose ...... 12 his hearers to carry on in Elkdom live convention, they must have done
Hall, b Penrose .... .............. ........ 5 'it was worth while—-and never to for- ygj-y -well. Scouts and Cubs in uni-
Atkinson, b Yolland ...................... ■ 8 get that charity, justice, brotherly love form had trays of apples for sale at
Whillis, b Yolland ........ ..... ......... 9 and fidelity should ever remain the gjj important street corners, for which
TITLES DECIDED
It’s all very well when a Kelowna costs of the court. V incent Kolody- 
person takes a rap at people or hap- ^uk , George Olson and Shirbon 
penings in the. city, but just let any- Chaplin paid fines of $5 and costs for
1 1XV/A.1LXI1 3 vi lilC ell UxdX J.VXcUv UXl A l l  ^’<1 1 ^ • • * 1  x *  • ,, ___ • » c**x toXAU xvjx. . w ii j
and were assessed small fines and "11 Club Championships are Ue- Hammond, c Johnson, b McKay .... 12 guiding principles tp inspire them in you could pay whatever you liked, and
dared Now  for Season
RE-OPEMS!
Improved Kelo'Wna- 
Vancouver Service
EFFECTIVE ON AND AFTER 
MONDAY, SEPT, 26, 1938,
Kootenay Express Train No. 11 
will leave Penticton at 10.30 p.m. 
daily, via Kettle Valley line, ar­
riving Vancouver 10.00 a.m. fol­
lowing day.
Connecting bus leaves Kelow­
na 8.00 p.m. daily, arriving 
Penticton 10.10 p.m.
Passengers from Vancouver, on 
and after Monday, Sept.. 26, will 
arrive Penticton '7.30 a.m. mak­
ing direct connection with bus 
for Kelowna, ariiving Kelowna 
9.45 a.m.
-G. B R U C E  B U R P E E
General Passenger Agent, 
Vancouver, B.C.
Penticton Innings has made arrangements so as to oe 
able to remain in Kelowna until Oct.
^ _________ __  ________ „______ ___ . Two more championships were dei-
body else take a knock at us and see catching KokanCe, while nine juven- cided over the week-end at the Kel-
how quickly we all respond. Last ijcs paid $2 and cdsts each. owna tennis club, when Marion Elmore
week, your Gossiper made some point- Eddie Kielbiski pleaded not' guilty and Mary Stubbs defeated Margaret 
ed remarks about crabbing and gen- to a charge laid by E. J. Miaguire of Taylor and Mrs. Brenda Meikle 6-1,
eral poor sportsmanship. The Pentic- trespassing on Dr. Boyce’s property, 6-1 in the ladies’ doubles final, and Dal Yolland, c Steill, b Hall ........   .17 campaign to be extended to
ton Herald sports commentator saw a claiming in his defense that he was Hawkshaw and Maurice Meikle ddwn-/Penrose, c Gervers, b Steill ............... 6
proof of this column and followed suit, only walking on the section of land ed Alan France and Dick Stubbs, 6-4,/ S. Cornock, b Steill  .......    1 ^  luncheon and social hour follow-
taking a few  raps at Kelowna and next to the lakeshore. Magistrate 7-5, in the men’s doubles final. Bruce, b Steill 2 ceremonies of the evening and
covering up by giving Penticton a Burne found him guilty, however, and In the semi-finals of the men’s dou- Johnson, b Steill . 0 j^idnight brought to a close one of
mild reproof and warning not to fol- fined him $10 and $2.50 costs, or ten bles, France and Stubbs defeated Brock, c Deans, b Hall 49 enjoyable sessions of the
low  in the footsteps of those awful days in jail. Kielbiski stated he did Terry Bennett and George Mc:Kay, 2-6, McKay, retired 19
people up in central Okanagan. As 1 not have the money and so was order- 6-16-1 ' ' Glass, not out 19
say, when one of the family of Ke- ed to spend his term in the gaol. ;^his Sunday Kelowna and Summer- B- Cornock, b Gervers 0
lowmans cares to point mut errors, ----------------- ----------^-------------- ------  land tennis tL m s  tangle in a friendly Extras :........ 5
that IS all m the day s work, but what a
right has anyone in Penticton to point end I am inclined to agree with him. ^ter-club rnatch the A  team frexn
a finger at Kelowna. T h a t Penticton The Kelowna baseball club has had a ^^elowna going to Summerland and
Locke Jr., c Penrose, b Yolland .... , 0 their general activities. qjj buying an apple you received a tag,
Appleton, not out ........................  8 "While Monday last was to have gg that you would not be importuned
Locke Sr., run out . ..........   4 marked the end of the special cam- again. The apples (McIntosh Reds)
Extras...................     4 paign, to meet the_ urgent and unani- looked so tempting, however, that the ' ■■ ■ ........ ...................
— - mous expressed wish of the member- gamo people often went hack for more. TRY THE COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS. 
Total ......................... . 66 ship of Kelowna lodge, Mr. Miquelon
lodge in many a day.
Total ........ 118
In all probability there will be a
RUTLAND
A  well patronized dance was held in
ct lAiigCi. <xv Wild. XlldU x^cilLiL;tUli ----- ------ QiiTY>rvt£k-r1^nr^ T5 +0 1^1^  r\loT7inrT in j^x uiLi  wixi iiic ic : vv iix uKi cl
ball club has been playing with the long and fairly enjoyable season this ^  team piaying in Kelowna next Sunday bet-
clubs across the border for the past year 1938, and its success in winning _______  '______ ween a team picked from Kelowna, the community hall on ‘Tuesday eve-
ten years, and down there they really the South Okanagan championship Naramata and Penticton against a ning, Sept. 27th, the music being by
know how to crab - in a ball game, was the , result of an uphill struggle UNITED . CHURCH BADMINTON team chosen from the three Vernon the Rodeo Players, a Vancouver Or-
Penticton has-caught on, and can put with many_ obstacles to overcome 
up the prettiest squawk on occasion That is entirely true, and I have ag- 
that you ever witnessed. So, I would reed heartily with Larry that it was
TO ORGANIZE FRIDAY NIGHT teams and Salmon Arm.
The badminton club of the United , ___, _______
church w ill hold its initial meeting on place. The administration board of x„ xt,„
chestra. An “amateur contest” was 
staged during the evening and- a num-
say to Sideline Sidelights of the Her- too bad to wind up a swell season W  went to the Fahlman trio, and the sec-
a ll. to clean up his ®own back yard, with ructions in the grand hnale. S f L  th fcE S rch ^a '^LT^o-cfo 'ffc^  ?rfng“  o f w a s  awarded to .I.es Wit-
when plans for the coming season will evei 
be "discussed and organization take fall.
anstil a little civic pri<3e into his fellow However the b^s are all bubbling ^  g^^go^ ^^1 every promise of a strong club this ■
townsmen, and go to town on some of over with enthusiasm for another year ,_j® ................. -1 Uo iiicraiicciart n rt n cr iT-n in k-Ai  Grcville Harrison, son of Mr. andhis own fans who show some of the and will probably toast their toes ar 
poorest types of sportsmanship pos- ound the fireside all winter and tell 
sible. Maybe, I ’ve started something each other what Swell games o f base- 
now. . baR they are going to play next year,
* .* * and how high their batting average.";
Larry Carscadden said he did not "  which
mind the razzing which your Gossiper g°^^ into the make-up of a baseball 
handed out to himself and other mem- _Which reminds me that
bers of the ball club last week, but he ®
did think I had forgotten something. time to lay your
money on the line as to whether the
scotrs SCRAP BOOK
*
By R.J. SCOTT
SATURDAY, 
OCT. 1
SC O U T  H A L L  
Doors open 10 a.m.
Under auspices- of Kelo’wna 
Basketball Club
Yankees can make it three in a row. 
Will your sentiment get you down, 
or are you going to .face hard, cold 
facts. Personally, I have always hked 
the National league better than the 
American, but last year I  made some 
money on the Yanks. Maybe I can 
again. I don’t imagine that Mr.’ Yorko 
ivould care to bet with me, as he does 
not care for your Gossiper at all. In 
fact, he sgys in no uncertain terms 
that he is extremely annoyed, and 
does not think it at all fair that such 
a blithering numbskull should be al­
lowed to perpetrate such horrible 
libels concerning his particular faults 
on the baseball field. OR, well, maybe 
he’s right.
♦ * - *
Just a parting shot for the morning. 
It's supposed to be a secret, but there 
are certain rumors straying around 
the city that Lefty McGahan. the smart 
little American hurler who brought 
Penticton along so well this year, may 
be wearing a Kelowna uniform next 
summer. That would be a hard blow 
to our southern friends, if true.
L ioheL
PE OERSE/ 
tlARVARP, 
-rttEOKUr 
MEMBER eF
family
I
oF'fHE FOUHDER 
OF Ha r y a r p -io 
A flEXD IUR'
^  UHWERSUy 
J-r >5 
BELIEVED  
w'HA'r-YrtE riu<;E 
D lM o S A U R S  
I LIZAxROE OF 
■VriE reptile  age
MANy MILLIONS 
OF 7EARS A-qo/
L IV E D  A.S LO N G  A.'S.
B O O  YEAxRS -
So m e  oF Their  OESOEMDAHrS, 
•THe  ALLIGATOR'S/ ARE. 
also lokg'“LWep
Mrs. A. E. Harrison, returned on Wed­
nesday from Mabel lake where he has 
spent the summer in the employ of the 
Forestry Department. He will leave 
on Friday via Greyhound, for Guelph, 
Ontario, to resume his studies at the 
Ontario Agricultural College.
K E L O W N A  A Q U A T IC
ind-up Dance
in the A Q U A T IC  P A V IL IO N
Thursday, Sept. 29th
E V E R Y B O D Y  W I L L  B E  TH ER E .
Miss Edna McBride left on Saturday 
for Vancouver, after spending a vaca­
tion at the home of her . parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. C. McBride.
♦ * ♦
J. F. Guest, accompanied by his 
niece Mrs. S. Howes and her small 
daughter, left by car for Vancouver, 
last week-end.
SAME FINE 
QUALITY
Lillian Mangel was the fortunate 
winner of the drawing for an 8 lb. cake 
held in connection with Stockwell’s 
Anniversary Sale in Kelowna.
M  U3dz
P I L S E N E R
iJKADUA7kt>
lH-fkE WoJiiPWAR 
IH /9/6
) \\ C R E A filR E S  / A  Po  y o u  APMIRE RED
M A  g l o w in g —filBE SIGH? 
GAS WlVrtlM IS NEOK
K  IS ESYiMA-TED *-------
m o r e -y Ma h  
.HALF OF -The  -w o r l d s
9fX M PS  AREDVERPRiKlED/
/^filEREBy SEIWIMG RRVY POS-fAL DIHTeS ____ _^  MC Y S FAT 9F. COFTMCNf m$. KMC FtATUMS
^ O B lX m E D  FROM L iq u id  
^IR -X i-fU  KigH-VolTage
^ ^ E O Y r IC OURREHf I f  GUM$ 
'H AH ORANGECOLOR in   ^
E AR  G »-^ &  I AJiO DEEP 
RED IM R U E Y <iLAS&
Dog lovers enjoyed the demonstra­
tion of the intelligence of “Duke” , the 
wonder dog, given in the community 
hall on Monday evening last. While 
in the district, Robert Davidson, the 
dog’s owner, has been staying at the 
home of Rev. A. C. Pound. Mr. Dav­
idson comes from Sanca, in the Koot- 
enays, where Rev. Mr. Poimd was for­
merly stationed.
Richard Hawkey, young son of Mr. 
and Mrs. F. J. Hawkey, had the mis­
fortune to break an arm while playing 
football at the school last week.
Proudly m aintaining the 
■ame fine quality that won 
two first prizes at the 
B ritish  Em pire Brewers  
Exposition, London- 1936.
VANCOUVER BREWERIES
UM ITED
ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY THE LIQUOR CONTROA 
BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
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South OliuiiiiKaii Momiim-iil, W orks  
HEADSTONES AND 
MON IIM ENTS
ItDpoflcd aiul iKitlvr r.ratiite or 
marble SatisfacUon Knaranleed 
at ri(;ht prices.
Hox 501. I'eiillctoii, II. C.
-More About-
YOUNGER
MEN
A PONY ANY KID WOULD WANT
■■■im
JOSEPH  ROSSI
CO NTRACTO R
Plasterin}', and Masonry 
Office; - - D. Chapman Barn 
IMioiio 298
U. GUIDI & ORSI
Uoiitructoi's for 
I'EASTEKINO, STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK 
EIioik; 494-U OR «34-Li
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  DIRECTORS! 
Day Phone, 33; Ni/'hl, 502 & 79 
KELOW'NA, B. C.
MONUMENTS♦I*
i  Sand Blast Lettering
l A  VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
From I ’age 1, Column 2
by (he old-line polltieians wlio liave 
gencr.illy held sway in (he past, it is 
said.
The C'onservalive delegat(‘S h;fvc“ re­
lumed to their homes with renewed 
hoi)e that (hey will have every op- 
poi'lunily to pl.-iee the Conservative 
parly back inlo i)rominenee in thi.s 
j)roviiic(‘ and will be enabled to give 
Ihe iiresent );overnment the stiirest 
lype of ojjposition at the next jji(jvin- 
eial eleetioM.
Not only did the .younger Conserva­
tives hold .sway on the eotivention 
llooi’, hilt their voices were heard to 
full elfect in tlu; committee sessions. 
Man.v Tories who have been attending 
conventions of the party for years, 
were heard to exclaim that it was the 
most enthusiastic meeting ever held by 
(he party in H.C.. and was one which 
showed the most promise.
Highway Commission
Prominent among the resolutions in­
troduced was that of the highway 
eominission and road policy, while 
that concerning agricultural policy 
wa.s of special interest to the Okana­
gan Valley.
W. A. C. Bennett, of Kelowna, was 
a member of the committee which 
drafted the roads resolution, while 
Hon. Grote Stirling, M.P. for Yale, was 
chairman of the main resolutions com­
mittee.
It was a democratic convention, 
delegates declare, as only a bare 
majority from the floor of the house 
allowed introduction of fresh resolu­
tions which had never been placed be­
fore the resolutions committee.
The closest possible vote resulted in 
the choosing of the new Tory leader 
who replaces the late Dr. Patterson, 
and only 16 votes separated the win­
ner, R. L. Maitland, K.C., M.L.A., from 
his only opponent, Herbert Anscombe 
from Victoria. The vote was 269 for 
Maitland and 253 for Anscombe. 
Excitement reached a fever pitch as
■'J.f
!ill i'T'v
l|k:iFl'l
On October 6, 7 and 8, the Elks lodge of Kelowna is operating its 
third annual indoor carnival at the Scout Hall in Kelowna and one of 
the features this year will be the drawing for this gentle, lovable Shet­
land pony which will be given away to the holder of the lucky ticket. 
This year the Elks are arranging all their own sideshows and are not 
bringing in any outside operator as was done in the past. Free rides 
on the Shetland pony will be given kiddies on the three evenings. 
Mei'chandise and cash prizes will be given away each night.
CANNERIES HAD ONLY HALF USUAL 
RUN ON TOMATOES THIS SEASON
C O N S E R V A T I V E S  
C O N S I D E R A T E  O F
the result was announced to the tired Plenty of Tomatoes Left in Fields 
assembly at 12.30 o’clock Sunday mor- but Canners are Through for 
ning. It was near hysteria as a group Year’s Pack-out
of young Conservatives grabbed their _____ _
new leader, hoisted him on their
shoulders and paraded to the platform, Kelowna district have
closed down on tomato cannery oper
-More About- paJ^I
HITLER
CREATED
N E W
4iitunin DRESSfS
$ 4 . 9 5
I’erfiHl lilting, now .stylo.s, with lung .slocvos, ll.'ittoriiig 
nooUlino.s, jowol ol.-i.sp.s .ind oiubruidory in yXnmtro crc])cs 
- -.sliailos of wino, groon, hliio, magadur, brown, navy and 
blacb. .Sizts lor inisso.s and women.
I’riood al ....................................... $4.95
THE LATEST IN DRINDL DRESSES
( >f Norniaiid io oropo w ith .scpiarc noeklilio, .short pu ll 
sloovos, l)iittoned to waist— youth fu l and attractive. .Sixes 
14 to 20 and .all the wanted colors.
W E A R  A L IG H T  OR D A R K  B LO U S E  with your Fall 
Suit— .Snnirt new models in lovely rayons, ^  "| O O  
with the new Driiull style ...........................j
Ladies’New fall Gloves
B Y  K A Y S E R — Smart slip-on styes, 
plain or fancy, colors: black, brown, 
navy and wine ; ^  -t
priced at, per i)air ........  ^
%
)
F u m e r  t o n ' s
f  \
Limited
‘‘WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
From Page 1, Column 2ations, although there are still quant-
Maitland, as the old guard from V  n- of ripe toms in the fields which nr, u u  r>
couver. the men who have dominated jj, never reach the olants The three many Czechs have Ger-
Conservative policy in this province r a n n ? r i e r i r S  a rL  Germans Czech
-More About-
B.C. TREE 
FRUITS
B .  C . P R O D U C E R S  5'Sio„\'on tomSoesXuTt^^^ ™As for the language problem, the
From Page 1, Column 7 
abandoned.
Thus there is to be a type of a one-
Germans have created this themselves, desk scheme put into effect. Al], ord-
combe. But for this once, the Interior August and closed down about
_____  held sway and refused to be dominat- September 19
Lenethv Resolution Passed bv the Terminal City of B.C. Neither the Roweliffe cannery or The teachers in the Sudeten areas are ers w ill come into the B. C. Tree
°  , . . Although most of the delegates from Rutland canners w ill operate com- very pro-Nazi and became so enthused Fruits Ltd. and w ill be pro-rated
Kamloops Convention on its the Interior favored Maitland, Mr. rnercially for the rest of the season , with the Hitler doctrine that they re- amongst all existing shippers. The
ideas to Help Agriculture Anscombe was nominated by H. A. the former plant carrying out small fused to teach any other language but shippers will obtain the orders on a
^ . Truswell of Kelowna. When the re- experiments only for the next v'cek German. Finally the Czechs conceded commission basis not yet decided up-
„  , , , . suit was announced, both men were or so. One and two-hour runs on tom- German would be considered as,' Collections will be made by B.C.
loudly praised for their generous cam- atoes have been made in the past few  the second official language of the Tree Fruits Ltd. and the monies paid
tions which resulted from the Conser- paigns and their lack of hostility. Ans- days by Roweliffe’s but virtually this country in those areas where over to the shippers.
vative convention at J^ammops last , .^33 arnong ^he first to congrat- plant closed its doors along with oth- twenty per cent of the population This sudden and important move in
rriaay and baturday was that ecu- ulate his opponent and new leader and er canners on September 19. spoke it. But we do this in Canada the fruit industry was precipitated fol-
ho trace of animosity was shown by ‘There is no’ market for tomatoes, with the French language and is sure- lowing Mr. Haskins’ return from Vic-
f ^ 9°®t of produc- either man. and although we would have Uked to ly not an issue to plunge the world toria. where he interviewed Dr. Mac-
tion for the farmers; it believed the 'a  • continue cannins onerations lonecr it ’ nto war. Donald, -minister of agriculture andprovincial government should press Serious Convention conimue canning operations iongi.r, jt  ^  ^ ' ' members of the nrovincial marketing
for and co-operate, with the federal ThrouahmU it was a serious eon have been a losmg proposition As for unemployment, Czechoslova- ^oa?d  ^ provincial marketing
authorities in maintainine Emnire  ^ serious con- for us,” declared L. ,J. Kelly, manager kia was in the unfortunate position at
trade treaties and thS ma^ketin^ vention and little tin^ was allowed o f. Roweliffe’s. It will be remembered the beginning of the depression of ex- • Obstacle in Ritchie Case
islation must have the general suooort for some time the canners refus- portieg practically only luxury goods. ‘ ‘One obstacle to this move had been
o f the public- it wanted nrotection for +u ^  citizens of Kamloops did not ed to operate at all, and then com- The country was badly hit and trade the decision handed down in County
t L  oroXcers a e S  i L S  cbiXines themselves out to entertain the promised to take a portion of the crop, fell sharply. Just how sharply it fell court in Kelowna in the Ritchie case,”
as w eiL  as r S S l e  Conservatives as the good^people of The Canadian Canners (Western)' is illustrated by the fact that in 1930 declares Mr. Haskins, “and this cast a
those whose farms are in outlvine ^^towna did when the Liberal <^n- Ltd. plant in Kelowna is still employ- Canada imported from that country cloud over the operatiohs of the corn-
places- and also a carefully nrenared was held here in August. The ing about eighty girls and some thirty nearly four million dollars worth of pany and its connections with the
plan of immigration from t^ association of ^m loop s  ex- to forty men in canning apples, and goods and in 1934 this amount had board. This cloud was dispelled. by
Kingdom. tended a v^el^me to the Conserva- w ill start in about another week to dwindled to less than a million and a the judgment of the court of appeal,
Folowing is the complete text nf the ^ves through the columns of the Kam- dehydrate apples. Probably another half. In 1930 Canada exported over which reversed the decision of Judge
resolution which paTsed the C?n^ loops Sentind, as the Conservative as- fifty  employees will be given work in four million • dollars worth of goods to Swanson.
vative convention: sociation of^  Y a ^  did when the Liber- the dehydrating plant when it com- Czechoslovakia but in 1934 the amount “The hoard spent all spring and
That this Party is of the opinion Orchard City. mences. Apple canning will continue was only two million. The unemploy- summer and early fall trying, through
that in matters of agriculture as in The Conservatives chief plank was for another month, at least, V. I. Daw- ment in the German Sudeten area voluntary agreements, to have the 
other matters 'the welfare of Canada establishment of a non-politi- son, local manager, reports. has been no greater than that in the shippers agree to some plan which
demands that unity within the Dom in-^^^ highway commission which would Kelowna has lost consider a l ’
“ Free Irrigation”
DISTRICT
Nine acres of good level land, ideal truck 
and hay land; Situated in ‘‘free irriga­
tion” district three miles from Kelowna.
F U L L  P R IC E  $ 1 ,8 0 0 .0 0  -  t e r m s .
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
Real Estate Insurance
D e l i c i o u s  Q u a k e r  O a t s  
G e o r g e  P a r s o n s  T r a i n s  f o r  H o c k e y
Toronto Maple Leaf S ^ r 
eats Quaker Oats
to build Muscles— Strength!
George Parsons says, "I eat Quaker
.le em- remainder of the country. would place the growers in their
UHL ot; la e  oasis ui a i i  p u iicy . ,------ :—  , r ;    , *-------------- • x-.. j  al. r. u ia ii lu v jrciiiia iis . .^.s a re su lt
This party favors a progressive ag- department which would operate a-, .atoes in any quantities, and  ^the huge there have been charges of gross dis- and so was the modified one-desk
ricultural policy based upon the neces- long the same lines and would have carry-o-^r^of stocks in eastern Can- crimination. But after all are these deal, but some shippers refused to en- 
sity of ensuring for the primary pro- complete control of all purchases, was a m . charges fair? The Czech language is, ter into both these, agreements, and it
ducers the cost of production of their olso advocated- r tvT n A B n i^ n Y  . n ir v  after all, the official language of the always recognized that .with one
products and a fair return for their Other planks were as follows: Nl J J country, and, if one is to be a govern- shipper standing^outside, a j^ol-
labors, at the same time realizing the Clean-up of the patronage evil and . ....
necessity for the rocognition of the the' super-government of political y I Q I T Q J c Q A x K F Q
Oats to help build lasting energy 
and strength.” too; that
ment official., it is necessary that he untary deal would, not be succesrful. 
be able to speak and write fluently “This action on behalf o f some of 
in this language, but the Germans in ^he shippers induced the provinci.il
TOD I7 D T \ D ^ ^  Sudeten area have refused to niarketing board at Victoria and the l\ r . r t f K  I teach the Czech language in their Minister of Agriculture to permit the
__   schools and the result has been that more fu lly the pow-
they have incapacitated themselves cr provided for them by the natural 
for government positions. products marketing act.
o-hi. ,• o j  i “The board has been elected by the
. . i  J  growers to represent them with res-
i n T n ^ n n f  r . n  ”  , P^ct to the marketing of their fruitan enormous German population that cannot be denied hv anvonerejects the teachings of Hitler and “  cannot be denied by anyone
rights of the consuming and business hangers-on.
r 1- X Maintenance of the British Empire
This Party therefore believes that ^rade treaty system. 'the Provincial Government should x. • ,
press the Federal Government for, . Strengthening of the bonds of Con- _
and co-operate with it in securing and f^^^^^tion. Medical Health Officer .Dr. Oot-
maintairiing Empire Trade agreements Reduction of general taxation, due reports that a case of infantile
for tiie expansion of overseas markets to excessive government.  ^ paralysis , has ^been found in Surnmer-
for agricultural products, and in re- Divorce of civil service from politics and he asks that all persons of
spect of marketing in Canada, should with promotion on the basis of merit. Kelowna and immediate district -who leacnings oi nuier ana xu xu xv, ' x
be ever readv to make necessarv re- ^ x- x x-i-x- have visited in Summerland during -vro' x „^x xk °  that the growers have the absolute
Sesentations y ^ ^ ^  Creation of a public utilities com- the past week communicate with him the social de- x. xix. xx.,-,.. . f  xv,.
presentations to tne reaerai Govern- vision. r.2  ^ r>vx+x.xox. rxe.-,,;. ,x.,x +vx.,x xt,,-. lo mocrats o f . the Sudeten
ment to secure timely protection for 
the producers of such products by
oatmeal is the richest thfif^ (source 
of that precious health and nerve 
food—-"Thiamin” (Vitamin B iV  
Perfecthealth is not possible with­
out it. You should have "Thiamin”  
daily because it is not stored in the 
body. Quaker Oats contains more 
protein, the element that builds 
ruggedmuscles.The carbohydrates 
in this cereal give "energy-^rive”. 
And, remember, only Quaker Oats 
contains healthful Vitamin "D ”.
V
, right to name the.price at which the
X, xt,  ^ 1 ^  product may be sold and to tell theirconvention and the delegates repre-
sented over a hundred thousand Ger- agents, the shippers, not to market itat any other price. This w ill bo one
Dr. Ootrnar points out that this is
xw,xuv.x;xo ux c.ixx.ix xvxuu,.lo u  Gollectioh of all Incomc taxation by Only 3 precautionary measure and is
way of reasonable seasonal tariffs and authority. requested for protection of the in- who renounced Hitler r x, • x,. • ,
dumping duties so that they may not Elimination of excessive taxation bn dividual and the entire district. T.iose functions of the single agency
be deprived of their legitimate domes- l^nd. through a complete revision of who have visited Summerland. during Sudeten area you hear there and will have the effect of absolutely
tic markets bv the dumnins of nro- the taxation structure and. pending the past week are asked to phone ^ ree  and a half million Germans, preventing chiselling and secret re­
ducts from other countHes on such this, restoration of government grants 368-R, 615-L or 678-L and leave'their there are over bates. It w ill have the effect of plac-
‘-".1'“ks
G I R L S !
Watch for big news 
of the new Maple 
Leaf Bantam Hockey 
Club officially affili­
ated w ith  the  
Toronto M ap le  
Leafs. Lookfor grand 
FR£E Hodcey Gifts I 
Start now to save 
Quaker Oats box  
tops.
ETFRY MORNING WE (AT 
CRiAMY QUAKER OATS 
TO HELP US GROW UP BIG AND 
STRONG IIKEGFORGE PARSONS/ 
MOTHER SAYS QUAKER OATS 
COStlESSTHAI 
A SERVING 'T M(t ?>»
markets. to municipalities. name and address.
This Party believes that marketing Larger aid for mining, and modifica-
t\vo million Czechs in the'same dis- ing the grower at last, through his 
tr.icts as well as thousands of Germans elected representatives, in the position 
who hate Hitler. What will happen to which he has always been entitled.legislation should recognize the ever- tion of present restrictions on the fin-^^^t- , . . +o them if thp <^ nHp+pr, oUtp),' +xx x’u .“ -------r’
increasing inter-provincial and extra- ancing of mines under the securities Adequate compensation for silicosis Germany that of principal who will instruct his
Dominion aspect of the marketing o f _________ victims. ^ f  many. During the shoit lull last agent as to the terms upon which he
Q U A K E R  O A T S
agricultural products. This Party be- _ Regional planning of the province “The single agency will act as the
terests.”
Not Unconstitutional
Asked by The Courier representat-
ctMLILUltUicU UlUUULlt XIllS ir i LV UL’ a. wj. onv, v xixv-s- -.xyovQ • •
lioves that marketing legislation to reverted crown lands he completely at large to assist its orderly develop- dicatinn ^ ® s°^e  in- _ _  _ _  _  _ _ _
succeed must have the general sup- revised to make readily available to ment in the future. z l . r "  ' and concen- growers’ representative as principal in
port of the public in order that it public the price and terms upon Morgan Re-elected .in,.,,- m xx.nx..- ■ • • x x- x x, , • x ____________________
may xnvoid the stigma of cl^ass-legifla- which such lands may be purchased. h . Morgan, r^ewWestminster, who These people love liberty ts much "5  in g ^ a r ^ S s ° ' ' fn  resptet to^ stitutional as applied to interprovin-
tion. that marketing Boards set up That we endorse in so far as it af- denounced the Pattullo government as vou do Thev agents m respect to var.ous cial trade., Mr. Haskins replied that
should be properly representative of fects land settlement the resolution having grown so high-hinded, domin- .princfples as d o\ o u  It would be^ a^ growers in- there is no interference here with in-
all classes affected by the legislation, passed by the National Conservative eering and vicious that it is becoming disgrace to British princinles if thev -------------------- ----------- ---- -----■ . ■ terprovincial trade.
producers, consumers and the trade Party at the Ottawa Gbnvenion re- dangerous to exercise the right of free were sacrificed. the speeches, before the evening, v.as “The shippers,” he said, “ will be at
and that subje^ 4'^‘^ ‘^ssity of .criticism, was re-elected president of You who live in this land of plentv were shouting “Heil Hitlei’!” liberty to obtain orders either in Brit
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN 
THE COURIER BRING 
BIG RESULTS
As soon as regulations are laid down 
and issued to the shippers board mem­
bers will leave for Creston to expeoite 
the deal there.
ment should, take proper responsibility the Federal Government approaching the B.C. Conservative association, with which vou rail VhF> This is the leven which is woi-king ish Columbia or outside of it upon the n if A AT A /^17D C  Affr* A T*
for the administration and enforce- .he Govermnent of the United King- Mayor T. A. Love of Grand Forks as do well to studv tho among the Canadian youth and is part terms and conditions laid down by the M A W A U l i K i J  U r  M C i A i
• XU Clom and discussing and deciding upon vice-presidenc. German rulers and thp mainritv nf a definite policy which is at work single agency and the orders will he rfcFTnwMW^ori a
That this Party recognizes the ne- a carefully prepared plan for the se- Young Concervative association the German noma^ Ip vvhn haxxp^ hnpn -n throughout the entire Dominion. “Oh, pro-rated am.ong the shippers in a fail ’ R I J § I W F S S
ces.sity for the protection of produem^  ^ Iccted migration of British families vvas formed in Kamloops and elected s till^  S  a Yes!” the speaker said, “It can happen and equitable m,—  -  U C jLR
against illegal combines, through the from Great Britain and Ireland under Karl nimsmiiir of Vancouver as nre.s- shinner wil recei
speedy and impartial enforcenaent of xvhich plans ample and proper pro- Tdent. ^Vid‘ s.*'o7boVne“ o f  Saan“icT r S r c S m l ! ^  al^ d^  " " ‘‘Hitler
anti-combme legislation both Provin- visions would bo made for Briti.sh fin- n.-ex„iox.-rxxp=;x,prxf Vp,„xrr r*pr,cprx7n. authors and Hitlei him- /
cial and Dominion.
That abandoned pre-emptions.
; IS
pro-rated am.ong the shippers in a 
manner, so that each 
shipper il receive his proportionate Several changes in the staffs of D. 
part of the orders. K. Gordon Ltd. in Penticton, Vernon
“The purpose of this move is not to and Kamloops have occurred in the
suitable, should be made available for the National and economic life of Can- After the fall session of the Legisla-
first  ^ are studied carefully it ‘ w ill be speaker. “ It will do no good
’ ’ ’................ " X-"..-.-".. make concessions to him. This
Then comes Run- Pledge of his is to be no more relied place the growers' representatives in known^here. have .been transferred.
if  of ^Lm?Hes^To^und^^u^ to^fit^\n^to be formed throughout clearly seen that Gzechoslovakia**was a e co cessio s to i . is control interprovincial trade, hut to past week and two employees who are
the province.
re’-settlement, without 
existing improvements 
Tliat when producers are unusually
to follow Austria. ____  ......,v.o x..x,.- - -  - . - -
, X .. ----- —  _  ,  ' mania. Hungary is already rice' Po- upon than the former ones which he the position o'f principal, and to .see James Collier, who went from Kelow-
unon heimr returned to nowp -^ f^n RHt land will be forced to an alliance- broke so easily. Read his book and that the growers’ interests be protect- na to Vernon in 1934 to assume man-
- ........... - '.....  ^ .......... .... ............
payment for ada: and this Party
The instructions issued by the agement of the D. K. Gordon Ltd.
, , .. . - x,.ii....x „  , „•! i„ X x„ X ■ -t-'--------’ ---------- -------------  has a clear road to^the 'ea'Tt anH UiP They are all there and vou w ill be single agency will apply equally wheth- branch there, has been placed in
handicapped in^mapkeUn^g their ^pro- 11 .s. ib c extent in such a pro- tour the ;^ovince and endeavor to re- culmination of his plans. uble to understand hi's * opinion of er the fruit is sold in B.C. or outside charge of the Penticton business. His
Christianity. And democracy. And of the province, for the destination of the brother, W. E. Collier, who also serv-ducts because of the fact that their gram. organize Tory enthusiasm throughout 1. .
farms are now situated in isolated dis- That farmers’ institutes and women’s B.C. ■*’7* ,^ speaker recoumed how he at- youj.,,exvi
trict.s the Government should lend institutes be encouraged by the pay- —------------------ an^ savf tlu3 ^ sw^sHkn bfe and enjoy a little freedom. No interests of the growers, and the man- Kamloops to management of the Ver-
reasonable assistance to such produc- ment of reasonable grants, the fur- S. T. Miller, of Begg Motors Ltd., re-  ^ wx.xvx,.x , x,®..:xt_ ® peace for the world exists as long, as ner in which the growers’ agents oper- non store. The-Kamloops branch w ill
yourselves who like to lead a decent fruit is not the point at issue, but the ed in the head office here, goes from 
ers to enable tl'a-'ni to market their, nishing of practical and technical in- turned this week from Vancouver, maple ^a f with a swas- root or branch is left of Jlitler’s ating in B.C. conduct his business on be managed by John Arthur, who is
products profitably.  ^ struction. and the * supplying of all where he attended the showing of new tika superimposed. Several hundred pan-Germanic conception of world behalf of that grower. These are all to go from Penticton to the main line
That the present system of selling requisite information. 1939 Plj'mouth and Dodge motor cars, young men, worked to a frenzy by domination.” purely provincial matters.” town.
>__
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Classified Advertisements THE CHURCHES
NO MORE STALE BREAD -  IT’S FROZEN
UATi;S
First twonty-fivc words, fifty cents; 
additional words one cent each.
■ tf Copy is aeeoinpanled by cash or uc- 
eount is paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Thus a 
twenty-live word adverli.sement ac- 
comijanled by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum charge, 25 cents. 
kWhen it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Of lice, an additional char;'e of ten 
cents is made.
Fach initial and {'roup of not more 
than live llyures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Courier Ofllce not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
T H E  U N IT E D  CHURCH OF  
CANADA
f'imt United, eoriier Kiclitci .St. and llrrnard 
Avenue
Minister; Rev. W. W. Mcl’ lun'son, 
M.A.. D.'i’li.
On'iinist Jind Clioir Leader:
Cyril S. Mo.sso)), A.'i’.C.M., L.’T.C.L.
I
11 a.m. 'rite Carpenters of God. 
7..’10 p.iii. Life's Closed Doors.
IV38SEPTEMBER'-'^
FOR SALE
SUN|MON|TUfS|WED|THU| FRI | SAT
—
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
11
1 8
1 2 13 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7
2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4
2 5 2 6 2 7 , 2 8 2 9 3 0-!■« 1 ^
C H R ISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. liernarcl Ave. and Dertrain St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
BIRTHS
Foil SALE—1927 Pontiac Coupe. A-1shape. Two new tires, brakes rc- 
lined. A  sporty little car, economically 
operated. A  bargain price. Box 235, 
Courier. 9-1 p
CARD OF THANKS
LEPIN—In Kelowna general hospital 
on Thursday, September 22, 1938, to 
Mr, and Mrs. F. A. Lepin, Chute lake, 
a son.
K E LLY—In Kelowna general hospital 
on Thursday, September 22, 1938, to
'THE sons and daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Kelly, Kelowna, a 
. i„ *  John Fletcher wish to express their son. 
or 2o dozen cracked eggs for sale gi-;iteful appreciation for the kindO A  ---------- ~—  --r” ------“ “ --------  Hiuifiui uppreeiauon lor me Kind ex- MACI.AREN—Tn Kelnwm rron^rnl hnc
weekly. Call Wednesday or Sat- pressions of sympathy tendered in their ^ V a l  on Friday S  
urday between 4 and 5 o’clock. Ke- recent sad bereavement and especially to m I- and Mrs Ian ^  
lowna Egg Agency; c/o Owen’s Feed thank Dr. W. J. Knox for his kind sol- t J  , ^
----  9-1d TOWGOOD—In Kelowna general hos-
P pital on Sunday, September 25, 1938,
Store. 16-2p icitation.
E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand l ^ E  WISH to extend our heartfelt to Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Towgood, Oyama, 
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture thanks and appreciation for the ^w
•Co. Ltd, 25-tfc many acts of kindness, messages of PERRY—In Kelowna general hospital 
sympathy and beautiful flowers receiv- on Monday, September 26, 1938, to
toW e like you 
visit our store, but 
if you find it incon­
venient to do so, 
use your phone.
Your orders will 
h a v e  our careful
attention.
PEA SOUP •Old Quebec” brand
Ready to use and really good- 
five .servings to a tin.
B IG  28 oz. tin; 
only ................ lOc
CANNED PEAS
"Brentwood” standard pack. 
Good value.
—  SIZE  2 T IN S  —  
O  tins for 33c
I^A K E  an English ivool rug, no frames ed from our many kind friends during Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Perry, East Kelow- 
- I f l  no clipping. , Wool, $1.50 lb. Write our sad bereavement. , Mr. and Mrs. na, a , son.
P O  Box 271, Victoria, B.C. 16-4p L. Gorse and family, and Mrs. A l- ----------------------- ------ --------------------
_J________________________ :_____ ____  fred Gorse. 9-1
•PIRELLA Foundation Garments— DEATHS'S Corsets, girdles, one-piece garments Gordon
and brassieres, made to measure. Call YaUey Preventorium , , , v, •+ , —  ------  ------’ ---------
.at 204 Park avenue or Phone 438L1 for giatefully acknowledge receipt of ap- ^^ONS In Kelowna -general hospit^, ^  j  inspects bread that has been kept in cold storage at seven below zero, 
-appointment. Mrs. Taggart. 8-2p Pjoximately $50.00,^  their share  ^ keep thus for nine months.
A problem that has long puzzled government officials, that of feeding the 
nation in wartime, is solved, as far as the staff of life is concerned, with the 
revelation that bread can be frozen and kept for months as fresh as when it 
was baked. The American Bakery’ Association and the American Institute of 
Baking, conducted the experiments in freezing freshly baked loaves. Here 
you see bread being baked in the ordinary way, (top), and made ready for 
the oven. Then, (below), to the other extreme. Dr. William Cathcart, of the
'ECRET ARIES—Use the
Of the proceeds of the fashion show Lyons, of Peachland. Funeral service 
Announce- held in the Royal Anne hotel last from Peachland United church. Inter-
S*"ment Column to announce date of Thursday and wishes to thank ail thos^ e ment Peachland cemetery. IT A Fb f  Il/ 17n  IN
coming events and you will find others who helped in any way in this en- SUNDERLAND—In Vernon Jubilee l.ij| T JC/1  ^ i l l
will assist you in keeping the dates deavor. 9-lc hospital, on Sunday, September 25,
free of conflicting engagements. 25-tf ...... . ..  1938, Edwin John Sunderland, reeve of
Coldstream for the past four years.,
Funeral service from A ll Saints’ 
church, Vernon, on Tuesday, Septem­
ber 27, 1938, at 2 o’clock. Rev. H. C. B.
JJEAVY wrapping paper, large sheets;
ideal for putting under linoleum, 
carpets, etc. Make good, cheap insulat-
COMING EVENTS
KELOWNA FOR
APPRECIATES WAR 
WORK OF LO.D.E.
ing material. Large bundle for 25c. A t October 6th, 7th and Gibson officiating. Interment in Ver-
the Courier Office, Water St. 17-tf 8th. dts the Elks’ Third Annual non cemetery.
Indoor Carnival. -
PAST 31 YEARS____  Note in Welcoming V isitors
LIFEBUOY SOAP
None better, for bath or toilet3 CAKES I  r  A N D  O N E  
FOR IDC C O U PO N
COFFEE
CHASE & SANBORN’S
Ground to suit all methods of 
coffee making.
SPECIAL, per tin ..... 39c
TEA
NABOB BRAND
Suits local water and is value
for your money; .........55c
per lb.
Your interests are our interests— W e are guided by your 
requirements and always endeavor to give you, every day, 
GO O D V A L U E  and SA T ISFA C T IO N .
Ooriloii*s Grocery
PHONES-  30-31REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
M'IIMEOGRAPH and copy sheets,newsprint, size 8^x11. Suitable 
for school and office use. Packed in 
1,000’s. To be cleared out at a special 
price. Phone 96. The Courier Office.
6-tfc
NOTICE
BEATTIE—In Kelowna general hos­
pital on Saturday, September 24, 1938, 
Ruth Eileen Beattie, 19, of Kelowna, 
formerly of Medicine Hat, Alta. Fun­
eral service from First United church.
George Edwin Thompson Dies at Addressing members of the provin-
Age of 77 After Lengthy HI- Imperial Order
ness Here
of Daughters of the Empire at Pentic­
ton on Tuesday afternoon, Reeve W. 
G. Wilkins asked members of that or­
ganization to hold themselves in read-
WANTED
W ill i t s ’  . Tuesday, September 27, 1938, at 2 o’- ?anSr^fn iness, should war come, for the same
49-tfc Rev. W, W. McPherson officiat- S rS n ^ ^ to "^  a'cTose^^fn
MATHISON, dentist
Block, telephone 89. ___ _  ^ ax. ..ac ax«=av.waaci
- “The w eatL r has provided you to
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient hospital oh Wednesday; September 28, George Edwin Thomnson aeed 77 with beauty and sunshine. But
lAPANESE girl would like house s ^ c e ,  in before 9 a.m., out at 5 pm. 1938, George Edwin Thompson, 77, of Born in Londonderry Nova Scotia that ^PPiness which goes hand in 
•J  work. Low wage. P.O. Box 960, FREE-enlargement card. Kelowna Funeral service from First deceased lived for a time at Wolesley,’ peace is not here today
City. 9-2p  33-tfc. United church Friday September 30, sask., before coming to Kdowna 31■ ______ _^______________ ________  ' ---------------------------------------------------  1938, at 2.30 o clock. Rev. W. W. Me- v,,,. .,n another war. W]hen we are well,
--R A N TE D  immediately-Girl to  d o  N<?TICMhe^TraveH^^^^ Pherson officiating. fhe old?timers of the district as well appreciate the services of
V? house work. Must be canable and „  . binder Dr. G. F. Kincade will visit --------— —house ork. ust be capable and , /-n . o j  ^ ,^ a,
experienced. Steady work, good wages. Kelowna on _ October 3rd, 4th and 5th. 
Reply Box 236, Courier, or Phone 303R. chnic^is for the examination of
g.jp cases of tuberculosis, contacts of cases 
^  with tuberculosis and suspects, or cases
CHANGES PLANNED « “ "•
as by many who have come here in imany Canadians have allowed their
Mrs. Thompson predeceased her hus- memories of the I.O.D.E. to fade dur-
WANTED—Young business man de- with symptoms of chest trouble. This sires room and board in private or service is free, but definite appoint- 
semi-private home. Permanent resid- nients should be made through your 
ence. $30 per month. Apply Box 237,
Courier.
r Y M  R P R M A R T Y  A V F  band in 1934, but he leaves a son, J, V/l^ J O E i l V l ™ / ’V V u*  W. C. Thomnson. threo daiiEThter.'?. Mi.<?s
ing the past twenty years.
The business of Cox’s Emporium is ^  xnomp,
o.-vasy warayrorl clanr+Ky fy-yayva 1+c yaryacyant lOWna, twO brOthCrS,. J.
W. C. Thompson, throe danghtors. Miss u .?S u n ll?ss  “ fn d S e s "  y o S ’ ® S S
Stendod “ r th e  c t^ d fa n  (o ” es “ ur“and Miss Betty Thompson,, all of Ke- ing the last war, and on behalf of the
9 - lp
17-lc being moved shortly from its present Penticton Legion, I thank you. Should
-------locaUon on Bernard avenue at St. Paul the worst happen on Saturday, I would
' ly^ANTED—Ten cords of fir; half of
green. Reply stating price deliv- phone 164 or 559L. 
ered, to Box 233, Courier. 8-15-t£ SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
p O R  A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing, street to the building formerly occupi- R?^^son, Moosomm, Sask; Mrs. J. gg}  ^ your 
“  and Sheet Metal W o rk -  ed by the post office. Another change did reeor
Mrs. McPhail,
MALE HELP WANTED
on Bernard avenue will be seen this ^ ’r-
week with the removal of the customs ^ Air ?  Ann, 
office from its old location to the new T  '- i i^ i f
post office building, where ample office J. ® ,®F the funeral, v^ich w ill ^
^ conducted from the First United
order to live up to its splen- 
c rd of the past.”
FOR SA LE
S E V E N  R O O M E D  M O D E R N  H O U S E
conveniently located, concrete waterproof 
basement with hew Wallace furnace. 
N ew  garage, beautiful grounds with 100
foot frontage. $ 3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0
P R IC E
$500 down, balance monthly with 
N O  IN T E R E S T .
E. M. Carruthers & Son
OTART NOW EARNING $15 to $25 CO R PO R A TIO N  O F T H E  nrnvid^wl^^^ accommodation has been Kelowna, on Friday, Septem-
—  - - -  b.evj0, at 2.30 O-COC. With Eev. W. W,
VERNON BOARD OF 
TRADE FOR ACTION
Week’s Weather
Christmas Cards and colorful Boxes 
Assortments. Modern high . quality 
cards, wonderful values. Samples free. 
An early start makes success certain. 
Write now. Greeting Card Publishing 
Co., 103 Princess St., Winnipeg. 5-6c
VOTERS’ LIST 
1939
Ribelin’s photo studio will be oc­
cupying the customs premises just va­
cated within the next week or two.
McPherson officiating. Interment w ill 
be in the Kelowna cemetery.
Ea r n  extra money selling PersonalChristmas Cards and Box Assort- A ll “Householders” arid "Licencehql-. 
ments in your spare time. Easy to sell ders” whose names are not on the 
from our beautiful sample book. Un- Municipal Voters’ List for the year 
surpassed values. Big commissions. 1938, who are not the Registered Own- 
Write for our free sample book and ers, in the Land Registry Officce, of 
sales helps. Gehrke’s Limited, 566 propef-ty situated in the City Of Kel-
Seyrriour St., Vancouver, B.C. '9-3c owria, arid desire to qualify as voters at
, , . the Municpal Election to be held in
W A N T E D -O n e  acre of land close to ^e^e^ber. 1938, must register their
•»» Kelowna with or without house. nnmr><; Tvlth thy^  iinHyari^ na es with the undersigned, and may
State location and price, P.O. Box 1176. obtain the necessary forms for that
8-lp purpose at the office of the City Clerk, 
who is authorized to take the neces­
sary Declarations in that behalf.
Declarations must be delivered to 
the undersigned within 48 hours after
BOATS
8 to 32 feet. Ready-built, Knock­
down, or full sized'.paper pat­
terns. Special Fall Discount of 
20% if ordered now.
C E D A R  B O A T  W O R K S
992 Powell St., Vancouver, B.C.
8-3c
NOTICE
GYROS MAKE HANDSOME PROFIT
Kelowna Gyros heard a report on
Supports B.C.F.G.A. in. Demand 
for Fruit Investigation
“That this board of Trade go on re- 
Tuesday night relative to the final cord as supporting the B.C. Fruit Gro- 
summing up o f the race meet held on wers’ association in their demand for 
August 25. Total receipts amounted to a thorough and expeditious investiga- 
$1,467.51, arid expenses were $995.97, tion into charges which have been 
leaving a balance of $471.54 for work made as to the existence of a combine, 
on Knox Mountain Park and other operating to the detriment of the pro- 
community efforts of the Gyros. Harry ducers, in the marketing of fruit.”
Mitchell, treasurer for the meet, pre- Such was the text of the resolution 
sented this report in detail, also in- adopted by the Vernon board of trade tives and some of the more ardent fans 
dicating that included in the profits at a meeting last Friday morning. gathered at the Incola hotel last Fri- 
was a sum of $32.80 in unclaimed pari- , The opinion was expressed and un- day for a banquet in honor of Ed 
mutuel tickets. animously agreed to that a thorough “Lefty” McGahan, • young left-handed
Sept. Max. Min.
22 ...... ...................  77 45
23 ........ ......... . 79 45
24 ......... ...............  76 44.
25 .... . ................ 67 58
26.......... ........ . 74 45
27 ......... ............... 73 45
28 ..... . ........ ..: 72 45
Average ..............  74 46.7
'■
HOLD BANQUET FOR PITUHER III
Penticton baseball players, ex ecu-
investigation of the allegations made hurler who is leaving this week for
Constables G. A. Wyman and Ira is most desirable and necessary in the his home across the line, thus provid- 
Secord of the local detachment of pro- interests of all concerned, and that ing a suitable wind-up to a successful 
vinciai police have been recent holi- such investigation should be instituted season of play. Penticton won the In-
I I
i
mm
€  ^1.''' j]
1# u H
day visitors to Vancouver. with the least possible delay.
Take notice that I. Gordon Daniel being made, but no sucly Deciaration 
Herbert, of Kelowna, British Columbia, accepted unless delivered be-
TO MAKE FURTHER DEMANDS ON CZECHOSLOVAKIA?
terior championship at Kamloops last 
Sunday.
fore fivm o’clock in the afternoon of
Kelowna. B.C.. 
September 20th.
Commercial teacher, intend to apply to „  , .
the Commissioner of Lands for a lie- September 30th. T938. 
ence to prospect for coal, petroleum 
and natural gas over the following de­
scribed lands: /
'The West Half of Section 2, in Town­
ship 26, Osoyoos Division of Yale dis­
trict, Province of British Columbia, 
and containing 320 acres more or less.
Dated this 26th day of September,
1938. GORDON D. HERBERT.
9-5c
G. H. DUNN,
City Clerk. 
1938. 8-2c
HUNTERS
PLEASE T.VKE NOTICE
No hunting, sliooting or carrying 
of fire-arms will be allowed on 
anv property of the
'Th o s . b u l m a n  e s t a t e
in the Ellison District
without a written permit obtaim 
able at the ranch.
TRESPASSERS
W ILL BE PROSECUTED
9-18-3C
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 160)
IN THE MATTER OF Lot 152 Map
498 Osoyoos Division Yale District.
PROOF having been filed in 'my Of­
fice of the loss of. Certificate of title 
No. 52845F to the above mentioned 
lands in the name of John Metcalfe 
and bearing date 9th October. 1929:
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE of my in­
tention at the expiration of one calen­
dar month, to issue to the said John 
Metcalfe a provisional Certificate of 
title in lieu of such lost certificate. Any 
person having any information with 
reference to such lost Certificate of 
title is requested to communicate with 
the undersigned.
DATED at the Land Registry Office, 
Kamloops, B.C., this 20th day of Sep­
tember, 1938.
V
F. O. Elliott, of Bradwill, Sask., who 
has been visiting his brother-in-law, 
John Henderson, of Winfield, for the 
past week, left on Monday for his 
home.
EARLY USE FOR BEESWAX
Beeswax was employed as a protec­
tive covering for early color paintings 
found by excavators in the tombs of 
the Pharaohs, which preserved these 
treasures for 4,000 years. ,
TR ICKY MANEUVERS
When fleeing from an enemy, a pack 
of wolves w ill follow in the leader’s 
footsteps to give the impression that 
only one has passed.
“How far to puddleditch?” asked the 
weary hiker.
“Four miles as the crow flies.”
‘And suppose the crow has to walk, 
with sore feet, a blister on his heel, 
and a darned great pack to carry?”
BETTE DAVIS dons her favorite
outfit for luncheon. A  short green and 
white checked coat, collarlcss and but­
toned down the front, is worn over 
her white .silk dress. Stiffened brown 
taffeta makes up the hat which has
.r, wife has a shocking memory. vvhile her short Green Gloves
Further complications were added to the solution of the German-Czech crisis, when Admiral Nicholas Horthy, How can I get her to remember any- hrnvvn snd white shoes are the
D A DtDAT-.T:^ AT R'' '^  ' t of Hungai'y, right, visited Germany lo determine the fate of 690,000 Hungarians; now residing in Czechoslovakia, thing? We’ve tried^knots in her hand- ->f.me of chic Her next starrinG ve«
R. A. BRADEN, R. i i ts were, current that Horthy consulted Hermann Goering, centre, with the view of having Hungary annex the kerchief, and all sorts of things like - l e  w irnor’s “Tho ‘sisters”
, K,- • Registrar, territory inhabited by these Hungarians. Poland has also begun to agitate, lor the return of former Polish territory that, but it’s no good.” o &.
oo publication: September which is now incorporated with Czechoslovakia. President Ignace Moscicki, of Poland, left, may be the next to “Try pinning a note on her looking- '-------- ---------------- — "■" "r r :-- ...
22nd, 1938. 8-5c make demands on the Czech government. * glass.” THE "COURIER” FOR JOB PRINTINQ
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TIIIIHSDAV, SKl>'I'KMm';H :!!», i»:i»
of Ml', iitid Mr.s. IVI. V. Grif- 
lln Mild Viiicciil will be inlcn'.stcd to 
know IIi m I, I hoy Ii m v o  .sold tlioir pro- 
pt'i'ly ill V m i i i m u i v i t  m i k I I i m v o  ;;ono to 
Toidiito, wlioi'i> Viiicoiit will ooiiliiuio 
Jii.s studios ill collo/io, 'flio Grifliiis 
rnovod from boro (o tiio o o m s I somo 
two yoMi's M/'o.
« « «
Mrs. J. It. Uoid, who Ii mi I .spool sov- 
eriil inoiiths vi.sitiii/c lior .sister Mrs. 
It. W. Aiidrows, loft by bus on MoiidMy
iiioriiini; for bor lioirio in SaskMloon. 
» • %
Wo Mi'o sorry to know tluit Mrs. 1>. 
K. MmisIimII is on Ibo siok li.st and has 
boon oonllnod to bor bod sinoo k'l'iday 
Iasi.
Mrs. H. W. Andrews and lior si.sU'r 
Mr.s. .1. II. Koid roUirnod on Tliursday 
Iasi from a v< 
in company 
Uyall of Kelowna. 'I’lioy inolorod to 
Ilovolsloko and up the Mi/' Ilond.
RUTLAND GERMAN PROTESTS 
RUMORS OF NAZI FLAG-WAVING
-purcE. J. GARLAND IS
WAR INEVITABLE 
UNDER PRESENT 
ECONOMIC PLAN
BOY MEETS GIRL IN GERMANY
/. ry onj.iyablo motor trip Labels  h US
" " "  1" ' “ '■ ” ■ L ic s -M a n y  Kumors
Groundless
Proved EGYRO LECTURER
J. Garland, Dynamic C.C.F. 
Speaker, Denounces System as 
Rotten and Unworkable
'I’bo pickiin; of Macs was practically 
llnisbod last week, and Jonathans are 
now boiii/; jiickod.
Growers I
W E  A R E  C O M P L E T E L Y  E Q U IP P E D  TO  C LE A N  
Y O U R  SEED— F L A T T E N  Y O U R  OATS  
— CH O P Y O U R  GR AIN .
Bring it in now to us and our modern 
up-to-date plant will do the rest.
A G E N T S  FO R :
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
Free City Delivery The House of Service and Quality Phone 29
Itumor.s have boon iirovalont in llu; 
Kelowna district and llinim'lmiit the 
onliro Okana;;an roftardin;; allc('c(i 
Nazi ;;atliorin;;s, implicatini; Gormans 
who are supiioscd to have dcllnito 
loanhi;;s towards the Gorman trend of 
today. Allhou;;h The Courier ha.s 
made countless eiuiuiries and has fol­
lowed various h-ads, then,' .seinns to be 
little foundation to these rumors 
which concern Germans in the Ke­
lowna area.
Emil Hess, of llutland lias contrib­
uted a letter this weelc to The Courier 
stat'inj; that false rumors have been 
cir 
Nazi 
He 
w
are false and libellous
C.C.F. Spcikcr Talks lo Club on E X A M P L E S  N E W  Z E A L A N D
Sudeten Gciman Problem j£ ptcy^nt System Tried to Pro­
duce Necessities for all. Private 
Interests Would be Bankrupt
Kelowna Gyros listened with rapt 
attention on Tuesday eveninit at Ihe 
Hoyal Anne hotel to E. J. Garland, C. 
C.F. or/'anizer, ;;ive his views on Ihe 
Sudeten German prohlimi and the im­
pending war. a similar lecture to that 
j'iven earlier in the day lo the Hotary 
club and reported in other columns of 
this issue.
T. F. MeWilliams moved a hearty
half of the Gyros lo Jack Ward, in 
Similar stories are circulatin;? about appreciation of his earnest endea\ ors 
other persons of German origin who to make a success of the first annual 
reside in this district, but when check- race meet held c^ t Knox Mountain 
ed closely no basic truth can be found. Park last month.
Following is Mr. Hes.s' letter to The 
Courier:
Editor,
Kelowna Courier:—
I have been told by three reliable 
persons that there are numerous ru­
mors around the Rutland district and 
in the packing houses which are ridic­
ulous. Nevertheless, I feel I must ox- 
Ijrcss my innocence before these ru­
mors grow and do injury to my busi­
ness and family.
Among the rumors which have been 
circulating is one to the effect that I 
have displayed the Nazi flag in my 
shop window and that I had to hand
Gyro Roy Stibbs ofllciated at Hh: 
installation of Bill Embrey, who was 
welcomed into Gyro rallies as a new 
member.
SUNDAY SERVICE 
HELD AT WESTBANK
Fruit Pickers and Packers at
"'fhei’e art two tilings wliicli malee 
war inevilable. One is the (iju'ralion 
of tile present economic system and 
the second is the jiovver of dema­
gogues to inflate tlie egotism of llie 
peojile and magnify tlieir jiride of ract; 
wliere lliey go mad," declared E. J.
man wliose easy flow of language and 
dynamic iiersonalily enthralled ins lis­
teners. He showed a grasp of world 
situations which brouglit apiireciable 
response from the audience.
Itotfcii Economic System 
He continued his introductory re­
marks on "Wliither Canada” witli a dec­
laration tliat tlie economic system is 
rotten, as man is at war with man in 
order to find jobs and make a livoli- 
hood, just as doctors flglit doctors, 
class lights class and nations fight 
nations. And this war will always be 
with us under the present system, he 
wai'ned.
“Christ never taught you that,” he
Function Highlighted by Music continued “He never taught the sur- 
°  °  vival of the fittest, the dog eat dog
AVOID THE ICY 
CLUTCH OF 
WINTER
— with —
G Y P R O C  W O O L  
IN S U L E X  
Z O N O L IT E
The Modem Fire-Proof 
INSULATORS!
Wm. HAUG (St SON
Phone 66 Since 1892 Kelowna
- . . „ , Fruit pickers and packers of the
over a Nazi flag to the police and was district held a delightful
arrested. These stones are special service in the Community hall
and have absolutely no foundation in 
fact.
on Sunday evening
I have lived in iu- fr>r community singing,this community for
at 7.30 o’clock, 
solos and choir 
selections being highlights of the eve- 
A  young ladies’ choir of sixeight and one half years and am _
known by people of all nationalities blended perfectly, the indiv-
living here. 'These people have come members also contributing sev-
in contact with me m social and bus^ duets. Community sing-
ness matters and I have treated ;mem ^  ^ewis and T. Han-
policy.” He said Christ taught, in­
stead, of world brotherhood, peace on 
earth and good will to A L L  men.
‘‘The human nation is innately good 
and naturally decent, but that which 
makes you indecent and unjust and 
cruel is the economic svstem. Seventy- 
five per cent of the people will never 
acquire real wealth, and there is an 
ever-lessening prospect of making a 
livelihood.”
He quoted a writer in Harper’s who 
said that the ceiling of capitalism has
The little lady at right .seems all at .sea as she observes a .school-mate don 
his gas mask for the daily gas drill that now is ]xut of the German child’s 
education. Fearing that the “Drang Nagh Ostcn”--drive to the east—may 
backfire in the face .of Reichs Fuehrer Hitler, Berlin is taking extraordinary 
precautions against the day of possibe enemy air raids. School children are 
instructed in the use of the gas mask under actiial gas conditions.
18 EUROPEAN KELOWNA SEA
NATIONS AFFECTED CADET CORPS
BY RESCUE PLAN "Grenville” Company 1358
“Keep Watch'
all with the greatest respect. _
know I have worked hard to build up , . . . .  nnii, -----------  —
the small business I have and would William Hopkins, who is in his 80th reached. He said the peak was
not ■ be so foolish as to ruin it with year, rendered three songs which were reached when the world’s markets be- 
such childish acts of which I am ac- well received. ’This tenor somist sang vanish. Now they are gone,
“Seek Ye Lord, Handl; Song of grid Mr. Garland elaborated on the 
I have always paid the highest re- Eternity,” Norman Barrey; ‘The An- reasons why these markets. have dis- 
spect to the people and the laws-of gels Song,” Oscar Allen. .Mrs. M. appeared in the face of the intense 
this country but I must also say that Lewis was a sympathetic accompanist, competition between nations and pri- 
I  love and admire the land of my Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins were music ^ate interests. “As long as your great 
birth- a sentiment which I am con- teachers and concert promoters in economic system insists that you find 
vinced every other person would do Manchester, England,, but owing to 
likewise breakdown in health they have been
If these persons continue to circu- entirely out of music for thirty years 
T>iiTv»r»rc oViniif T will. SinC6 COInillfi tO jVLF. ClOp*late false rumors about me, I  ill i ce coming .  ^ , . , i.,
confer with the law to protect myself, kins has so regained his health th...t 
Yours truly, iho can now occupy a ^ e a t  part o.
EMIL HESS, his time in cultivating his talents.
It’s
It’s Patented—
Can’t Be Copied—
Never Before Obtainable 
In Kelowna !
T H E  G E N U IN E
“APPEaL”
Made with Delicious, Healthful, 
Each loaf contains 20%
Energy Giving Apples, 
or more apples.
Rich in Vitamins. Perfection in taste and texture.
Sutlierlafid*s Ideal Bakery
P H O N E
1 2 1
for
Delivery
illlllllllH
foreign markets for your goods, so 
long will bayonets follows their inter­
ests,” he declared.
No Natural Recovery 
There has been no recovery from the 
depression, he continued. But last 
year the so-called civilized nations of 
— ” the world spent thirteen bilUon dollars 
on re-armament, thus creating a false 
l@ recovery. . But this re-armament and 
recovery cannot continue, he warned, 
as the debt is piling so high it .will 
topple over.
In Canada seventy cents out of every 
dollar collected in income tax is spent 
either on paying interest on war debts 
or preparing for the coming war, he 
stated. This leaves only thirty cents 
for social reconstruction. No wonder 
Mr. Dunning said there is no money 
left to increase pensions.
Canada is the most backward of all 
nations, he charged, in social recon- 
struction. I f  the forces of Canada 
would mobilize for the common good 
then the standard of living would be 
increased one hundred per cent. In 
New Zealand the standard has increas­
e s  ed 250 per cent for small farmers, he 
claimed.
^ g  “Ninety-eight per cent of the popu- 
lation in Canada has never made 
enough money to pay income tax,” 
was another of Mr. Garland’s startling, 
disclosures.
The speaker elucidated farther on 
the need pf the prairies for Okanagan 
^ g  apples which are rotting on the ground 
^ g  here, and the high prices paid for 
wheat here while the farmers of . the 
prairies receive their bare returns.
“Isn’t it a cockeyed, system when 
you pay over $2 for screenings here 
^ g  we we get* 53 cents for No. 1 north- 
ern,” he queried.
Increased Acreage
Quoting from noted iauthorities, he 
^^g stated that to piwvide every citizen in 
^^g the United States with a proper diet, 
acreage under production wo, fid have 
to be increased by more than forty 
million acres,-and small fruit producr 
tion would have to bound up by, 28 per 
cent. ' .
For a family of five to obtain a pro­
per diet the outlay should be $12,75 
per week, yet only twenty-one per 
cent of the , people of Canada can af­
ford to pay that price. Only ten per 
cent of the people of Great Britain can 
afford a proper diet.
So he did not believe that the ceil­
ing has been reached, except under the 
present system.
“ Change the system,” added Mr., 
Garland. “New Zealand has shown 
you, by taking over banking, currency 
and credit and by control of natural 
monopolies. It is insanity to allow 
anything which dominates your muni­
cipality to remain with private inter­
ests. The averaged assured wage in 
New Zealand is $4 per day and the 
best state medical service, all-embrac­
ing, in the world, is provided.
Would Go Bankrupt 
“If the present economic system 
tried to produce what is needed to­
day, private interests would be bank­
rupt,” he insisted, stating also that the 
only free state medical service obtain­
able in this country is in the jails.
,“Your system is insane which gives 
these services only to convicts,” he 
concluded. “The change could be done 
so easily and speedily that you would 
look back aghast at the sufferings 
which you endured.”
Before he closed his talk, he spoke 
shortly on Sudetan Germany a similar 
speech to that given to Gyro and Ro­
tary clubs earlier that day, and re­
ported in other columns of this issue.
Mayor O. L. Jones was chairman of 
the Tuesday evening meeting.
O ve r  K igh ty -seven  M illion  P e o ­
ple in E urope U n der Pan -G er­
man Scheme
The Nazi creed of Pan-Germanism 
calls for the union, of all German un­
der the leadership, if not the adminis­
tration, of Der Fuehrer. The follow­
ing figures of the German population 
of Europe may be of interest as show­
ing what peoples and what countries 
would be affected by the Fuehrer’s 
“rescue” plan, if carried to fulfillment'.
German, Reich ........ .......  - 67,000,000
Austria 6,200,000,
Czechoslovakia ........................ 3,500,000
Switzerland ......... ......- 3,000,000
France ........... .........-........... . 1,700,000
Poland :........ ,................... . 1,200,000
Soviet Unipn (Europe) . 1,000,000
Rumania   800,000
Jugoslavia ..............:......... 700,000
Hungary     600,000
Danzig ..................................  420,000
Luxemburg ....... ..... ... ....'.....  290,000
Italy ........   270,000
Memel and Lithuania .....  , 190,000
Belgium ..... .......... -......  150,000
Netherlands ....... i...  ....... 115,000
Latvia ...........    70,000
Denmark ,...,..... ....... - - ......... 60,000
Rest of Europe ...............  180,000
 ^ 87,545,000
Orders for Parade:
There will be the usual voluntary 
parade at Headquarters on Friday,, 
Sept. 30, at 7;30 p.m. Also the Ship’s- 
Company will parade at Headquarters 
on Tuesday, Oct. 4, at 7.30 p.m. 
Quartermaster: Cadet Adams. 
Sideboy: Cadet Richards.
Duty .Watch for the week commenc­
ing Tuesday, September 27: Starbo.ard.
Ppmov^
TRY THE COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS.
FOR SALE
5-R Q O M ED  M O D E R N  B U N G A L O W  
in first class condition, front and back 
verandahs glassed in, two lots, excellent 
garden, garage and outbuildings.
Price $2,100.00 —  $1,000.00 cash and the 
balance on monthly payments.
National Housing Act
As agents for the Rose and Simpson Subdivisions we are 
in a position to supply excellent lots suitable for building under
the above Act.
Okanagan Loan & Investment Trust Company
PHONE 98 . PHONE 332
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Real Estate, Insurance, Stocks and Bonds
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
I
THE SUN LIFE ASSURANCE 
CO. OF CANADA
K E L O W N A  O F F IC E  - - - Maclaren Block
Telephone 410
J. C. K E N N E D Y , C.L.U.
Unit Manager
S. R. D A V IS ,
District Agent
CANADA’S LARGEST LIFE COMPANY
Assets $831,291,743
9-1-18-lc
m
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I ’iuk will panulo nt llu' Seoul Hall 
ill 2 p.in. .sliarj) on Sunday, October 
2nd, llKlIt, for papei' clia.se.
Cubs arc asked to brine a liebt 
luncli. Next incidiiij; will be held at 
Scout Hall, Wedneoday, October ■'itli, 
jd, <1 p.in. sharp. Uniform to In; worn 
by all Cubs that liiive them.
Each Cub to brine a piece of rope for 
skippin/;.
We are sorry to hear that one of our 
pack. Bob Stirline, is in hospital, but 
we all hope that he will soon be back 
on parade with us.
Ever Wonder Why 
You’re Constipated?
Do you ever Imvo days when you 
Just have to (Irae yourself along, 
when you fed th-cd, «unk-be­
cause of that consltnationV Then 
why not find out Uio reid cause 
of your tnjublo?
What have you had to cat 
lately? Just thliif's like meat, 
brtuul and potatoes? I f  that's It, 
you may not have to look any 
farther. It ’s likely your trouble Ju 
you don't get ckiough “bulk." And 
“bulk” doesn’t mean a lot of food. 
It means a kind of food that isn't 
consumed in the body, but leaves 
a soft “ bulky” mass in the intes­
tines and aids elimination.
I f  "bulk" is what you lack, your 
ticket Is a dish of crisp crunuhy 
Kellogg’s All-Bran for breakfast 
every day. It contains the “ bulk” 
you need plus Nature's great in­
testinal tonic, vitamin B,.
Eat it every day, drink plenty 
of water, and Join tlio “regulars” I 
Made by Kellogg In London, Out.
h>u
ANN SHERIDAN wcar.s one of tlie 
new miniature Watteau sailor.s of ein- 
namon brown felt accented with terra 
cotta ostrich feather fancy. The mode 
is swathed to the shoulders in self 
tone veiling. Ann will be seen next 
in Warners’ “Angels With Dirty 
Faces.”
JANET SHAW—wears a liny .sailcjr 
sliowing brim of wood brown velvet 
and sejuare crown jjf  felt in the same 
.shade. A bow of velvet ribbon whicli 
is set at the front of the crown has 
wired ends which stand upright like 
perky wings. Janet’s next is “The 
Sisters.”
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND makes a 
lovely incture in this new Fall chap­
eau of teal blue felt trimmed with a 
bow of velvet in a slightly deeper 
shade. The coarse veiling which is 
draped under the chin tics.in a Hared 
bow at the back. Her next film is 
“Hot Heiress.”
MARIE WILSON—makes a quaint 
picture in this tiny sailor of wine red 
with a band of sapphire blue velvet 
as a Color aecenf. Marie’s ability to 
play dumb doras or grand dames has 
given her a wide variety of costumes, 
all becoming. She was last seen in 
“Boy Meets Girl.”
ROSEMARY LANE—wears a stun­
ning dark brown salad bowl sailor 
with bandeau of brown velvet ribbon 
caught through the crown and tied in 
a, bow at front. Rosemary is currently 
seen as Kay Lemp, the one of the 
family who wants to be a singer in 
Warners’ “Four Daughters.”
NOTICE
Remember this date
MONDAY, OCT. 3
—  at the —
JUNIOR HIGH 
AUDITORIUM
8 p.m. sharp
All those belonging to the
K E L O W N A  M E N ’S 
V O C A L  GLUE
and all those interested 
please attend.
ad'Yes,
dish of
sponsi^o  ^ Qo.LtA.
iao^®^ookiaK,
I SouseE
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*• n lO  StAllO**
5.30 P W-
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SAVE FOR IT FIRST
lA
'ttmmd
In your mind’s eye you’ve plan­
ned it. You know just what it will 
look like. Your wife can see before 
her eyes the decorations of the liv­
ing room, the “gadgets” in the kit­
chen. The children are looking 
forward to it. For this, or other 
purposes, you will find it will pay 
to save a definite amount of 
money regularly.
Go to the nearest Post Office Sav­
ings Bank and open an account. 
Add as much as you can as often 
as you can. Up to $1,500.00 ac­
cepted in any one year. You will 
receive 2 %  Compound interest.
I f  you should want to use any of 
your savings you will find that a 
convenient withdrawal service is 
provided, but aim if at afi possible 
to preserve your deposit for the 
purpose for which it was origin­
ally intended. Cultivate the habit 
of thrift. ML
ALL BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE 
S A V IN G S  B A N K  ARE OPEN  
DURING POST OFFICCVh OURS
PEACHLAND
BADMINTON CLUB 
ORGANIZES
SECOND GULLY 
ON NARAMATA 
ROAD COMPLETE
Dramatic Club Forrhed— D. M.
Lyons Passed Away on Friday Canyon by Fall is Cry of Volun-
, 7~" o teer Enthusiasts Keeping Alive
The annual meeting .of the Peach- „  • . o ..1.
land Badminton Club held on Friday . Froject to South
evening in the Athletic Hall gave a --------
most satisfactory report of the year’s Last Sunday marked the second an- 
activities of the Club. There had been niversary of the start of work on the
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  Better Place in Which to Live and W ork
A  Scries of Letters from Distinguished Canadians on Vital Problems 
Aifeoting the Future Welfare of Canada
Specially Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association -  -
Dear Editor:
With regard to the question of a 
platform for the Canadian Weeklies, 
any suggestions I have to offer would
of Education is a move in this direc­
tion.
4. The organization of a highly 
trained, non-partisan civil service in
34 members during the year according Naramata road, and some twenty vol- be based on the conviction that our t)Oth the Federal and Provincial fields 
to M. Berwick, acting secretary and ^^teers were on hand to put the fin- troubles, and the world’s troubles, of administration, and the elimination 
the fees of 10c a night for each had ishing touches on the second gully have primarily a moral rather than an from the civil service of the patronage 
financed the cost of shuttles which had ^od make the road fit for travel as economic basis; or perhaps it would system. This would do much to im- 
amounted to some $80. Social events f^r as the slope to Deep creek. The be more accurate to say, a moral basis prove public administration and dis- 
of the club had netted $95 which had slogan is now, “The canyon by fall.” underlying the economic. For this courage corrupt politics, 
been handed over to the parent or- For the first time since early spring reason, I would have our papers in- 5. An effort to raise the standard 
ganization the Athletic association. the tool box will have to be moved culcate high standards of political, ° f  sport, which has a distinct effect 
The officers for the year were elect- forward about a quarter mile, as all business and personal morality, and the character of the people. This 
ed as follows: President, Hamish Mac- the work at high school heights. Rut- denounce lapse from them. As prac- appHes both to the players and to the 
Neill; vice-president, M. Barwick; sec- land road, Aylmer avenue, junior tical measures in this direction I “fans.” Commercialization, has made 
retary-treasurer, E. H. Bowering; com- board boulevard and jay walk are would suggest: winning the chief objective,
mittee. Miss E. Hunt, Miss L. Morsh, now completed, except for some sur- 1. That moral and ethical instruc- 6- A. movement to restore home life. 
Mrs. B. F: Gummow and F. Mills. facing. tion, with the object of developing In particular, by removing the bur-
Mr. Berwick asked for Thursday There is another quarter o f a mile character should be given greater pro- densome taxation, which makes o-wn- 
.night for the Recreation classes which of side-hill to complete, and this is minence in our educational, system, orship of property unpopular, and 
would start early in November arid it not difficult work, before the road which at present emphasises the in- often a liability, and is driving people 
was decided to ask for Tuesday and runs into the gravel at Deep creek, telligence, with a “View to material into apartments instead of homes. 
Friday nights for badminton, while After that there is an existing wagon advantage. 7. To preach the doctrine of con-
Saturday afternoon -was also thought road to within about half a mile of 2. That more attention should be tentment and seif denial to a genera-
to be available. the big canyon. Everyone is glad to paid, and more encouragement given, tion bent on pleasure and covetous of
-  1 * * * end of the second gully which to the scholars endowed with more all that their neighbors have.
A  meal group of the South Okana- has taken more time than any other than ordinary ability, so as to de- 8. To inculcate respect for law, be­
gan Dramatic association was formed part of the road. velop their brains to the highest de- cause it is law. ’
at a meeting held on Friday evening. J. W. Hughes’ team has put in a gree possible, with a -view to produc- That w ill do for my share. I f  you
The report of a general meeting held week of splendid work on the slope ing leaders of first rate capacity—our care to incorporate any of these ideas
was given by H. Mac- down to Kelata Cottage. This slope great need. At present our educa- In your program, I  claim no copy-
Neill. Arrangements had been made has been widened and straightened tional system is based on the average right.
for all affiliated groups to present one and, the grade much reduced. The pupil, with special attention paid to Yours faithfully,
act plays at a competition to be held team wilL remain another week. For “the under-privileged,” ■while the C. H. HALE Editor
at Penticton’ he stated. Mr. Berwick the pick and shovel gang, it was qu.te super-privileged are given little op- Orillia Packet and Timec
advised a series of try-outs in the lo- a treat to see this fine team. Bob and portunity to develop their talents, —  ____________- ■ '
cal. club as a means of securing the Bill, at work. The teamster had them which may be of the highest use to t m rkisj mAr- tiait-
best talent for the productions. It was in complete control and with a word the state. t, -
decided to elect officers who would scarcely above a whisper could get 3. The development of our library . F^^hn.ssion was granted the Canad-
draft a plan of work to follow. M. them to answer his least command, system, with a view to encouraging I-'®Siori to hold its annual tag day
Barwick was elected president, Miss "Vic DeHart loaned the last team which adults to continue their education I’loverhber 5th, at the city
J. L. Shaw secretary-treasurer and H. worked oh the road. after leaving school. School should council meeting on Monday night.
Mr. Gross has announced the inten- be the beginning of education, not the  ^ -^------
tion of the Rutland Canners to send and. Training to read will have to TRANQILLE ACCOUNT FILED 
out a crew shortly with two trucks begin in the school, and should be The account rendered by the pro- 
and these will be able to undertake part of the curriculum. Thus -we shall vincial government in connection with 
the surfacing of the sharp rocks at go far to solve the problem of adult Tranquille Sanitorium was filed by 
motor bike bend and Vernon valley. education. The new curriculum re- the city council on Monday night.
There are many opportunities to increase
your trade^^--
W rite  V ic to ria  "
Information is available.
The Government of the Province maintains in 
Victoria a Bureau of Trade Extension for the 
fwo-fold purpose of promoting the sale of 
British Columbia Products in foreign and do­
mestic markets and of providing authoritative 
information with regard to the many and 
varied industrial opportunities which await 
capita] and enterprise.
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND 
INDUSTRY
Victoria, B.C.
HON. W. J. ASSELSTINE,
Minister.
E. G. ROWEBOTTOM,
Deputy Minister.
9-lc
LAST ON E TO 
THE RADDOCK 
5*“ODUCESTH£ 
MONOGRAM 
GIN
MacNeill managing director assisted 
by a committee of Miss E. Hunt. Mrs. 
B. F. Gummow and F. Mills.
intend to hit right out for Horse creek.
It is hoped that various other organ­
izations which gave splendid support 
last spring, will turn out oncemore. 
Crews from Rutland, the Elks and 
Sons of England are expected shortly.
David M. Lyons a native of Ken­
tucky passed away in the Kelo\yna 
Hospital Friday morning, September 
23, after a long illness and funeral 
services were held from the Peach- 
land United Church on Saturday, af­
ternoon. The Rev. J. H. Gillam was 
in charge of the brief service while 
interment was made in the Lakeview 
Cemetery;
The deceased who was born in 1862 
travelled through many of the States 
of the United States before coming 
to Canada. He was married in Kan­
sas in 1888 to Nancy Ellen Glen and 
the couple had looked forward to c<^ le- 
brating their Golden Wedding on New 
yeai-’s Eve. Leaving Kansas for Mis­
souri they remained there for a few 
years before rhaking their way to 
Washington, where they settled in 
1898, with a few intervening years 
spent in Idaho before they came to 
Canada in 1912 to take up a home- • * *
stead at Veteran, Alta. In 1933 they George Berklund returned last week 
came to Peachlancj where they have after a trip to. Saskatchewan, 
made many friends who now miss the * * *
------ .... . , Mr. and Mrs. A. Fridge of Vancou­
ver are guests at the home of G. Gar- 
linge.
M O N O C R A M ^ a # ^
l l o z .  9 0 ^* 25  oz.f I « ‘ 4 O o/ 2 6 0  .
M O IfM
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The junior board of trade is organ- cently introduced by the Department The account amounted to $99.20. 
izing. a big party for October 9 and •________• ■ ______
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government o f British C olum bia./
cheery presence of the late Mr. Lyons.
He was loyal worker in the Frater­
nal Order of the Eagles of Snohomish, 
Washington, which he joined in 1904 
and in which he kept up an active 
membership.
Beside his widow he is survived by 
three daughters arid a son, Mrs. B. F. 
Vedder and Mrs. Gay Stevens of Vet­
eran, Mrs. H. Ibbotson of Peachland 
and Louis Lyons of Everett, Wash!
LOW
R A I L W A Y
FARES
for
ThanksgivinE Day
M O N D A Y , OCT. 10 
O N E -W A Y  F A R E
A N D  O N E -Q U A R T E R  
FOR ROUND TRIP 
Good Going OCT. 7 to 
2 P.M. OCT. 10
Except if no train Oct. 7 will be 
sold for Oct. 6 
RETURN UNTIL OCT. 11 
For full information, ask the 
Ticket Agent, or write 
G. BRUCE BURPEE, 
General Passenger Agent 
Vhincpuver, B.C.
iLCIFIG
Hugh Borland is in town following 
a trip to the Cariboo in company with 
Ray Harrington.
R. Nourse left for eastern points 
last week. * » ,*
Mr. and Mrs. T. Redstone, spent 
several days in Oliver last week.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lyons left on 
Sunday. morning for their home near 
Everett, Wash., after attending the 
funeral of Mr. Lyons’ father, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Cousins of Bea- 
verdcll were .week-end visitors in 
town.
DON’T FORGET !
The Event of the Year of Fun and More Fun
ELKS* THIRD ANNUAL
INDOOR
CITY TO RECEIVE
SUGGESTIONS
That the city council will be only 
too willing to consider suggestions as 
to the placing of stop signs from the 
junior board of trade or any ether 
body, is tlie reply that will be i.-'.ade 
by the city council to a letter received 
on Monday night from the junior 
board asking whether the council 
would consider receiving suggestions 
from the board’s traffic committee
3 Big Mights : Starting 7.30
THURSDAY -  FRIDAY -  SATURDAY
O C T O B E R  6t h ,  7t h  a i i i l  S t h
F R E E  RIDESSCOUT HALLK E L O W N A
EXTRA FREE FLOOR ATTRACTIONS!
No tickets to buy—just be in the hall when 
the gifts are distributed.
F U N  F O R  A E .L
F R E E  GIFTS
T H U R S D A Y — Merchandise.
FR ID AY -—10^ Thursday’s receipts. 
S A T U R D A Y — 10% Friday’s receipts.
C O M E  E A R L Y
O N  T H E  S H E T L A N D  P O N Y !  
E N JO Y  T H R E E  B IG  
F U L L  N IG H T S .
S T A Y  L A T E
PAGE TEN THE KELOW NA COURIER THUHSIJAY. SKI’TMMHKH 2l», 1U3U
PERMISSION TO
REMOVE BODIES
ON THE COOK’S DAY OUT
NEXT WEEK-
i i
'I’lii' oily oouMoil on Motulny nij'lit 
Knuilod poi'missioii (o Uii> C‘ima(l,'i v)v- 
orBoii Aitialf'amatod I'ixiiiimalioii I.l 'afd 
to o^lnitno ,'ioiiu' lvvoidy-!iix Chiiioso 
bodioB I'rotii lire Kelowna ceinclery 
Dial llioy itdplil, he rotiiiiKxl 1(» Chi"a 
for burial in llie land of tboir fore- 
fatlu'i'S, Kvery f i v e  or ; i , \  years the 
Chiiu'si! Jti Canada /;allier (lie bodies 
of the di!ooased members of llieii' rare 
and si-ml Ibem baek lo (Miina wheri- 
they ai’c buried iu (lie respeoUvc; vil- 
laf'es.
iji
"il
,1 t's '
liif'
lai
TIIUKS., F ltlDAY, 
HATIJKWAY
77te j { g ^X<XkJL Stores
A M A D A ' S  F A V O R I T E  D R U G  S T O R E S
OCTOBER 6TH, 7TH, 8TH
V/
• ■
THROUGH 
SLEEPING CAR
Wv
'ri'i
0
* t'
.Z'.‘ * < /
V', A U/.
H
Mt
'APAi
’v. <6, ( ' <
GTiENDA FARRELL— the blonde, fust-talkini' Hollywood favorite who will 
be seen in Warners’ ‘"rorehy Gels Her Man,” is perfectly at home at the range, 
whenever fiecessity or inclination demands it. She is here seen jnitting one of 
her famous pork roasts into the oven—but the following cookie recipe may 
interest you even more.
"4 <*s
/rV/-
W'/i cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking powder 
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
1 teaspooii ginger
'/j teaspoon cloves 
•>i cup shortening 
'A cup firmly packed brown sugar 
■}.i cup sour jmilk or buttermilk 
1 ogg
>4 cup molasses
On Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday each week Canadian 
National operates a through 
sleeping car from the Okanagan 
to the East. Awake next morn­
ing aboard The Continental 
Limited. Okanagan sleeper 
goes as far as Blue River, 
where transfer conveniently ar- 
range«l to space already reserv­
ed in your name.
T R A IN  L E A V E S  K E L O W N A  
5:05 P.M. D A IL Y  E X C E PT  
S U N D A Y
A. J. HUGHES, Agent 
Phone 330 Kelowna, B. O.
•\,«n
Mix and sift flour, baking powder, soda, salt and spices. Cream shortening: 
gradually beat in sugar, then egg and molasses; add flour mixture alternately 
with sour milk. Drop from teaspoon on greased baking sheet and bake in 
moderate oven about 12 minutes. Add one cup seedless raisins if desired. This 
recipe make dozen cookies. Try these ‘scoopies’—They’ll eat ’em up!
CHILDREN TO BE 
TOLD TO LEAVE 
SIGNS ALONE
CHICKEN-POX 
PLAYS HAVOC WITH 
MISSION SCHOOLS
A T  T H E
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
P. B. W illits
D R U G  S T O R E
and SATURDAY
& Co.. Ltd.
RESEEDING LAWNS
Damaging Street Signs— Teach- Mission Horse Dies From Sleep­
ers’ Aid Sought ing Sickness
of two inches before winter it is ad­
visable to cut is back with a good 
sharp lawn mower. This cutting should 
The weather in August and Septem- only sever the tops of the leaves and 
ber is favorable for the growth of the cuttings should be caught in a 
turf from seed. The temperature dur- firass catcher and removed from the
That the teachers of the Kelowna For the past several days an epi- ing the day stimulates the germination lawn
. . .  . . demic of chicken pox in the Mission “ ’ — ’ ------------ ----------------
schools should be requested to point has considerably lessened school at
V-13-38
out to the pupils that under no cir­
cumstance were they to mark or de­
face any of the streets signs or direc­
tional signs erected throughout the 
city, was the decision of the city coun­
cil on Monday.
The matter was brought to the coun­
cil’s attention when it was reported 
that on Sunday one youngster was 
found sitting on the top of one'of the 
new street signs. The council decided 
that if any youngsters are found t.am- 
pering with the signs, strong measures 
will be taken. The school teachers 
are. to be requested to bring this fact 
forcibly home to , the pupils.
of seed, and the growth of young grass -As a general rule it is not wise to
seedlings and yet is not so hot that cover the grass with brush, straw or
these tender plants become scorched any other covering for winter protec- 
sentees. Mr. L. Evans, the new school or dried out. The soil is also warm at tion. These are apt to hold the ice in
principal, has been confined to bed this season so that the seed germinates the spring by shading it from the
tendance with about thirty-five ab-
for some days with a severe case of 
chicken-pox and at the present time 
the junior room is closed while Mrs. 
McClymont has taken temporary 
charge of the seniors.
Mr. M. li. Kuipers had the misfor­
tune to lose a valuable work-horse last 
week through 
sleeping sickness, 
to respond to treatment and the par­
alysis was so advanced that the horse 
had to be destroyed. Several local
rapidly, the young plants often ap- warm sunshine and in this way to 
pearing through the ground in four damage the turf, 
or five days after seeding.
Generally speaking, states A. M.
Ross, Division of Forage Plants, Cen­
tral Experimental Farm, Ottawa, the 
best results are obtained by using seed 
which has been purchased as pure
E. F. FOWLER RESIGNS 
FROM CITY STAFF
G e t  t h e  w o r ld ’s g o o d  n e w s  d a i ly  t h r o u g h
The Christian Science Monitor
An International Daily Newspaper 
Published by
T H E  C H R IS T IA N  SCIENCE PU B LISH IN G  SOCIETY  
■ One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
Regular reading of T he C hristian Science Monitor is considered 
by many a liberal education. Its clean, unbiased news and well-rounded 
editorial features, including the V/cckly Magazine Section, make the 
Monitor the ideal newspaper for the home. It is I cents a copy, or 
)  cents a day on subscription, delivered to your door, and is obtain­
able at the following location:
MORRISON’S LIBRARY AND NEWS STAND
Bernard Avenue Kelowna
encephalo-myelitis, species and mixed by the purchaser,
The animal failed as in fhis way it is possible to use only '+1^0 oai:k/4 t\^ eiii+oKlo -friT^ loYxrn -f OWleT,the seed of grasses suitable for lawn - ......  ■ "  ------------------------
niirnnsp.? Thf. most wiHplv adantpd trical department, was received with  ^  ^  ^ ;
_ lawn Brass mixture is composed of ’^^Sret by the city council on Monday, ways regrettable when a municipal ployee for many years, 
stock-owners are having their horses four nounds Kentuckv blue srass and Fowler’s resignation, which takes employee found it necessary to resign 
inoculated with preventive serum as one nound colonial bent this^auantitv ^^e end of this month, was cans- and the present case was doubly re-
a result, considering it a wise precau- C m n rs u ff ic S  to sow ^ne%hoSand ^
DEWAR’S
1 tiori in view of the prospect of a fur 
ther outbreak in the district next sea­
son. Inhoculation appears to have no
ill effects on those treated.
* * »
Congratulations' and the best wishes 
, of the community go to Dr. and Mrs. 
G. A. Ootmar on the occasion of the 
fortieth anniversary of their wedding 
last Tuesday, September 27th.
Mrs. Shirley Blakemore of San
square feet of lawn. As it is impos­
sible for the average person to tell the 
quality of grass seed by general ap­
pearances, the purchaser should stipu­
late Grade No. 1 quality when buying 
the ingredients of this mixture to en­
sure their purity and viability.
The area to be sown should be com­
posed of good loam soil, free from 
weeds, and should be level. The seed 
bed is prepared by cultivating to a
Mayor Jones stated that it was al-
grettable as Mr. Fowler had been a 
faithful and conscientious, city em-
- CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS IN
THE COURIER BRING 
SURE RESULTS
Francisco visited the Mission last Sept, depth of 5 or 6 inches and then break- 
15th as the guest of Mrs. B. E. Crich- down the top inch or so of the
ton. Mrs. Blakemore was formerly soil into a fine state of tilth by alter-
. Miss Florence Cooper of Kelowna, and nate rolling and raking. Hard lumps 
was making her first visit here in stones should be removed from the 
nineteen years. surface.
• ♦ • The seed should .be divided into
Capt: R. B. Longridge, president of two equal portions, the first half being 
the Conservative Association in Dun- used to sow the whole area and the 
can, arrived here last Sunday follow-, remaining half to go over it all again,
ThiVafIverti< ;em ent nnt niihH«;hpH nr dicnlav-pH K-u- T lnnr.r Prin Kamloops convention, and is but this time proceeding at right an-,im s  aavertisem ent is not publisnea o r cUspJayed 03^ the L iq u o r  Lon - spending a few days at the home of gles to the direction taken when sow-
S oftclt ^ U a s A !
S63^ oz. $3^5 4O0Z. $4^S
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VAHCOUVER
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pjoa. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Bus ---- ... 10:10 p.m. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m. ...... ... Bus
No. 11 .... 10.30 p.m. Iv. PENTICTON ar; 7:30 a.m. No. 12
No. 11 ...... 10:00 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8.05 p.m. ...... No. 12
Dine leisurely VIA SICAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Daily Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn. lv.
8:05 pjn. ar.
8:25 pjn. Iv.
8.45 a.m. ar.
his sister, Mrs. T. Wadsworth 
% ♦
KELOWTNA.
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pjn.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHATLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
ing the first time. Covering may be 
done by lightly raking the seed into 
the earth, but better still by covering 
i t , very lightly with screened, weed- 
free soil. Ten pails of soil is sufficient 
to cover one thousand square feet of
Mr. and Mrs. Atkinson of New West-
Mrs. Tidy left on Monday for San 
Francisco on her way home to Eng­
land at the conclusion of a fortnight’s
visit as guest of Mrs. B. T .Haverfield. * * *
minster left on' Wednesday, after 
spending several days here at the 
home, of their daughter, Mrs. Harold 
Willett. . ,
Mr. Haverfield was again a success-
rolled with a light roller and watered 
with a very fine spray. To obtain the 
best results the seeded location should 
be kept moist until the young seed-, 
lings have become estabiisl'ied, but 
care should be taken to prevent fl^ood-
ful exhibitor at the recent Armstrong ing. washing or puddling of the soil. 
Fair where he took first for plate of I f  the young grass attains the height 
McIntosh, for the fifth time since 1931; 
first for Mangels; first for Worden 
grapes arid second for plate of red
Delicious apples. McIntosh apples were pretty well
Owing to chicken-pox no
School was held last week at St. An­
drew’s Church; notice of the, date 
when it is possible to resume w ill be
posted in the Mission store.* * ♦
cleaned up last week, and some Deli- 
^nnday Qjous already being picked, but most ,
growers will not start on this variety 
for some days to come.
IT’S A WAY THE IRISH HAVE
No Hunting
OR SHOOTING
Signs
PRINTED ON HEAVY CARD
15c each
2 for .......................  25c
“ 6 for       70c
12 for .... $1.25
CAN BE PURCHASED a t
THE KELOWNA COURIER
W a t e r  S t r e e t  P h o n e  96
wlieti PENNIES count 
—  the Courier is The 
Ideal ^ Shopping Guide*
O O W  to get the most out of every penny is mighty 
■ important to folks who are just starting out. An  
error in buying judgment that would be considered 
trivial by anyone else, might be tragic for them. They 
can’t afford to make mistakes . . . they can’t run the 
risk of “gold bricks”. Every penny counts. Every 
penny has to do double-duty. It ’s interesting to know 
(and we can’t deny that we’re a bit proud!) that The 
Kelowna Courier is making it possible for people like 
these to get more for their pennies. For the pages 
of The Kelowna Courier are a “Shopping Guide” to 
values. Every week advertisers offer definite savings 
on the things all of us need. O f course, if you are 
already a Kelowna Courier reader, you are well 
aware of this fact. '
The COURIER
JANE BRYAN and RONALD REAGAN—^have put their heads together 
on the matter—vyhatever it is—and seem to be getting as much kick out of it 
as Corrigan got when he spied Ireland through the clouds! They are both 
featured in Warners’ “Girls on Probation.”
TJlUlf.SDA’i’. J-lOI'l'EMi!’
T H E  K E L O W N A  CO U R IE R
“A .o  r. s." imi;n s c m ’ ii ro
HioKinvii-; m i ;i ;t i n <;s
A( ;i iiio lin;: ol' (hr A .OTS. Men’s 
Club execillive n( III,. Umled elimeli, 
l( vviis iiii;in/;ecl tn liuld (h,- (list sup- 
p«T meelin/; of lb,, eliib on Tlmrsdny 
e\'enin;;, Oeinber l.’l, I| is planned In 
linld I'niliiipldly ineeliiiKs. while ar- 
i'an/;emenls have al.^ n bet'ii made for 
nil intiTeslin/: pr.ipr.iin of .•\'enin;; re- 
ere.alion in Ibe foi ins of sliuflle-board, 
ipioils and indoor bowline.. Tli,. (ire- 
■sidimt of file club is Mr. A. .1. Hucbe.s.
PAGE ELEVEN
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
'I'lie ene.aeenieni i.s annonneed of 
Mary Kiln, .second danebler of Mrs. 
l-.’uv and llie late K. I'ill.sworlh Law of 
We.vburn, ,Sask., |o Mr. Kranci.s Tliorn- 
oloe, Jr., only .son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Francis 'riiorneloe, Ea.sl Kelowna. 13.C. 
The weddiiij' i.s to take place in the 
United C.'bnrcli, I'enticton, in late 
Octobn-.
Mr. and Mrs. J. ICcad.v and Miss 
Amy Simp.son of Greenwood, JI.C., 
who have been holidaying in Kelowna 
and liistrict for the jiiist two weeks 
left for their home yesterday.
HINTS ON 
FASHIONS
1*1 U«‘S i:iT«c(lv«
4 DA v s —I ’ll.Sat.. Mon., 
I'uc.s.—Scjit. .’lO, 
Oct. 1 r :t - I S A F  E  W A Y
White Evening Gown Goes 
W ell W ith Your Tan
I'llocs EITcctivr
4 DA VS—I ’ll.Sat,, Mon., 
I’ncs.—S«'|i(, JO, 
Oct. 1 - J - 4
Miss Mary VVillils was a lea hoste.ss 
on Moiulay afternoon to a few friends 
at her home on Christleton avenue.
ADIES, /^IRLS
LE.MtN THE MOr.ER METHOD 
OE I3EAUTY CULTURE 
A Ur-EASANT PROEITAlirj3 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recocnized Moler ina.st- 
er in.struetor.s. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that I'cts 
bevst ro.suIts.
1 rain by same Moler system aa 
tauftht to thousands of most success 
fill hairdressinj' /'raduates worldnp 
In Now York. Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities.
Visit us before joining any .school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
lOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
W. Hastings. Trin. 
Vanoouver B. C.. 2237
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B, C.
Schools.
Mi.xs Cnii.xlaiiee Kno.x of Vancouver 
is the li,iu.se /!ue.s( of her parents Ur. 
and Mr.s. W. ,1. Kno.x ai, present.
Miss Domtli.v Uawsnn Ii'fl for 
lie last 'J’hursday evening.
Seat-
Mrs. Mnniea ’J’linrneloe Lar/'e is a 
visitor in Vancouver (ids wc'eli.
4* « «
Miss Evelyn McQueen was a tea 
linste.ss on Saturday afterimoii to a 
nmnbci- of friends at tlie liome of 
Mr.s. ArbiiclUe on Abbott street.
Mrs, I'J. O, Iluglies aix'ompanied by 
licr littli' daugliU.-r I,ynda Anne is a 
v'i.sitor in Peniicton this weelc.
iji
Mr. E. C. Spalding of Vancouver 
was a business visitor in town tliis 
week.
Hf >1*
Mrs. J. M. Hull of Calgar.y is 
liouse guest of lier daugliter. Mrs. 
Frank Guerard.
♦ *
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gibb of Vancou- 
V't'i' were visitors in Kelowna on Sun­
day.
♦ ♦ ♦
W. A. C. Bennett was a visitor last 
weet: to Kamloops where ho attended 
tlie Conservative convention.
* 4i 4i
Mrs. T. Grilfitli entertained at two 
tables of liridge on Monday evening at 
iier home on Cadder avi.'iuie.
« 4i *
Mr. and Mrs. H. ,J. Stevens have re­
turned from a lioliday siienl in Arm ­
strong.
♦ ♦
I. G. Norris. K.C., was a visitor to 
Kelowna on Sunday en route to tlu: 
roast following the Conservative eon- 
venlion at Kamloops.
4> *
Ur. and Mr.s. ,T. S. Henderson I'c- 
lurneci lat(> la.st week from a two 
weelcs’ holiday at coast iioints.
Allan McKenzie left on Wednesday 
r Edmonton wliere lie will continue 
University of A l-
foi
Ills studies at 
berta.
tlie
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
tiotel this week include; D. M. Ostrom, 
L' Carruthers, Victoria; R. 
J. Kennedy, Toronto; Mr. and Mrs. A. 
A. Fairnle, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. 
T. H. Gardener, Vancouver; Dr. and 
Mrs. R. Hall, Vancouver; J. H. W il­
son, Winnipeg; Ann McTavish, Van­
couver; Albert Parson and Geo. Ste­
phen, Seattle; Judge Swanson, Kam­
loops; H. M. Marshall, Montreal; Mr. 
and Mrs. Rosmer, Kenora; Dorothy 
Prescott, Salmon Arm; Mr. and Mrs.
'9 ^
. <=>
ia k in < ^
r e s u l t s  e v e r y  
t im e . . . .
o" V.*'
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Parmlcy of t3c Bordelchen, Westt, California;
Penticton were visitors in Kelowna on 
Sunday,
Mr. Roy Brown of Iowa is a vLsilor 
in town at present.
THIS 
GROWTH
in bidden corners
Miss Dorotlij' Varden left last Fi’i- 
day evening for Toronto where she 
plans to make her home. •
Dr. F. K. Schneider, Winnipeg; C. W. 
Durk, Spokane; E. C. Spalding, Van­
couver; Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Horne, 
Vancouver; Mrs. H. C. Barton, Pentic­
ton; Mr. and Mrs. V. Ross, Vancouver; 
Captain McGregor McIntosh, Vancou­
ver Island; Mrs. L. S. Kearney, Ver­
non; Mr. and Mrs. C. O’Brien, Van­
couver; R. E. Parkhurst, Vancouver; 
V. L. Mutter, Africa; V,
through mlcroflcopc. 
Grows on crumbs 
that stick to greasy 
spots .. .  sends spores 
through air to con­
taminate food.
Lovely White Evening Frock
There may be a demand for this or 
that color during the season, but white 
is smartest for late summer, especially 
with a tanned skin. Here is an ex­
quisite evening frock in heavy white 
sheer. The draped bodice is one with 
the draped sleeves, the raglan shoul­
der having shirred detail. It has the 
same detail in back. A  wide, draped 
girdle fits up high under the bust, 
fastening in . the middle of the front 
where two rows of shirring hold the 
gathers. The skirt is gracefully flared.
u
i f f E N T I A LmiFORM
I:ry
C h t i s e  g r e a s e  a n d  g r i m e  
W i t h  G i l l e t t e s  L y e * — i t  
w a s h e s  d i r t  a w a y
n/r T,-,, ------ ' -------- > •• H. Martin
Mr. 'Bill Knox left for Vancouver Canfield; Miss Gordon, Hedley. 
on Friday evening to resume his stud- . * *
ies at the University of British Co- Guests registered at the Willow Inn f^^ling in soft folds around the figure, 
liimbia. this week include: E. L. Stevenson and ® S°od for both the young and the
n td* , a r,. ®ons, Vancouver; W. H. Grimshaw, ™?ture figure because of its soft de-
. Williams of the Royal Anne Shop Vancouver; M. Craig and Wm Wheel- perfect cut.
returned to Kelowna last Thursday er, Edmonton; T. G S tew aTV ictS fa- -------
the months business trip at Mr. and Mrs. H. Bailey, Glenmore; Ed
* , , Ross and Louise Ross, Grand Coulee,
Mrs. Irene Parkinson has as ' her' ^^SFiville, Kamloops; W.
guests this week Mr. and Mrs. L. Gad- ^oLennan, Vancouver; I. Winfield, 
des and daughter Irene of Edgewater Vancouver; M. Hutchison, Tranquille;
B.C. Major Shaw and Adjt. Milly of Van-
* ♦ ♦ couver.
Mrs. R. P. MacLean was a tea hostess
k i t c h e n  c r a f t  f l o u r
B a la n c e  is  E s s e n t ia l  t o  
U n i f o r m  B a k i n g
Western Canada Now Oflcrs 
K IT C H E N  CRAFT
the finest general household flour that modern flour 
_ mills can produce.
milled precisely for home
XJ'r.loiTt
the W h o T  protection of
naost rigid testing supervision in the 
The wheat that goes into your flour
is tested for food element, strength and flavor before 
being milled; then the flour • -  ■ ’ • ueioxe
J ^ E E P  corners free of disease­
breeding dirt^but don’t let 
housecleaning wear you out. 
Gillett’s Pure Elake Lye saves 
hours of drudgery. And it gets at 
the stubborn, greasy spots that 
rubbing and scrubbing won’t re­
move. Gillett’s eats dirt— cuts 
right through grease. Keep a tin 
always on hand.
Ask your grocer 
for G illett’s — . 
today!
7
♦Never dissolve lye in 
hot water. The actlon 
of the lye itself heats | 
the water.
on Tuesday.
■ ■ . * * * ,  ‘ ■
Mrs., J. C. Day entertained a few 
friends at the tea hour last Wednes­
day afternoon at her home on Pen- 
dozi street.
* ♦ •
Mrs. J. R. Conway entertained her Royal Anne on Thursday" in" honor of 
bridge club on Tuesday evening at Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McKenzie of San 
her home on Richter street. Francisco.
■ ” ■ * ' * ' * .
Miss Zella Batchelor of Penticton McKenzie was the guest
was a visitor to Kelowna over the of honor at a tea given by Mrs. V. 
week-end. Dawson at the Royal Anne on Wed-
* * * nesday.
Miss Louise Hawes of Penticton v is -. * * * .
ited Kelowna over Saturday and Sun- ^od Mrs. Charles Gaddes enter-
day. tained on Thursday ^ evening with Mr.
* * * and Mrs. Hugh McKenzie as the guests
Miss Jean Bernard of Penticton was of honor.
a visitor to Kelowna last Sunday. * * ♦
* * * • Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Horne, of Van-
Mrs. R. Barton, Victoria Drive, Pen- oouver, spent the week-end in Ke-
ticton and Miss Patsy Bird also of lowna^^guests at the Royal Anne hotel. 
Penticton were week-end visitors to
Favored Colors for Fall
In woollen blouses for fall, grape- 
wine and teal blue are two of the 
novelty shades being featured. Plum 
and grape tones are also popular, as 
well as forest green, rust and mustard. 
• * *
A  practical selection for the campus
. . . ---- is tested in actual bakinc
experiments to ensure YOU uniform flour perform­
ance every bake day. penorm
favorite and tested recipes MEAN some- 
ng. You can be assured baking success EVERY
time.
, , flour, prepared precisely for home
bakii^ IS guaranteed by the miller and your Safewav 
and Piggly Wiggly Store lo give a b eo Iu trsau S S n
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McKenzie of wardrobe is a packet-blouse and gored 
San Francisco are guests of Mr. Me- skirt in velveteen. This costume is 
Kenzie’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George especially attractive in such, shades as 
McKenzie, Ethel street. wine, hunter green and royal blue.
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Henderson are Soft printed metals for dressy .•^ 'fler- 
entertaining a dinner party .at the noon blouses are being shown for next
winter’s wear.
98 lb. sk. $3.3d 49lh. sk, $1.7S
2 tins I9cAYLMER PEAS— (Sieve 5) (17 oz.) (limit 4)
FASfflON SHOW 
IS PREVIEW OF 
TRENDS FOR FALL
Bantam, 
17 oz. tins; ea. .... .... 12c
W A L N U T S -o & ib o .'it
SPAGHETTI- Libby’s, with cheese and Tom. Sauce, tin 9c
24 lh. sk.
SHORTENING— “  - |ZC
‘C A L A Y ” ; 
(limit 3), bar 5c
CHIPSO- Large pkgs. (limit 1) .. 19c
Three Hundred Attend Colorful 
Display by Hardie and Har­
graves in Royal Anne Lounge
SULTANAS— Australian Seedless ... 2 23c
PINEAPPLE—
MADE IN CANADA
FREE BOOKLET—GUlett's Ly.% Booklet 
(lives dozens of ways to make housework 
easier and pleasanter. Write to: Standard 
Brands Ltd., Fraser Ave. & Liberty St. 
Toronto, Ont.
Kelowna.
Victor .Wilson, well known swim­
mer and ■ former Okanagan Mission 
school teacher, now operating his 
father’s ranch, Paradise Ranch in Nar- 
amata, visited Kelowna over the 
week-end.
Mrs. Horne is a daughter of the late 
Mr. George Grant Mackay, who pipn- 
eered in the purchase and subdivision 
of large ranches into small holdings 
in the district in 1891, and is a cousin 
of Mr. C.. S. Smith, of this city. Mr. 
Horne was for a time s e c r e ta r o f  
the land company that developed Ver­
non and built the Kalamalka Hotel. 
Mr. and Mrs. Horne had not visited
Sing, Sliced, 1%’s; 
(limit 3) ........... 9c
PRO CEED S FOR  
P R E V E N T O R IU M
A IR W A Y  CO FFEE— lb. . ........... . . . 23c
C H IL I CO N CARNE-—Mexicali, 1 lb, tin 18c
Eight Lovely Mannequins Dis­
play Smart Afternoon and Eve­
ning Wear, Coats and Furs
T A M A L E S — Mexicale, 1 lb. tins ............ 22c
BISCUITS— Assorted Sandwich; per lb........... ..... 19c
MARMALADE— Aylmer, 32 oz. jar, (limit 1) .. 25c
PEAS CARROTS— Aylmer, 17 oz. tins 12c
SA A N IC H  CLAM S— tall tins 14c
PO R K  and B E A N S— Ayl. .... 2 tins 25c
S A LM O N — Choice Pink, tails .. . ... 2 tins 19c
Three hundred Kelowna women wit-
U n tr im m e d
Coats
SOFT BRUSHED FLEECES 
FLECKED TWEEDS
Casual coats with loose backs that 
swing recklessly. Squared shoulders;
semi fitted, double breasted, half belt 
or belted all around; inverted back 
pleats. Johnny or windbreaker collars; 
two season celanese lined. Wine, wal­
nut brown, tile rust, forest green, black 
and white; sizes 14 ' C  fU T
to 20; price ............
U n tr im m e d
C oats for E arly  F a ll
ft
MONOTONE TWEEDS 
PILE FABRICS
Box Swaggers or fitted models. Wind­
blown or dressmaker collai% slot poc­
ket; two-season. celanese lined. Green, 
rust, wheat, black and ( d  fk  
white mixture; sizes 14-20 «D 'A«7» f  O
A  DEPOSIT W ILL HOLD THE COAT 
OF YOUR CHOICE
k
Casual H a ls in Fi.lt k
Brimmed models in a wide variation. 
Styles for the miss and her mother. 
Trimmed with grosgrain ribbon, feath­
ers or qhills. Lots of large head sizes. 
Porto wine, ripple green, brown, black, 
navy, copper , rust and Q Q
violet. Price ......................
Kelowna for a number of years and nessed one of the most outstanding and 
they were surprised and delighted successful fashion shows ever spon- 
with the manifest progress made by sored in Kelowna, last Thursday after- 
the city and_ surrounding district in noon in the lounge of the Royal Anne 
the_ intervening period, while the Hotel, when eight charming manne-
modelled many smart-ensembles
to the pleasure of their stay... featuring the latest fashions
SEE O U R  W IN D O W S  FOR OT H ER  O U T S T A N D IN G  V A L U E S
M E A  T  D E P A R T M E N T
C O T T A G E  R O L L S —
Whole, per lb. 29c; Half, per lb. 30c
R O U N D  
S T E A K  ... 2 35c
We Reserve the right to limit.
- of the
.Mr. ana Mrs. c : R. Osiers o, Seattle gard‘r a n r S r S i l v r ' “ " ™
Visited in Kelowna on Tuesday. rr.t. - ^ .
* * , The proceeds of the affair were don-
. Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Randall and fam- f*®? Gordon Campbell Preven-
ily left Wednesday morning for Bran-
don where they will make their home. lounge of the hoteL decorated
* ♦ * with a profusion of colorful autumn
Mrs. C. McCarthy has as her guest flowers, formed an effective setting for
at present her sister Mrs; L. Kilpat- the graceful models. Mrs. Bert John- graves. The. new shades of blue, and 
rick of Hanley, Saskatchewan. ston acted as commentator and hand- colors including Indian red, rust bur-
* ♦ • led it in her usual charming manner gundy, raisin, brick red and of course
Guests registered at the M ayfair while Mrs. A, P. Pettipeice at the pia- black were displayed.
hotel this week include: Miss M. K. uo added grpatly to the success of the 't’bis winter promises to be one of 
Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. Minkleman, E.. affair. glamor i f  the-glorious dinner and eve-
Kennedy, N. Johnston, Robert Locke, Mrs. T. F. McWilliams on behalf' of gowns modelled in rustling taffe-
Vancouver; C. Rhode, Victoria; Alex, the Preventorium and the firm of Har- vilvets, satin-striped nets and
Clark, Oshawa, Ont.; R. Stewart, Oli- die and Hargraves thanked those pre- l*^®trous crepes are an example. Here 
ver; Miss Le Gal, Jasper Park; W. M. sent for their support. ®Sam black with' white, black laden
Rana, Vancouv er; Mr. and Mrs. A. L. The first section of the nroeram fea nothing o f the many
Smith, Delake, Ore.; A. F. Mullan, tured a stunning array of active and shown and made
Chehalis, Wash.; R. Randall, Victoria; spectator sp orts le^  fn c l?d iS  b L u tr   ^ Picturesque grand finale for this
Stewar, r. C. C »p ,. Va„a„„- " ’ S a g a lr i l i r s . lS / n e s ,  HoMp Hood
L A R G E  B O L O G N A —
by the piece; per lb. 17c
S H O U L D E R  
R O A ST  P O R K  . 20c B A C O N — Side • > «by the piece, per lb. £ u C
Safeway Stores Ltd.
KAY HILL 
HEADS YOUNG 
WOMEN’S CLUB
CLAN McLe n n an
HONORS MEMBER
Ewen (Muckle) McLennan Guest 
of Honor as Family Gathers
Plans for Season Made as New  
Executive is Appointed
ver, L. H. Anderson, Grindrod; A. suits, Lansea knit, two and three
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A lex 
McLennan on Thursday evening, Sep­
tember 22, there could have been ob- 
~  a gathering of the Clan MeLen-
The first meeting of the fall season , tt was a goodly gathering and
Claughtoh, Vernon; . F; A. Maxiih’ piece suits, pullover sweaters cardi- dolls hats added a chic note of the Kelowna Young Women’s Club had been assembled to celebrate the
Snmmm-Iar>a- n V A T 0+., „  . .. - to cvcry costume and causcd much 6X- was held on Monday evening at the ^°i'i'ty-tourth birthday of Mr. and Mrs^uui eil nd, C. E. Bletsoe, . L. Ste- gans and skirts all in the lovelv new • j -
vens, Vancouver; Miss Z. M. Grimaldi, fall colors. cited comment among the spectators. Royal Anne hotel with a good attend'
Miss C. Armour, Naramata; J. Hender- j 4. Those modelling included Mrs. H. ance of members and guests
son, Oliver; Max Wedick, Grindrod; -wide -wear a F. Chapin, Mrs. J. Cameron Day, Mrs. The president, Miss Florence Me
Johnson. Vernon; G. Campbell; - P - ‘  of the past yefrH. F. d n , v Ci ll, — -----  "iis. xjfuige doy, ivirs. i-ariny, gave a report n v a ’e: " ig  ivir. and Mrs. Alex
i  ,4- Srlhorn . crepe. ®Outstendi„H a m o „ r t E ° w e S  while the trensr.reris report '’ “ " “ ed guest Eweo_
H a r d i e
H a r g r a v e s
(Formerly Jerinan Hunt Lvd.)
McLennan’s son, Ewen.
"Phe guests and hosts ranged in ages 
from four months to 88 years, includ- 
m M  McLennan, the
Vancouver; R. Beggar, H. Ibboyson; m e^capfSs^S i^es ^t°h Lo''^ Lloyd-Jonos and“ Miss’ showeff a bank balancTS^ wife an"d fiirfhild^rn%o!^!^TacS.^MS
Mrs. D. M. Lyons, Peachland; C. F. i Li^na Archer-Houblon. ■ The following executive was an- Saret Jean, Kathleen and babv Beat
Leslie, Mrs. W. S. Holt, Vernon: Miss B lk k  and white Is  ? tm  thl Two sweet little girls Elsie dePfyffer pointed for the forthcoming season; rice Ann; also Alex's youngest, brother
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. T. M.. Ray. Vancou- fashion firs f c L l k  S  n P r e s i d e n t ,  A i^ss Kay Hill; vice-presid: John from Lakeview, Wash,
ver; W. H. Dobson, Calgary; T. B. Wil- gamorous gold o ?  r v e r e l/ tS l !  ™  ° MacLeod; secktary. ^ It was a happy family re-union and
ored black ^ ® + j • ^oatty Lewis; treasurer, .Miss brought members of the family together
-------------- A  taste of what the well dressi^ i w  a— ^ ^hhott; program, Miss Audrey to celebrate the anniversary Of f  man
TklCTlT C U D fU C  woman will wear in coats and furs Agoing room where members of Hughes, with a committee consisting well known throughout the Kelowna
W fc fW  S t K I E S  F l l R  woman wm wear, in coats and^furs the Ladies Auxiliary to the Preventor- of Mrs. R. P. MacLean, Mrs. J S Hen- district.
* ' « » »  A %,/lV this season was ably represented bv inm nnnmd n/r „  ^  ’ t ,  -r i ^
UNITED C H U R C H  a„7M.ss S c_e ''S cC ?«h S  .thVhe
S S v  from the s h S c r ^  assisted in making the show the weitare committee. Miss Dorothy Mel menseiy and is deepiy in iovc with
Tac;.,,,; c o j „ 4. 4, , ,----  —  P®r- who was responsible for the beauti
Beginning on Sunday October 2, at fectly plain were included. The many ful arrangement of the lounge, 
the United church at 7.30 p.m.. Dr. W. lovely furs and fur coats are from the
A  lengthy discussion took
concerning ways and means of raising
W. McPherson will give a series of Silver Lake Fox Farm"''MerrYtrs'c"" were by the Royal Anne money for the club’s annual Children’s ________ _____ ...4 ...g: ^^x.i-
interesting evening talks in “Meetin.g. and are exclusive to Hardie and Har- Party, and in all probability munity singing with Mrs. Kay McKer-
Miss Barbara Meikle, led the com-
- , ‘ tin   r  l i  t  r i   r-
L ife ’s Stem Discipline.’’ The topics ------ _^_________________ — -_________-
follows:-Oct. 2nd, ticton; Nov. 6th, The Fru.strations of 
L ifes  Closed Doors’’; Oct. 9th, Rev. Life.
D. Harkness, B.D.; Oct. 16th, “The A cordial invitation is extended to
hams’ Shoe Store and the lighting was a show will be sponsored early in No- gow at the piano, 
by C. Huckle. vember to raise the necessary funds. The next meeting w ill be on Mon-
______________________  consisting o f  Dr. Reba day, October 10th, at 6.15 p.m., at the
Willits and Miss Josephine McLachlan Royal Anne hotel.
Ability to ‘Take It” ’ - Ort -.n" 10 “ You’d be as pretty as a picture, my were appointed to look into this mat-
y °  7  0^ 4^® «^specially to strangers and new- dear,” said the manager to the bad- ter.
Oct. 30th, comers, to join in these bright help- tempered actress, “if you weren’t in The club may hold a dinner, dance man in the world.”Oldest Game in the World’ . ________, _____Rev. Chas. R. McGillivray, M.A., Pen- ful evening services of worship. such an ugly frame of mind!” in place of one of it’s supper meetings.
Molly; “I wouldn’t marry the best 
Max; “Well, I haven’t asked you to.”
/
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IIOLI> OM» rilVUJlS’ nANQI<»'>T phmMilii' an cnliTtainiiu' ruiiction later
........ , . in the autumn.North Okaiuw'an Old liinei.s Ahmi- (jellnite dute has been act for the
elution did not liold its unnual baiuiuet bati(|uet. features (*f which it i.s plan- 
in eonjunetion with the Interior Pro- ned to enlari'c eonsldmably. JMe.si- 
vineial Kxliibilion at Arnistron/; this dent Harwood Is in favor of holding 
year as has been the custom in the some kind of a paj'eant. depletini; lli'.st 
pn.sl, bid olficers of this j'toup are arrivals in the valley.
-More About-
C INFORMATION
T H E  K E L O W N A  C Q U K IER
10 DEAD, 77 INJURED IN CALIFORNIA TRAIN WRECK
SEARCH
Mr;jr m
\
THURSDAY. SEPT DM UK it 29. 1»3« 
— More Ab(
FRUIT 
BOARD
PHONE GORDON^S 178 & 179
C O C T ' I A I  C  I KID AY AND
O l  C iV / lA L O  SATURDAY
OYSTERS in 8 oz. and 16 oz. jars
“O X F O R D ” M IN CEM EAT  FOR PIES
S H O U L D E R  ROASTS OF L A M B
FRESH RED SPRING S A LM O N
D E E P  S IR LO IN  and R U M P ROASTS of B E E F
Mushrooms, Cauliflower, Savoy Cabbage, Celery, 
Lettuce, Vegetable Marrow, Squash, 
Onions, Potatoes
Halibut, Cod, Herrings, Shrimps, Crabs, Salt Herrings 
Boneless Salt Cod, Finnan Haddies, Haddie Fillets, 
Kippers, Smoked Salmon, Sable Chunks, Cooked Meats, 
Ham and Bacon, Butter and Eggs
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 170
From Paj'e 1. Column 4
adoirtcd here for many years.
Alderman Sutherland wanted to 
know why the city |•efused to collect 
the poll tax from its employees and 
City Clerk Dunn replied that on om; 
occasion to his knowledi'e had the city 
ever refu.sed. When asked by Aider- 
man Sutherland why the list of em­
ployees was not ('iven to the city as 
it i.s to bus'ino.ss linns, it was jjointtrd 
out that the tax was collected from 
the city employees who are liable for 
it, by business Urnis with whom they 
are employed at the time of the col­
lection.
When asked by Mayor Jones if he 
was c h a if 'in t ' that there was an eva­
sion of the tax by city employees the 
alderman said he was rnakinjf no 
chaises but .seekirif' information as to 
why the city employees were treated 
in a manner different than the em­
ployees of business houses. He felt 
the tax of the city employees should 
be collected through the city. He 
could see no reason to chant'e the tax
.a
wiBi*
I f
From Puke 1, Column 7 
of no means by wliicli lie could furnish 
the .sum requested, tlial is not more 
than $:t.0(l().
"Tile fruit board was .so eonvinci'd 
of the value which would he received 
for the money spent Uial we deciiled 
to provide- the .'jiti.OOO and autliori/.ed 
till- Maelaren ajteney to proce-ed with a 
lie-in for H.C. fruit. 'I'lie canipaikn 
starts on Seiitembi-r HO, we under­
stand. Tlie Vancouver office of ihe 
Maelaren comjiany is lumdlinj' the ac­
count.”
Window displays, bamu-rs and dis­
play cards, besitles otlier methods of 
sales iiromotion are beiiq; used in an 
endeavor to attract the interest of the 
fruit trade in tlie Old Country maiket.
ICiuIorsed by I-’nill Trade
"Tlie jiroject has ben endorsed by 
and will receive the full co iijieration 
of tlie fruit trade in tlui United King­
dom,” the secretary to tlie department
An air view of the panorama of wreckage after the head-on collision of two Southern Patdtlc passenger trains on of trade and commerce assures the
Vidhig at Tortuga, a switching point 11 miles cast of Niland. Cal. Ten persons were killed and 77 injured, when fruit board, 
s iu iiib  u i xw i.u t,.., t_____ i. 1_wiilr.u .MvnnnH . Tnlenhono lines were torn out as the Asked us
i xx i uicu mm ., u. u u x. i i o a.
l      g  .   J such terrible impact as to be heard for miles around Telephone lines were torn out as the Asked as to tlie possibilities for a
collection method for the city em- two i^am Los Angeles-bound Argonaut out of New Orleans, and the Chicago-bound Cal- Canadian advertising caAnpaign Mr.
ployces. ifornian" belonged to the crack passenger service of the line. Railroad officials said a faulty switch caused the accident. Haskins slates that Ihe board lias
It was pointed out that all persons ........ .................. _ ^ ______ __________  _ ______ .^........................................ -^------- --— - made no firm plans us yet. but will
DEATH SUDDENLY BIG MAJORITY FOR 
CALLS YOUNG GIRL
Listen. This is o f  interest to y o u !
You know those S A LT E D  P E A N U T S —-the ones with the 
skins on— and the other ones with the skins off— that we 
have been promising to you ?
W E L L , T H E Y ’RE HERE N O W  !
XL wc»o |301IltG(i ------  ---  ■
employed by the city do pay the l^ ll 
tax but not through the citly but 
through other firms. .
Alderman Sutherland also asked 
why the city refused to deduct sums 
from an employee’s wages when an 
order to do so was presented. A  wo­
man was endeavoring to collect money 
owed to her by a city employee and 
he had agreed that a definite sum 
might be deducted from his wages. 
When she presented the order she was 
told that if the order vvas enforced the 
man would lose his job.
In this connection, it was explained 
that the city many years ago had ad­
opted the same practice as the great 
majority of the large business firms.
made no firm plans us yet. but will 
conduct a campaign to the extent of 
its resouiccs and w ill co-operale witli 
A Cocicfield, Ri'own tSc Cos. Vancoiivei
M U N L Y  B Y L A W  offko in arranging the dotai^ ^^ ^
______ It is anticipated that Vancouver
_ , , T-. , TT. • jobbers and some of the prairie job-
____ _____^  1 . Summerland Endorses Borrowing bers w ill co-operate with the board
Q I I I P P I 7 R S ^  R O f l K S  Eileen Beattie Only Ca of $154,000 for Domestic Water in its advertising plans, as lliey did
O i l i i  1 J u i iO  U V r v f l l k J  tQ Kelowna Five Months Ago. ______ last year. Then there is the Apple
People of Summerland, in the busiest Week at Vancouver, sponsoied by the
Saturday, time of the orchard year, turned out to Vancouver board of trade, which was 
. . A.. . , , <__________  .h .,,r .,n nn  «iif'ti .'in nvorwlicliT iim? .micrc.ss last
GROWERS PLAN 
TO INVESTIGATE
xx r ;n  C r ^ n c i e m -  The death occurred on u e oi me oienaiu y e a i ,  l u m e u  u u i  i.u • - -------  - . i , . .. _____
W ill Invoke S g  24, at the Kelowna general vote on Saturday to borrow. $154,000 overwhelming succts.s
ment Act Clauses and Satisfy iriipon Beattie aeed to complete the replacement of the do-
T5 u X hospital of Ruth Eileen Beau , ag ™pstic water svstem from wood to Use Newspaper SpaceThemselves on Secret Rebates jg ^ short illness. Born in Med- system irom wooa
LBS.
FOR
15c
2Dc
25c
SALTED PEANUTS WITH SKINS ON.
Per pound
BLANCHED SALTED PEANUTS
Per pound ......................................
PEANUT BUTTER in bulk.
The best we can buy.
A B O U T  T H A T  K R A F T  CH EESE—
In two-pound Sealtest Wrappers that the radio and magazines 
have been making such a fuss about. Well, it's here 
now and it sure looks good. Per brick ...  ......... ....—
IT  M IG H T  BE  A  H E L P  TO  K N O W
about those BISCUITS for the kids lunch. They are in 5 cent 
celophane wrappers and there are about a half a score of differ­
ent kinds. They are certainly handy.
W H E N  T H A T  L IF E B U O Y  C O U PO N  COM ES—
' don’t throw it away. We’ll redeem it for you. You can get THREE 
LIFEBUOY SOAP for 15c with that Coupon.
S P E A K IN G  A B O U T  C O U PO N S—
Have you sent your CHIPSO entry yet? One chance a week for 
$1,000.00, and 25 chances a week for a Singer Sewing Machine. 
TRY FOR A  PRIZE!
^ ____  __  ___ 
19, after a short illness. Born in Med- pipes, and supported a bylaw on Regarding Canadian advertising of
-------- icine Hat, Alta., the young girl had ^ yp^e of 225 to 13. Three ballots were apples, the board in negotiating about
Feeling that the practice | of seci’ot only moved to Kelowna with her par- rejected. the Old Country campaign, has learn-
j m  01 m  l i  rebates and chiselling on set prices ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Beattie, about Passing a money bylaw, when there cd from Dean Shaw, director of tlie
The city refuses to act as a collecting been continuing for the past few flye months ago, and had been residing is not an election on, is usually con- market sei-vice branch of the Domin- 
agency for any of its employees ere- yg j^-g amongst shippers in the Okana- the Coneland house on Sutherland sidered difficult, as the interest of the ion department of agriculture that 
ditors. I f an order is placed against Valley, some shippers 
any employee’s wages, he is automat 
ically discharged. ,
The mayor pointed out that this re 
solution had been on the city books
gan are prepor 
ing to invoke the Sales on Consign­
ment Act clauses and have a thorough 
inspection of shippers’ books over the 
 years, it is learned this week
and could be changed -..roob-o acm i f  w a c  an n ou n ced  irfor many years
if the council so desired but, he point­
ed out, it was something which shcmld committee, two prominent mem
be considered carefully before it was . which are A. W. Gray and R
Two weeks ago, it was announced in 
these columns that the standard con-
changed.
NO LICENCE, NO
CITY BUSINESS
J. H. Trenwith’s Complaint Filed 
by Council
“I f  Mr. Trenwith w ill take out a
trade licence, the council w ill then ux me xvxm x.,
consider his letter. As the matter believed that this is within any grow-
bers of which are A. . Gray and R.
W. Ramsay o f ' the Kelowna district, 
were planning to have a clear review 
of this provincial act with a view to 
enforcing some of its clauses in the
Okanagan, since shippers had refused _______
to conform with the ideas of the stan- patience.” 
dard contract or voluntary one-desk 
deal.
As a result of this review, it is be­
lieved that siJme growers are prepaij- 
ing to demand in writing immediately 
a complete accounting of the sales of 
their fruit by their shippers over a 
period of th past four years. It is
nvu u illllb d u clllLI ilciUl X JO iivt- il v-av-v-v* via via au -------- ------------------ - -
in p
avenue. people is not so keenly aroused. The “the department is conducting a Can-
Funeral service was conducted by last tiylaw there, voted on to replace adian apple advertising campaign this 
Rev Dr W W McPherson from the the mains for the waterworks, had fall in the larger dailies in Montreal, 
United church in Kelowna on Tues- about 160 votes polled. That was for Toronto and Winnipeg, as well as in 
day September 27 at 2 o’clock with $80,000 and borrowed at the usual rate selected Canadian magazines.” 
interment at the Kelowna cemetery, of municipal interest “The fruit board is also interested in .
By this loan it w ill be possible to the new apple bread, stated Mr. Has-
-------------------- borrow from the government, with kins, “and feels that if housewives
For three hours the little man wat- bonds posted as security, at a rate of could be induced to utilize apples in 
ched the angler waiting for a bite. 2 per cent. I f this loan had not been the bread they bake at home, then it 
“Here why don’t you try a little taken up now, it is quite possible the would be a big help in the distribu- 
fishine yourself? You might have a whole distributing system would have tion of all apples. We have taken this 
bit more luck.” bad to be replaced, but could only be subject up'w ith Alice Stevens to en-
No not me, guv’nor, I ain’t got the financed over a period of years and deavor to familiarize the housewives;
’ ’ at a 4 per cent or per cent rate. with this method of baking bread.”
PHONE 214
stands he has no trade licence and no 
place of business in this city and so, 
as far as the council is concerned, his 
firm simply does not exist. I f  he 
takes out a trade licence, then his^  let­
ter w ill be given every consideration.”
In those words Mayor O. L. Jones 
disposed of a letter received by the 
city council on Monday from James H. 
Trenwith of Kelowna. The council 
being in complete agreement with the 
mayor the letter was ordered to be 
filed. ’
Mr. Trenwith in his letter complain­
ed that TrencO Limited had been given 
no opportunity o f tendering on recent 
equipment purchased by the, city.
ers’ powers under sections 9 and 10 of 
the Sales on Consignment Act.
Section 20 of the. act provides .that 
the grower may place an auditor or 
accountant in the office of the shipper 
to check the written statement and 
determine if the shipper has given a 
true accounting. Any secret rebates 
would, be disclosed in this way, unless 
the shipper had made them out of his 
own pocket.
“I am in entire sympathy and ac­
cord with this procedure,” declared 
W. E. Haskins, when questioned by 
The Courier on Tuesday.
MAXmEES
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25o and lOo
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adtilts, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
PARENT-TEACHER 
WEEK IS MARKED
Parents and Teachers Join 
Studying Child Training
in
Thursday - Fri. - Saturday
September 29, 30, Oct. 1
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
OctobcroSrd and 4th
WARNER. FREDDIE
BAXTER BARTHOLOMEW
AR^JEN WHELAM
This is a Movie Quiz Picture
— -  Added Attractions-----
COLORED CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS
(Friday and Saturday)
M A T IN E E S :
Wed., Fri. and Sat., at 2.30
S A T U R D A Y  M A T IN E E
CHAPTER ONE
“LONE RANGER”
The stirring story of love 
and advehture the author 
of “Treasure Island” al­
ways considered his best. 
For the first time on the 
screen— a triumph in B IG  
P IC T U R E  entertainment.
Motion pictures are your best 
entertainment.
Added Attractions
The most timely short on the 
screen today—
“MARCH 
of TIME
METRO NEWS
W E D N E S . —  T H U R S .
October 5th and 6th
A PICTURE THAT DARES 
TO BE HUMAN AND TRUE!
^..brought to the screen from 
KateDouglasWiggin's glorious 
novel o f American girlhood!
MOTHER CAREYS 
CHICKENS
with
ANNE SHIRLEY • RUBY KEELER 
JAMES ELLISON*FAYBAINTER
WALTER BRENNAN 
Frank Albertson.
Alma Kruger 
Virginia Weidler
n
ADDED
PETER  LO R E
— in
“MYSTERIOUS 
MR. MOTO”
Both pictures on this program 
are Movie Quiz pictures.
Last Show Starts 8.25 p.m.
Next week, October 2nd to 9th, has 
been named as “Parent-Teacher Week 
and it is hoped during this period that 
there w ill be placed before the public, 
and the parents of school pupils in 
particular, the ideals and achievements 
of the parent-teacher movement.
It is expected that branches of the 
Parent-Teacher Federation will be 
formed in every district of the province 
in the very near future. Parents, 
teachers and interested adults join an 
association to take an active and intel­
ligent interest in the welfare of every 
child everywhere. The work covers 
all phases of education from the pre­
school training, through elementary, 
junior and senior high school and col­
lege.
The following statement, which Dr. 
G. M. Weir, niinister of education, has 
kindly given the provincial Parent- 
Teacher Federation to inaugurate “Par­
ent-Teacher Week,” October 2nd to 
9th, outlines the deeper significance of 
home and school relationship, as ex­
emplified by the parent-teacher move­
ment. 0
“The home and the school are both 
social institutions. Both are, or should 
be, educational institutions supplemen­
tary in function yet mutually contribu- 
tive to the main objectives of educa­
tion. Any organization such as a Par­
ent-Teacher association that promotes 
co-operative functioning is a worthy 
one. The value of such associations 
depends upon the aims and attitudes 
underlying their activities. The Parent- 
Teacher association that acts merely as 
an agency to provide funds to buy eq­
uipment for a school has a worthy aim 
but an aim that is much too limited. 
Should such an organization, on the 
other hand, devote itself to destructive 
carping criticism its attitude destroys 
its usefulness. In either circumstance 
a broader, clearer vision is essential.
“Parents need a deeper insight into 
the psychological and sociological prin­
ciples underlying the educational pro­
cess. Teachers need the intensive per­
sonal interest and the insight into child 
nature that good parents possess. From 
a fuller understanding between the 
home and the school w ill come the uni­
fying and clarifying of aims ,the har­
monizing of attitudes and effective co­
operation. Parent-Teacher associations 
can play a most important part in rais­
ing the standard of efficiency in the 
schools of the province.”
More Style
More Quality 
More i
CO ATS
F O R  - C O O L E R  - W E A T H E R
WOMEN'S CLOTH COATS
UNTRIMMED
The cloth coat silhouette is equally smart, either pencil 
straight or fitted. Shoulders are broad but not too exaggera­
ted. A  dropped armhole,, molded waist line and hips. Cloths 
are imported English tweeds and domestic weaves. Smart-, 
ly  tailored in broWn, grey, blue and rust mixtures. Sizes: 
12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and up to ' Q  O f t
size 42. Prices from ...
WOMEN’S FUR TRIMMED COATS
The same styles pertain to these. The swagger style and the 
semi fitted, belted and beltless. New upstanding fur collars. 
Luxurious collars of wolf, American opossum, sable and 
lamb. Cloths include boucle, tree bark, as well as the fav­
orite travel tweeds. A ll 1^ 40 00
and prices from
Wom en’s Fur ' Coats
$35.00
, slightly fit-
$65.00
$65.00
$45.00
ONLY ONE—BLACK ELECTRIC SEAL—Box
Swagger style; size 18. Price ..... ..........
ONE ONLY—BLACK ELECTRIC SEAL—Box style, li l i ­
ted; wide shoulder effect; size 20. ^  ^  ^
Price —................. — ............. - .......... :....— -......
ONE ONLY—BROWN TW IN BEAVER—Size 18.
Price ......................... -................... ' .................... ;•
ONE ONLY—BLACK SUSLIKI FUR—Size 16.
Price ...................  -... -....... ....... . ... ...............
Children’s Coats
Two only G IRLS’ COATS in grey Eskimo lamb. This is a cloth 
which looks like fur and w ill we3r like iron. Semi fitted coat 
with round stand up collar of grey lamb. Size 14X, which is
equ^rto a 16. .^........   ^  ^ $21.^  $19.50
•MISSES’ COATS in lovely quality of polo cloth. ONE ONLY jade 
green cloth, made with small inverted pleats. Stitched down belt. 
Grey fur fabric collar and buttons to match. C  K A
Size 12. Price ............. .... ............ ......  ... . •
CHILDREN’S TWEED COATS in fawn, brown and blue mixtures. 
Made with fur collars. Sizes 7 to 14 to r j  P A
yea rs . Prices from ......................  4 .tUV/
GIRLS’ N A V Y  BLUE CHINCHILLA COATS, belted backs; full
““t ... ......... . $8.95 $10.95
BLAZERS
For school girls; in (j*Q  Q K
In finer quality, belted backs, 
lining across
shoulders ..... ....... I eJ
Colours: Navy, rust, green, grey 
and green; sizes 14, 16, 18, 20.
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltd.
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